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PEEFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The present Edition contains a large amount of matter not

found in the first. Practical exercises occur more frequently

;

and at the request ofa large number of teachers, words, phrases,

and sentences, involving grammatical errors, have been intro-

duced in various parts of the work, to serve as exercises for

correction. More extended examples of parsing and analysis,

and a section on Derivation, have been added. t:> s

The author would here express his sincere gratification at the

success of his little work, now passed through a first edition, and

the many flattering notices it has received. He hopes that the

improvements contained in the present edition will make it still

more useful, and warrant its introduction into all the schools of

the Province.

J. A. MacCABE.
Normal School, Truro March, 1874.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

There are few subjects, if any, upon which so many text

books have been written as English Grammar. From 1633, the

date of the first issued from the press, down to the preseoA t\met

about two hundred and fifty different treatises on tliis subject

have been published ; and of these, only sixty were written pre-

vious to the present century.
.

; ;;?

It may, then, be asked what necessity exists for another

grammar. The author of the present work, must, of course,

have presumed that his addition to the number would not be

found superfluous. lie does not pretend to much originality,

but presents the work rather as a compilation. As, hardly any-

thing new can be said about English gramnar, he, by preparing

the present treatise, does not thereby find fault so much with

what is said in other works on the subject, as with the manner

in which it is said. He thinks that the definitions in common
use do not accurately define the terms they are intended to ex-

plain, that the principles as usually laid down in grammars are

involved in much obscurity by being stated in unintelligible

language, and that erroneous statements are often given as cor-

rect' theories. He has attempted to give definitions which will

convey correct ideas of the things they describe, to set forth old

principles in a new and intelligible form ; and where he intro-

duces innovations, in classification, in the use of new terms, or

in the meaning which he attaches to old ones, he has endeavoured

to be as logical as possible. -

A long experience as a teacher of this branch of knowledge

leads the author to hope that, he has arrived at a reasonably

correct idea of what is practically useful in matter and method.

He therefore places the present work before teachers and pupils.
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trusting that it will he Imind worthy to take its pfaee in tl^e

Nova Scotiii Scries of Sciiool Books.

The treatise from which selections for this l>ook Imve, chiefly,

been taken, is that by Hunter. The works of Angus, Murray,

Crombie, Collier, Morell, and many others, hare also been con

suited.

The author would here express his thanks to J. B. Calkin,

Esq., M. A., Principal of the Normal* and Model Schools, for

many useful hints in the icvisitt^n of the work.

He would also thank his })ublishers for the kind interest they

have taken in bringing out the book, and their exertions to hav«

their part of it perfect.

Normal School, Truro, N. S., 1873.

J. A. MacCabe.

f
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

t

1. Men make known their thoughts to each other

by spoken or written language.

2. Language when spoken is composed of elemen-
tary sounds ; and when written, of elementary forms

called letters, which have been invented to represent

those sounds.

3. Grammar is the science which teaches us the

correct use of the sounds and forms of language.

4. English Grammar teaches us the correct i!se of

the English language in s]^aking and writing.

5. It is usually divided into four parts : OHhography^
Etymology, Syntax, and Prosody,

ORTHOGRAPHY.

i). Orthography treats of the forms and sounds
of the letters and the correct method of spelling words.

7. With it is connected Orthoepy, or the science of correct
pronunciation.

8. The elementary sounds of the English language
are about forty.

9. The letters, which, all together, are called the

Alphabet, are twenty-six.

10. One letter, theretore, must represent two or more
sounds.

11. The letters are ; a, 6, c, d, e, f, g, h, t, J, k, I, m, w, o,

p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,j/,x..

12. The letters are in two forms: Capital, and
Small letters, as A, a.
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13. Cf»|)itnl or hearHcttcrH arc used (I ) »t the bcpiftnmg c^
tvery gciitcnce, (2) of every line of poetry, (3) of the nameK oF
persofw, f^laei'B-, nwnth», d«ys. (4) Th« prom)«n 1 and the

3iterj(M'fion- () should be written with raphaJ lettevs, a» also tlis

first letter of any word of particular in)]»ortanre.

14. The ktters are flividjud ioto voweU smcl con^

3onani». -

15. A vowel is a letter, the sonnd represenfe<1 by-

whichy ia fivU iMid perleet aad proiluGetl by the oi)Ci>

mouth. ,
. ,, „

16. The vowels ivre cr, e, r, o, u, w, ?/.

'W^'- A consonant is a letter which represents a
lound more or less ivhperfect, in eonseq^uenee oi' tlis?

breath being iutercfpted by the tongne, lips, or teeth,

18. Th€ consonants are divided into mutes and semi-vowels,

19. The mutes are those whieb, when they occur after a
owe], completely stop the vowel sound in artieulatien.

20. They are ft, p, d, t, k, q, c hard, and g bard. '"*

21. The 8emr-vowel8, when they occur after a vowel, do nod
•top its sound completely, but allow the voice to escape, tkougb
»ot fully or openly.

22. They are c soft,/", /7 soft, h, j, l, m, n, r, s, v, x, x.

23. T£i« sounds are tl^ following

:

1. The sound of a »8 ia/nfer

a
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tt if
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Jat.
'* far.

[fall,

mete,

met.

pine,

pin.

note,

tube,

tub,

rule,

wet.

yet.

.«**•

/ ' ;

tt

tt

** house.

voice.

tt

egmning a word, io= oo rapidly pronounced,
tt tt tt y::^f.Q »«

Ending a word, w=iu

Hi

tt
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•Rdme of the consoiinnt souhcIs may Ue given m pnirs
;
o«e erf

each pair expressin^r what i^ CRlled a hrenth tiound, tlie othw, f,

ifttfice ifiuiid. In tlic follww ing the 6r«j<it scuuUsi are p«t iLrtt

41.
if

IR. The scund of ^ as in pef,

19

tn

o

I

^{
OM

a.

20.

21.

22
23.

24.

2&.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3».
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33.
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.i(
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44

" 6
" i

d

*i ^ «

" k "

« M "

" <«»!.

" Jine,
" vine.
" ihin.
" -then.

" cot mm k9L

u
It

it

^* c/jeif.

4(

f( i<

teal,

zeal.

azure.

D CciiscHiaRt gounds ft©t pairing.

34. The scimd of I as in /ow.

35.

36.

37.

•88.

-3*J.

40-

u
u
u
u
At

X.t

li

4t ^ U
il

>'9

u
^^
u

u
u **

u

no.

row.
' long.
" hot.

" why.

•4^\s always followed in a word by u, and the gu » i:w; &c
*^Keen tzsttkwQen c -j^ ke^, m, tax s=?taA\j.

24. A diphtJung is tlie union of two vvawek int®

one sound. *^

25. When tlie vowel soiands are blended, as ia the

ftvord /iowse, the diphthong is called .^>ro;>er. . -^
.

26. When the soand of <5nl^ ©ne od' tlie vowels is

tieard, as in the word road^ the diphthong is called im-

proper.

i 27- A tripkikantf is the uni©n'of three vcHsrels iut©

^ne sotind, as in ^ea«. . .•

SYLLABLES.

£8. A sylMh consists of a single so«nd, -or of ft

titniber of sounds uttered togetlier by a aln^ inapvJiie

fd Jthe yoice,^ as, a, an^ <ni-C _
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WORDS.

29. A word is the spoken or written sign of run

idea. •

30. In written language, it may coasist of one

letter only^ or of several,—of one syllable, or more
than one.

31. A woixl of one syllable is called a monosyUahle ;

as, noun.

32. A word of two sylkbles is called a dissyllable ,"

as, pro-noun.

33. A word of three syllables is called a trisyllable ;

as, ad-ject4ve.

34. A word of more than three syllabl-es is called,

s^ polysyllable ; as, in4er-jec-tion.

EXERCISE I.

Tell the vmvels, consonants, diphthongs, triphthongs in the folloiv-

i<ng words, and- divide the words into^ syllables •—Deny, mean>
inournfiil, shoe-, raounta^n, misunderstimdifug, society, ease, ^ye^

adieu, straight, youih, oil, our, beauty, eonfnsioi*, original,

European, !angnage, Russian, repeat, heavy, conquered, follow-

ers, William, defeiited, nobility, business, taught, tongue, con-

versation, peasantry, impenetrability, unanimity, guide, revieAV,

divisibility^ cvoirdnpois, knowledge, young, do'^s,. "whatever,

brought,, parliament..

ETYMOLOGY.

35. Etymology treats of the origin, classification^

and inflexion of worciii.

36. Words are arranged! in ei'^^^f classes (commonTy
called " Parts of Speech"*) ; namely, Noun^ Adjeetivt,

Pronoun^ Verb^ Adverb, Preposition, Conjunction,

Interjection.

37. Inflexion is the change which a word under-

goes to express varieties of meaning, or relation v* ith

other words.

38. Inflexion is now generally used in a wider sense, to

wnean any property of the noun, adjective, verb, &c.^ to esprtss
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wbich tlie word mav, or may not change its form. Person,

which will be explaaned farther on, is called an inflexion of

the noun, although to express it, no change takes place in the

form of the noun. ^See 80).

39. The Parts of Speech are sometimes divided into

declinahle and indeclinable. The term declinable is applied to

those which have inflexion ; as, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb,
and sometimes, Adverb ; indeclinahle^ to those which have no
inflexion ; as^ Preposition, Conjunction, Interjection.

40. The term de.clinMe, however, is heixj used in a sense

somewhat different from i ts original meaning. (See 111).

NOUN.

41. A noun is the name of anything ; as, Johrij

London, hanse, tree, hope.

42. Th« things to which we g? ve names may he objects cfi

the external senses ; as, book, pen, man, noiae, smoothnefss, per-

fume, sweetness, &e.; or the}'' may Ix; objects merely of the imagi-
nation or the intellect ; as, prudence, virtue, -courage, exce/lence,

&c.; but in both cases such names areT»ounf?.

43. Whenever a word, syllab'", letter, or symbol of any
kind is made the subject of discourse, it must be regarded as a
cioun ; as, " We is aprdnouR," " Un \s a j)refix," ^ is a vowel,"
"-]- is sign of addition,*.' "

, is a comma."
44. There are three kinds or sub^hsses of nouns

;

Proper^, Comnwnj and ParUcipicd.

45. A proper noun is a name given to an indi-

vidual of a class to distinguish ^t from the other

individuals of the same dass; as, George^ Kate^ Halifax^

the tSt. Lawrence,

46. A Cotnmon noun is a name shared in common
by each individual of a class ; a3, maw, woman, tow/i,

river.

47. A participial noun is the na,me of an action,

that name ending in ing ; as, walking^ reading^ writing.

48. Proper nouns are used as Common nouns, when they

feave an adjective annexed to thera, or when they are used in the

plural; a;;, "Some mute, inglorious Milton here may rest";
** Shakespeares are not of eveiy day growth," " It would require

a Demosthenes to stir tiiera up."

49. Proper nouns, however, when appearing under such
circumstances, are not always to bo considered ps common.

50. If the name implies the qualities which distinguish aai

f.ndividual, it h to be regarded a^ common.
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51. Th<BS in tbe exaiaples given in 4&, Milten, Siaiespeiirw

and Deimsthenes are proper ncwns used Jignratively (See 502^

532, 2) f©r common nou»s, indicating individuals with certaov

qualities wkieh were possessed by Milton, Shakespeare, and:

Pemosthenes.
52. If the name stands for the individual simply, without

leferenee to qualities, it is to be regarded as proper ; as, " He
aaarricd a Uowavi^,-'^ ** TJte fis)«r Gter^s /" " Ha.ve you seen any
*r the Smiths?"

53. Common noans are used as proper, "when, by personif-

ication, or special use, the ©bject named ie regarded as ar»

individual BOfi belonging to a class ; as, "It is thou, Liberty,—
thrice sweet and gracious goddess;" The " C&nimon'' "The
Park:*

54. The is used before a sitngulaar noun to represent a
«lass ; aS) " 7'Ap ook is harder than the e/w." It is prefixed to

tiie names of plaaes or of institution*, to inaSeate jt. profession ;

as, " Leve rul«s tue eoMp, the amti, f%e cp-ore."

55. The, a or an is- never used in English befoie the mamea
©f virtues, vkcs, arts or seieaees, abstract ^^ualkies defined noti

otherwise partit'uiarfv, or -before terms strictly limited hy othcir

definite words, or before titles used as titleS; or names as names;.

aSj "-Patience is a va-tue," " Falsehwotl fe odious/' " The eldes?

son of a tiuke w called ' Mavq,uis ^,"' " Thames i& deriv'ed from
Tamesis," ^not The Thaax-s;.

56. Some common noans are ealledi C&lleetipe ; some,.

AbstraQt nouns.
57. A vjAle^tiw noun expresses a collection of individuala

regarded as formfhg a whole ; as, army, 7ifvlHhide,^mk.

58. An abstract noun is the name of some attribute eon>-

sidered ftpast frGi^ the object to which it belongs f as, whiteness,

hardnesi, siof'itnpss.

59. The inflexions ol noanu are, j^uiuhr, Person^
Gendsr, Case.

EXEBCISE II.

Plaee ia one eoluaan on slate or paper, the nouns m the fol-

fowing sentences ; opposite t& eaeh in anethev column write th©
word noun ; and in a third calumn opposite to eaeh, the sul^-

dass I th!is,

Word
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books, slates, pens, and pencils. A map is a picture of the
world, or of a part of the world. Charles has broken the pitcKer

with his whip. Halifax is the eapital of Nova Scofia. Listen
to nature's- teachings. Bees live m hives. We hear nothing of
causing the blind to see. Among the bushes and high grass
near the water, the swan builds its nest. We see trees, and
fields, and houses, and a great sheet of dark water. The nobles
of England saw the necessity of redressing the wrongs of the
people. Napoleon was now master of Europe. Nova hicotia is

a peninsula. My soui may not brook recalling. And the foam
of his gasping la}? white on the turf. June brings tulips, lilies,

roses : fills the children's hands with posies. Not a step can we
take in any dipection without perceiving the traces of design.

One day George said to his sisters Lucy and Fanny. We heard
the bellowing of the Mediterranean. No fantastic carvings
shoAV. A grateful mind by owing owes not. Therefore, as far

from granting he, as I from begging peace. And by opposing
end them. Robert returned to England with William, and
joined him in an expedition against Scotland. Waste their

sweetness on the desert air. He was much happier in giving

than in receiving. His was the true goodness of heart. The
Atlantic Ocean separates America from Europe and Africa.

America was discovered by Columbus, a nat'^e of Gcnoii, i!i

1492. He was under the patronage of Ferdinand and Isabella

of Spain.
'

'''^'^''

- NUMBER.
"'"' "

60. Number is an inflexion of the nonn derived

from its denoting one object, or more objects than one.

61. If the noun denotes one object, it is said to be
of thie Singular number ; as, hook^ box, man,

62. If the noun denotes more than one, it is said to

be of the Plural number ; as, books, boxes, men.

63. The plural is formed irom the singular, as a
general rule by adding s ; as, hook, hooks,

64. If, however, the termination of the singular has the

sound of s, or a sound approachiiig it, as in words ending in *,

sh, X, ch soft, z; es must be added to form the plnral; as, gas,

gases ; brush, hushes ; box, boxes ; church, churches ; topaz, topazes.

65. The reason of this is evident. If s only were added,

the plural could not be distinguished in conversation from the

singular. ,
;>> "• (- -

66. Nouns ending in 6 or y preceded by a consonaift, form ^

their plural by adaing es, the y at the same time being changed
intoe; as, cargo, cargoes; laay, ladies. The following arc ex-

ceptions in o, following the general rule, baiiiboo, cento, ranto,
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duodecimo, grotto, halo, junto, memento, motto, octavo, portico,

quarto, solo, two, tt/ro, zero. But when o or 1/ is preceded by a
vowel, the plural is formed by simply adding s; as, cameo,

cameos ; folio, fo/ios ; day, days; boy, boys, quy has quies ; as,

soliloquy, soliloquies.

67. Most nouns ending in / or ye make their plural by
changing/ or /tf into ye«,* as, calf, calves; knife, knives. But
hoof, roof, grief, mischief, handkerchief relief, muff, ani others

follow the general rule. The plural of sfq/f should be staffs, not
staves ; the singular of staves is stave.

68. One form of the Anglo Saxon plural ended in en.

We have still some examples of this in our language (which is

derived chieflv from the Anglo Saxon) ; as, ox, oxen ; man (and
its compounds) ?nen. Wc must, however, say Mussulmans,
Turkomans, Talismans, as these are not compound: of the Eng-
lish word man,

69. Another plural form in the Anglo Saxon ended in r« (afterwards
er-re). Four words fornied their plural in this way, child, lamb, calf,

egg. iThis form is now seen in tlie word child-r-en, which, strangely
enougU, has two plural terminations ; the r of ru, and the en mentioned
before.

70. Some nouns have two distinct plural forms.

Die has dies (for coining) and dice (for gaming). ,'i':

Pea has peas (distinct seeds) and pease (the species).
'

Penny has pennies (coins) and pence (value). *

71. Some nouns have the same form for both numbers ; as»

deer, sheep.
'

72. Some nouns from the nature of the things which they
express have no plural ; as, wheat, tea, sugar, water, gold, sloth,

pride. However, some of these are pluralized, to express diflferent

kinds or qualities ; as, new teas.

73. Some nouns have no singular; as, bellows, scissors,

ashes, &c.

74. The names of scienc^.s ending in ics, are often regarded
as singular, although with a plural termination; as, mathematics,
optics, &c. Again, such forms as horse and foot, meaning horse
soldiers and foot soldiers, though singular in form have a plural
sense. So also, such expressions as, 10 stone, 5 score, 20 sail,

40 head.

75. Proper nouns arc generally made plural by adding s;_
as, the Henrys, the Johnsons. When the proper name has a
title prefixed, the title only should be pluralized ; as, the Misses
Johnson. When the word two, three, &c. stands before the title,

the lattfi' noun Is made plural ; as, ** the two Miss Scotts."
76. In some peculiar plural forms, we find an apostrophe

preceding the s; as, " Dot yoiir i's and cross your /'.s." The 9's,

the -f-'s- When other parts of speech are used a.^ nouns, their
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})lnmls are formed repnlarlv; as, "The ifs andluts," "The
whi/s and wherefores," "At mxes and sevens."

77. Some compound words consisting of a noun followed
by a descriptive termor phrase, form their plural by adding s to

the first word ; as, court-martial , couiis-marti il ; knight-eirant,

hnights-errant ; father-in-law, fathers-in-law. But we say spoon-

fuls, handfnls, mouse-traps, mantraps.
78. Nouns adopted from foreign languages generally retain

their original plural form. The following are some of the singu-

lar and plural terminations of these words. Latin—singular, a,

us, urn, ;s, ix or ex, make respectively in the plural, ae, i or era,

a, es, ices. Greek—singular, is, on, make respectively in the

plural es or ides, a.

Thus : nebula, nebulae ; calculus, calculi ; geAus, genera ; memo-
randum, memoranda ; amanuensis, amanuenses ; appendix, appen-
dices ; oasis, oases ; apsis, apsides ; phenomenon, phenomena.

; / OTHER LANGUAGES.

Singular,

C Beau,
French. < Madame,

( Monsieur,

Hebrew. |

Chm>b.

Plural.

Beaux.
Mesdames.
Messieurs.

Banditti.

Virtuosi.

Ch«rubim.
Seraphim.

79. The pupil will note the following. Alms is derived

from the old French almesse, and is strictly speaking singular,

and was so used by ancient authors. Customs, meaning taxes

or duties on imported goods, has no wngular, and must be dis-

tinguished from the plural of custom, habit. Letters, meaning
literature, has no singular. Means is used in both numbers,
Pams, meaning care, is joined jvith a plural verb. Gallows is

joined to a singular verb. News is generally considered singular.

EXERCISE III.

Form the plural of the following icords

:

—Day, hero, goose,

sister-in-law, pailful, half, folio, valley, surf, genus, madness,
turf, portico, two, entry, seraph, alumnus, genius, chimney,
fresco, m, .50, soliloquy, tornado, postman, son-in-law, memo-
randum, man-slayer, step-son.

Correct the errors in the following plurals:—Heres, delaies,

shelfs, elfs, cherubims, stratas, kines, wharfs, cantoes, monies,
folioes, twoes, childs, foots, seraphims, verf'xes, potatos, echos,

bodys. The Misses Whartons, prooves, dwarves, ts, is, octavoes,

flagstaves, loafs.
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PERbON.

80. Person is an inflexion of the noun derived

from its being the name of the person who speaks, of

the person or thing spoken to, or of the person or thing

spoken of«

81. The person speaking is said to be of the first

person ; but this person is rarely found except in pro-

nouns. Nouns are in the first person, only when in

apposition with a pronoun of the first person ; as, " We
petty men walk under his huge legs."

82. If the noun is the name of a person or thing

spoken to, it is said to be of the second person ; as,

" John, come here ;" " Must I leave thee, Paradise^

83. If the noun is the name of a person or thing

spoken of, it is said to be of the third person ; as " John
came here ;" '' Eve left Paradise,^*

84. Person is derired from the Latin persona, a mask used
in the ancient theatre. By a secondary meaning it was applied

to the actor himself. The speaker thus becoming a person, the

party spoken to was soon termed by Grammarians, the second

person, and when another was introduced as the subject of their

conversation, he was denominated the third person. In ancient
tragedy, it may be remarked, more than three never appeared on
the stage.

GENDER.

85. Gender is an inflexion of the noun derived

Irom its being the name of an animal of the male kind,

or of an animal of the female kind.

86. Nouns are of two genders, or of no gender.

_87 If i^Q noun is the name of a male animal, it is

said to be of the masculine gender ; as, man, lioti.

88. If the nouli is the name of a female animal, it

is said to be of the feminine gender ; as, woman, lioness.

89. If the noun is the name of an object which
has no sex, it has no gender ; as, book, chair.

90. Gender, therefore, depends on sex ; sex being an attri-

bute of living beings, gender, of the words which are the names
of these beings. Where there is no sex, there is no gender.

91. In general, there is nothing in the form of a noun to

i
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indicate it^ gentler, except the terminations ess and ix of the
feminine ; as, /we/, />06>/e8s,' executor, executrix.

92. Gender is sometimes distinguished by having ditrerent

words in the masculine and feminine ; as, boy, f/irl ; beau, belle. •

93. In some instances distinction of gender is denoted by
the addition of a word ; as, wia/t-servant, ma/rf-servant ; bride-

s/zoom, brido,

94. The masculine form is often employed in a general way
to include both males and females. Thus, although we have the

form3 poet and poetess, author and authoress, the words poet and
author may include persons of both sexes. It is to be observed,

however, that the masculine term is always employed when the

office occupation, profession, &c., and not the sex of the individ-

ual, is chiefly to be expressed ; and that the feminine term is

used in those cases only when discrimination of sex is indispens-

ably necessary. This may be illustrated by the following ex-
amples. If I say, " The poets of this age are distinguished more
by correctness of taste than by sublimity of conception," 1 clearly

include in the term poet both male and female writers of poetry.

If I say, " She is the best poetess in this country," I assign her

the superiority over those only of her own sex. If I say, " She
is the best poet in this country," I assign her the superiority

over all other writers of poetry, both male and female.

95 Some nouns, such as parent, child, friend, being ap-
' plicable to either sex, are sometimes improperly said to be of the

common gender. If the singular form occurs in a sentence, and
if the context enables us to tell its gender, it should be said to be

of the gender so made known. If the context gives us no idea of
its-gender, the expression we should use in speaking of its

gender is "masculine or feminine," not common. If the plural

form occurs, the context should be used in the same way, and if

it will not aid, the noun in the plural may be called common
gender. The proper application of the term common gender is to

plural nouns or pronouns, which convey the idea of both sexes.

96. Some nouns having no gender are often said to be o'

the masculine or feminine. Thus we say of the sun, " i/e is

setting ;" of a ship, " She has just come into port." Such words
are said to be personified. (See 52.5.)

97. The rule in this case seems to be that, the names of

things remarkable for their strength, courage, or majesty, should

have the masculine gender assigned to them ; thus, time, death,

anger, jotf, winter ; and that the names of things remarkable for

gentlen^.i, fruitfulness,'^ beauty, the feminine gender; as, the

garth, spring, hope. (See Collins' Ode to the Passions).

98. When speaking of Animals, particularly those of
' inferior size, and sometimes even of infants, we frequently con-
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Hidcr them ns devoid of sox ; as, " The eat is a liold and duriii/^

ereature ; and is also erucl to its enemy." *'TI)e chikl wan'
lyinp in its cradle."

99. Collective nouns, if they convey the idea of unity, or
take the plural form, are considered as havin/:? no gender; as,

" The army on its approach raised a shout of defiance." But if

they convey the idea of plurality without the plural torm, they

take* the gender of the individuals that compose the collection

;

as, " The jury could not agree upon their verdict."

100. The following are examples of masculines and femi-

nines, the latter heing more oV less irregular.

Abbot, abbess.

Bachelor, maid, spinster.

Chamberlain, chambermaid.
Czar, czarina.

' Don, donna. rfv^^ ;;>;•.

Duke, duchess.
.
i

Earl, countess.

Fox, vixen.

Friar and monk, nun. •

GaiFer, gammer.
Hart, roe.

Hero, Heroine.

Jj ndgrave, lanugravine.

Margrave, margravine.

Ogre, ogress.

Sign or, signora
Stag, hind
Steer, heifer.

Sultan, sultana. ^--;

Swain, nymph. >.

Votary, votaress.

Widower, widow.
Wizard, witch.

Joseph, Josephine.

Augustus, Augusta.
Henry, Henrietta.

Francis, Frances.

Julius, Julia or Juliet.

i?v

EXERCISE IV.

Name the fjmders of the following nouns :^A\mt, duke, duch"
ess, wizard, monk, niece, heiress, tigress, roe, goose, hind, pea"
hen, queen, viscount, earl, marquis, empress, witch, sloven»

bridegroom, donna, testatrix, ew^-lamb.

Correct the errors in the followincj sentences:—Among the

ladies of the household were a duchess, a chamberlain, a mar-
quis, a vicountess, an earl, a baron, four peers of the realm, a
princess, the dauphin, the young czar, a landgrave, and a
margravine. He divided the males from the females, placing in

one field, the oxen, the ewes, the heifers, the geese ; and in

another, the females—the pea-hens, the fillies, the drakes, and
the young does.

Write out the feminmes of the following ivords :—Arbiter, czar,

don, gaflPer, directo.,', duke, piince, earl, dauphin, executor,
heir, landgrave, marquis, sultan, peer, viscount, negro, friar,

testator, tiger, votary, beau, drake, master, sir, lady.

Write out the masculines of the following words:—Lady, niece,

witch, vixen, roe, abbess, infanta, bride, lass, dam, hind,
landlady,
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CASE.

101. Case is an inflexion of the noun derived from
the relation which the noun has to some other word in

the sentence.

102. If the noun is the subject of a verb, it is said

to be in the nominative case ; as, " John is present." If

the noun is immediately followed by a participle, and
have no direct dependence on any other word in the

sentence, it is said to be in the nominative absolute ;

as, " John being present, we will commence." Finally,

if the noun is the name of t.e person or thing ad-

dressed, it is said to be in the nominative of address ;

as, " John, why were you not present when we began
work?" " Ye crags and peaks, I'm with you once again

"

103. If the noun is the name of u person or thing

represented as possessing something, it is said be in

the possessive case, which is usually expressed by writ-

ing the noun with an apostrophe and the letter s at-

tached; as '^John^s book"; "the monntaiii's brow."
' 104. The origin of the Jipostrophe and the letter s to mark
the possessive case, may be thus exphiincd. In the Anglo Saxon
language, nouns generally formed their plural by adding as to

the singular. As the language changed, the plural came to be

formed by adding es, which was also the general case ending of

the genitive (possessive) singular : consequently, to distinguish

between the two cases, the e in the possessive singular was
omitted, and an apostrophe \used in its place.

105. To avoid concurrent hissing sounds, it is sometimes ex-

pedient to mark the possessive singular by an apostrophe only
;

as, *• Moses' rod ;" " for conscience' sake." If the plural end in

s, the same rule is observed in forming its possessive.

108. If the noun is the object of an action or of a

relation, it is said to be in the objective case ; as,

" William accompanied John** ;
" V/illiam walked with

John"
107. This case is usually found after a transitive verb,

(see 168) or after a preposition, (see 340.)

108. As may have been already seen from the fore-

going remarks, nouns have three cases. Nominative,

Possessive, and Objective.
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109. The nominative nnd objective are the same in form,

and can only be distinguished by the context.

110. The possessive is often resolvable into the objective

with the preposition of. Thus, " the king's crown " is equivalent

to " the crown of the ling." It is usual, however, when in-

animate objects are represented as possessors, to use the objective

form ; thus, to say " the foot of the mountain" rather than ** the

mountain's foot." Although the possessive form has generally

the same meaning as the objective with the preposition, as in

the examples here given, this is not always the case, fesome-

times the meaning is very diiferent, arising, in part, from the

position of the accented noun in the sentence, for example

:

Latham's English Language, is not quite the same as the English

Language of Latham. The attention is called to the man in the

former expression, and to the book, or perhaps to his style, in

the latter. The lives of the Po-ts of Johnson, is different both in

sense and sound, from Johnson's Lives of the Poets ; still more
does it differ from Johnson's Poets' Lives. Compare the Lord's

Day with the Day of the Lord.

111. Ancient grammarians represented the nominative case

by a perpendicular line, the others, by oblique Hues, formino-

angles with the upright line. The nominative case was called

tlie upright case, fr6ni the line chosen to represent it ; the others,

oblique cases, which being represented by lines bending orfalling
away from the jierpendicular, repeating the forms of the noun
for these cases was called declension, and the noun was said to be
declined. These terms, thus, at first restricted to the noun, were
afterwards applied to other parts of spech. Similar remarks
may bo made with regard to the terms inflexion and inflected.

112. The nouns hoy, man, city, are thus declined

:

Singular,

Nom, Boy man city

Poss. Boy's man's city's

Ohj, Boy man city

PhiroL
boys men cities

boys' men's cities'

boys men cities

EXERCISE V.

Write the possessive case .singular, and where allowable, tAe

pos.<ie,ssive case plural, of tlie following ivords:—Torch, calf, Ij'nx,

echo, father-in-law, courtmartial, lady, goose, life, beau, negro,
deer, children, forest, ocean, judge, chance, vice, coach, peeress.

Watts, girls, city, oxen, artist, ray brother, Augustus, Bolton
the carriage-maker, Robert Burns, Catherine Philips, Henry II,

Sir William Jones, Demosthenes, the Athenian orator.
Correct errors in the folio/ring sentences

:

—Despairs long sigh
and Griefs? convulsive sob. A mother;-; tenderness and a fathers
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ran? are N" tares gift's for mans' advarrtnj?o. The pictaro o#
ber 8on'» iloea- oot much re«emble hhn. Socrates's teach inpf»

were in advnoce of his nge. I havo not read Horace* epi8tle»»

Neither John nor his brother's scholarship was \cry hiph. The
peace of Westphalia closed the Thirty Years War. The mea-
sure gained tlie king as well as the peoples approbation. Moscg-
rod was- turned mto a Serpent. For gootfness's soke do not gov
1 expect to visit his brother's John's monument.

PARSING.

Selecting the nouns from the following sentence*, fi?l up on
slate or paper a table similar to the subjoined, making the fol-

lowing abbreviatioo& : for ;j?*o^er, prop. ; for common ^ com.; for

lingular f sing. ; for plurcH, plur. ; ikurjirst, second and third the
nsual abbreviationRJ ; for the gender, wwwc, /em., or no gen.; for

the cases, worn., pass., obj.

• Word
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116. The followinff are exiunplcs, a, an, the ; one, two, thirtj

Ac; Jirst, second, third, &c.; former, latter, last; each, every,

eiiher, neither ; this, that, theae, those, i/on, yonder; ani/, all, no^

none, few, some, several, much, many, more, most, which, what,

whether, such, same, othci\ own, Nova-JScotian.

117. The word whether is strictly a definitive adjective, de-

noting which of the two, but our present employment of the word
requires the two things to be specified separately, by means of

tlie conjunction or, in which case it is eitlicr a conjunction or

definitive adjective. Thus, in the sentence, " whether \» William's

offer 0/- Joseph's better," equivalent to ** whether ofl'er is Iwtrer

—

William's or Joseph's?'' whdAer in a conjunction or definitive

ftdjective.

118. An attributive adjective is acW^^d to a riOun, to

express ail attribute or quality as existing in the object

of which the noun is the name ; as, " a sweet apple."

119. Th<} participial adjective is the present or the

past participle of a verb, (See 205) when this participle

occurs alone or in immediate connexion with a noun-

Thus in the sentence, ** he seemed for i{\g\i\iy composed^^

composed is an adjective participial, qualifying he or

the noun i'or which he stands. Again, in the sentence,
''' thus repulsed^ our final hope is flat despair," repulsed

is an adjective participial, ^jualifying ttie speaker and
others.

120. Such words may, however, be regarded as participles

forming part of a passive voice, (see 177) the necessary words
being understood. In the sentence given above, " he seemed
for dignity composed," composed may be considered as part of a
passive voice. Thus, supplying the necessary words, *' he
seemed as one who was composed for dignity." But the simplest

wav to deal with such words is, to call them adjectives.

(See 300).

121. The definitive adjective a is, merely, an a'bbreviation

of an v.'hich is the representative of the Anglo Saxon word
meaning o«e ; a being used when the word following begins with
a consonant, or the sound of w cr y ; as, a book, a Flute, a wise
man, such a one, such a humor.

122^ Words other than proper Adjectives may be used as

adjectives to iwodify objects of thought, losing in such use, their

own proper nature. Nouns arc frequently used thus ; as, " A
mountain rill," " \ fairy vision," " Sunset scene.'* Adverbs and
prepositions arc sometimes so used ; as, " The under current,"
''Hither Gauh" ** The flirn adniinii<triition." Verba and phrases

c

I
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nrti iise(f in tho smiKj \v»ty ; as, " Tiro tio-notliluff policy/' •* An
Miit-o/'-t/ic.-uutif |»hicc," " Timt n<'t'ei-tO'h('!iH(fit'l('ulli)-roin)m itdrti

course.

123. Sometimes, to form a r.las3, the <1efinitivc ndjectivo the

h profixed toothor tuijectivcs which refer to plural nouns under-
stood ; and to form an fthstruct noun, Is prefixed to adjectives

which refer ta singular nauns ; as, " Men call the prond happy,'*
** Then the forms of the departed^'^ "Ho is reading Burlce on
* The Sublime: "

124. The only inHexian which the English adjec-

tive admits is called Cotnparisoii, Of this there aire

said to bo three degrees, Positive, Cohiparative, and
Superlative, distinguishing the various degrees hi

which a qivality is possessed by various objects.

125. Adjectives which tk> not admit of comparison aro
tailed invariable ; those admitti-ng of compariison, variable,

though this hist term h rarely used.

126. In some languages the adjective is inflected like the
noun, having number, gender and case. This was so in tl:e

Anglo Saxon. The only instance we have of this kind of in-

Mexion in English, is the number of the definitive adjectives thin

and that, which have, respectively, these and- Mose in the plural.

127. An adject've in its simple state is said to be in

the positiiye degree ; as, " a tall man,** " a swift horse.**

128. An adjective denoting that the object of which
it expresses a (juality, possesses a greater degree of

that quality than another object, is said to be in the com^
pnrative degree ; as, " John is taller than James,** " my
horse is swifter than his.**

129. An adjective denoting that the object of which
it expressess a quality, possesses the greatest degree of

that quality, as compai'e<l with several other objects, is

said to be in the superlative degree ; as, " John is the

iallest boy in the sciiool,*' " my horso is the swiftest in

the town.'*

130. Attributive adjectives o«ly, admit ot comparison.
Most definitive adjectives are invariable. However, some attri-

butive adjectives are invariable ; those that in their simple form
express the quality as possessed by the object in the highest

degree ; as superior, supreme, omnipotent, universal, perfect, com-
plete, &c.; or those which denote figure, shape, or position ; as,

square, circular, straight,, horizontal, &c. Usage may be pleadei^
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in favor of nmrc and want univrr^al, tnare m)d /nest perfect, nwm
and 7nosf. complete, but good writers generally avoid sueli expres-

ifiions. The expi'essions, so universal, so extreme^ are improper.

131- The comparative and superlative degrees are

formed from the positive, by adding er and est respec-

tively ; r and st if the adjecti ve end in «. Th^js, pos. tall,

compir- tsiller, super, tallest; pos. wise, oompar. wiser,

isuper. wise«<.

132. Adjectives of two oq' more syllafol<^s do not form their

comparatives *rd superlatives by adding er and est ; but by piX5-

tixing more jiad most to the positive^ as, pos. stu(iious, ^ornpar-

tnore studious, super, most studious. Less and least also, indicate

icomparison ; as, studvjiis, kss studious, lea^t studiou*.

I»i3, Afljeetives^f two syllables ending in y, as happy, or
ie after a m^te, as nol^e, or accented on the last syllable as pQlite^

ma/ be compared either way.
134. Tie terflftlBation isii added to an adjeciive causes the

Adjective to ex|M'ess a degi'ee lees t^iaa the positive ; as reddish^
•" tending to red"; rather, added to the adjective, lias Ae «ame
»eflfect. liather sometimes expresses tee m«,ch of a quality ; tiiuei,

-'* rather red," may mean too red.

135. CoHfttflnadoas c f •adieetives with «eertain adverbs ex-

press —h&t is called the superlative of eminence; a£, t)ery beautd-
lu3> exeeediHqlif careful.

136. Soiae adjeclaves aa?e ia'i^egal&r i& <;oiupaiison. Ti*
^llowliig ai-e C!:2Lampl€s, «

Po*. Compare
Good better

Bad oi EviJ nvorse

iess or lesser '

iBore

nearer
farther

furtlier

later e-r latter

older or elder

Little

Much or M&ay
N(nir

Far
Forth
Late
•Old

Super.
best

worst
fetist

inost

nearest or next
farthest

furthest

latest -or l-aj»t

oldest -or eldest

137. Some adjectives form the Superlative hy. aonexMi^
mo»t to the positive cr cGm])ai'auve ; thus,

Pot.

Low
Hind

Out

(^wjpar.

lower
hinder

upper
inner ~

outer or utter

ittl'ffi€X

^nper,
k>west or lowermost
hindmost or hindcrmosl
upmost or uppermost
inmost or inneimost
outmost, utmost, &c , &<!u

foremost a.- j^'st
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:pres

•

oper.

I are

spec-

.tall,

tliek:

1?^ pixy

iipar.

iicate

same

s ex-

«.ut&-

»t«^

S£

fo!L

£X1!RCIS£ VI. «

Cmrrpare. tlte following adjectives. When any one '%tnnot be
rnmpared, tell the reason

:

—Good, wise, new, long, narrow, just,

proud, happy, perfect, large, b«d, daily, bright, lofiy, vast,

bumble, greei^, greedy, mighty, honest, cool, superior, hot,.

many^ triangi»lar, wooden, magnanimous, perpemlieular.

Ccnrect the errors in the follow) ng sentences:—She Js a per55onf

of the most great abilities. He is the p^verfulest man of hi&

company. The krrft'e wa» tlw usefulost instiunscnt he had. He
soon foimd an advantageouser connection. The aroiablesfi

disposJtioi> secures most regard. The farthcrcst distance. Tho
worser qualities. The latcrest editions. The lowerest strata.

The fartberest position. Tlie hindest of the flock. Virtue con-
fers the supremc»t dignity on man. He was the more junior of
the sons. I thought him the memoraWest cf those forgotten

ones. He is the remarkablest of mankind. He was the bcantl-

fttlesr, hopefiilfest of little fellows. The greatest maximum of
temperature was ninety-seren degrees. Tliey were the greatest

generals of any others in the army. The youngest was the
comelyest and amiablest. His mors ulterior object was to reach
Athens. The dispute was a more minor affair than the blows
we inflicted. It was the extremest cold of the sea8€>n.

PARSING.

Classify the nouns and adjectives in tiie following sentence*

according to the subjoined tabular form. For the adjective

under the head, inflexion, write the name of the degree of com-
parison in which it is if it admit of comparison ; if not, write the

word, iiivariable. Abbreviate as follows : adj. for adjective,

defin. for definitive^ attr. for attributive , invar, for invariable, pos.

Cor positivCf compv. for comparative, supei', for superlative ; thus,

A good boy

Word
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superior teacTicr. 4t is the most extraordinary story 1 liavc evev

heard. The British Empire c6nip»-ist's territories in many hinds.

Each of the angles is a right angle. The most eminent physi-

"f'ans. He obtained a plain answer. I shall never forget the

delightful sensation with which I exchanged the dark, smoky,
smothering atmosphere of the Highland hut for the refreshing

fragrance of the moaning air. He had no longer that firm seat.

The aU-bchoIding Sun. Like pampered lions from the spoils

they came. The shrinking eye still glanced on grim decay.

Advancing darkness broods upon the wild horizon. On the

twentieth of February. Some of the greatest philosophers have
been engaged in the pursuits of active life. There is scarcely a
more melancholy sight. All is sour and cheerless. The straj.'--

gling daylight shows the unmeasured desert wan. As in tho
hurrying march. Thought and valor mirrored in his eye.

How would ye bear, in real pain to lie, despised, neglected, left

jilone to die ? Tlie increasing heat preyed upon jiis strength.

What striking lessons have we not had. The laboring vessels

fly. Now came the last and most wondertul sign. Cradled in

the field, he was to the last hour the darling of the army. In a
former work,

PRONOUN.

138. A pronoun is a word used instead of a noun,

to prevent the too frequent repetition of the noun ; as,

" John came yesterday, and he will return by the train

which leaves at noon to-day,"

139. As the essence of the pronoun consists in its standing
for the noun, no word whose place cannot be supplied by a
noun, is a pronoun. This test will get rid of many so-called

pronouns.

140. There are two kinds or sub-classes of pro-

nouns, Personal, and Relative,

141. The personal pronouns are those which are

put for persons ; as, 7, thou, we, she, &c.

142. The word il: is usually called: a personal pronoun,
though the name is almost always incorrect, as it is more fre-

quently applied to inanimate, than to animate objects. (See
215,217.)

143. Relative pronouns are generally those which,

relate to some word or phrase mentioned before ; as,

** The man loho was heie," *' Tlie horse which w\?>

bought."

\
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144. The relative pronauiis are ifrfio, whicfi, and that. Who

is put for persons ; which^or Iowlt animals and inattimate things.

145. When the relative pronouns are used in asking ques-

tions, they always refer to the answer lo the question. Ir. such
cases they are sometimes called interrogativ<i pronouns. In using

these pronouns interrogatively, it is to be observed, that who ami
ivhich are each applied to ])ersons. This difference, however,
is to be observed, that when the pronoun which is used interrog-

atively, and applied to persons, it is generally, ii" not always,
understood that the cAarac^er of the individual wlio is the subject

of the enquiry is in some degree known. Who is more indefi-

nite. If 1 say, "Which is the man f" I mean of those now
before me or of those who have been described. If I say,." Who
is the man that will dare to offend V it implies that I am entire-

ly a stranger to him, and that I even doubt his existence.
'* Which is the man V not only implies his existe;:ce, but also

that the aggregate of individuals whence the selection is made,
is known to me. When we enquire into the character or occu-

pation of any person or thing and not for the individual itself,

we emnloy I'jhct ; as, "What is man that thou art mindful ot

him"^"^

146. Relative pronouns have also a conjunctive significa-

tion ; as, " The nnin who was here yesterday is gone," equivalent

to " The man—and he was here yesterday—is gone." " L'ght
is a body which moves with great velocity," equivalent to,

" Light is a body—and it moves with great velocity."

147. But is often used after a negative clause, apparent-

ly for a relative, or its equivalent, and a negative ; as,

"No cliff so- bare but on its steep

Thy favors may be found.
t>

i.e., that on its steep—may not be found.

148. Pronouns being put for nouns, have the same
inflexions, Number, Person, Gender, Case,

149. The remarks on gender, given when speaking of th«

noun (See 95) will apply to the yjronoun, where the gender is

not marked by the form of the word.

150. The number, person, and case of the pronouns
are seen by the following:

First Person. ^ •

Nom.
Sing,

I

Poss. My or Mine
Obj, Me

Plur.'\
We
Our or Ours
Us
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Siu(/, Plur,

Norn, You or Tlioti Ye or You
Poss. Your oi" Yours, Thy or Thine Your or Y''ours

Ohj. You or Thee You

Third Person,
>e
"

Sing. . Plur.

He, She, It They
His, her or hoi's, ite Their or Theii's ..

Him, her, it Them

Relative.

Sing, or Plur,

"Who, which, that

Whose, whose, whose
Vv Whom, which, that ^ «r;

151. It is customary for a Sovereign to use the first person
plural form instead of the singular, in speaking formally of liis

or herself. Thus, the Queen at the end of a proclamation, or
other official document uses this language; "In testimony
whereof, im have hereunto set our seal." So reviewers and
editors use the plural of the first person. They write' as if

personating their readers and as their organ, just as the Queen
personates the nation. In public worship, the use of the plural

in prayer Is proper, as the speaker is but the mouthpiece of the

assembly ; in the discourse or address to the assembly, it is

improper, although not uncommon.

152. When the proper plural form of the personal pronoun
is used for the singular, self is used ; as, " You, John, yourself

arc in fault." "Dor - by ourself the king." " While editor of

this journal we announce ourself as individually responsible

for every article that appears."

153. When pronouns are used dS nouns they are inde-

clinable; as, "I don't fear the proudest Ke in Christendom,"
** Each bush and oak doth know i am."

154. Formerly, thou only was used in the singular, you in

the plural. At present, you is used in both numbers, and thou
is no longer employed except in solemn speech, or to express the
familiarity of tenderness or contempt ; as, ** O thou that with
surpassing glory crowned, look'st from thy sole dominion like the
god of this new world." " No father shall thy corpse compose;
thy dying eyes no tender mother close." ** Til theu thee, thou

I

A
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traitor." Tlie same tllstinction is to he t)bserved hetween t/t and
you as hetween ihon and you.

155. Ml/, thy, her, your, &c., cannot he nsed without "the

noun ; mine, thine, hors, youra, &e., are used alone. Mine in

r^uch cases is equivalent to my and the noun ; thine to thy and
the noun. Mine and thine were formerly used before words
beginning xvlth a vowel ; as, " Blot out mine iniquities," " If

thine eye offend thee." This usage is now peculiar to poets ; as,
** Time writes no wrinkle on thine a/Aire brow."

156. Sometimes com|X)und personal pronouns are formed
by the addition of the nouns self and selces ; they are, myself,

thyself, himself, herself, itself, ourself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves,

themselves. Thoy are resolvable into a noun and personal pro-

noun in the p->ssessive case, with the exception of himself, itself,

and themselves, which are used instead of hfk-selj, i*s-self, and
iheir-selnes. When the adjective own intervenes we must employ
his, its, and their ; as, his own self Wt sometimes, though very
seldom, find the compound personal pronouns used as. subjects

of verbs. Thus, " Which way I fly is hell ; myself am Hell."

Some grammarians ho!d that in all such cases, the simple pro-

noun h the real nominntive, understood. According to this

theory, compound personal pronouns are never used as subjects,

except in apposition with simple pronouns ; as, "He, himself
knows if it be true."

157. Which is soAetimes used as a definitive adjective; as,
" Which side do you prefer?" '^

158. IFAaMs almost always a definitive adjective. Thus,
in the sentence " Consider what I say," what is an adjective,

qualifying the word thimj understood, which word thing is govern-

ed by say (See 313) and the noun sentence (See 380) "what
I say" is governed by consider.

159. Most grammarians, howeyer, call what a " compound
relative," which " includes both the antecedent and the relative,"

and " is equivalent to the thing which." Thus, in the sentence

given above, they would resolve what into the thing which, and
the sentence then would read " Consider the thing which I say

;"

thing being governed by consider, and ivhich by say.

160. What is sometimes equivalent to partly ; thus, " What
with fatigue, and what with fasting, he was exhausted." In
such case, ivhat is an adverb.

161. The compound relative ichoever signifies e^^ery or any
one who. We have also the similar compounds, whichever, what-

ever, whosoever, &c.

162. The word as has come by ellipsis to have occasionally

the office of a relative ; thus, * Such as were admitted" is an
abridgement of " Such as they who were admitted." When as
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lA a relative, it generally refers to the word smli, or mnif, or else

MOine adjertiv(! modified by the adverb as or .so; but sometimes
as \s equivalent to a or the thinf/ whicli. Thus, " You said the

same as I did," ** As many as came were admitted," " The
views are difFereut, as has been clearly shown ;" that is a thing

v^hich has.

163. One, other, nnofJier, are definitive adjectives except when
they stand for, and are declined like nouns, in wliich case they
are pronouns ; as, " One ough to know one's own mind,!' " Do
unto others, as you would wish they should do unto you,"
" Teach me to feel another's woe."

164. The possessive its is a form of modern origin ; his,

being, formerly, the possessive case of it as well as of he. We
find it so in Shakespeare, " It is not meet that every nice offence

should bear his Sbmment."

EXERCISE VII.

Correct the errors in the folio win(/ sentences:—As for meself, I

am indifferent which course be taken. He praises hisself. The
be:!; is yourn, not his, nor theirn. By the authority of our-

selves, the king. We used the privilege of an editor, and took a
free passage for ourselves and our good wife. "Thcir's is a sad
case. The effects of an act do not end with it self. They pros-

trated their selves before the king. The difficulty will cure its

self. This lot is ourn ; that is hisn. Our's U a great land. It

is not her's. We have spoken thus far in this discourse of the

external circumstances of this transaction ; I now proceed to

consider its real nature and character.

PARSING.

Parse the nouns, adjectives and pronouns in the following

sentences according to the tabulated form given in Exercises 5

and 6. For instructions regarding the parsing of the pronoun,
see those given for the noun in Exercise 5.

I charm thy life from the weapons of strife. From sickness I
charm thee. And water shall hear me. Thou shalt live in thy
pain. All pay themselves the compliment to think they one nay
shall not drivel. Thy spirit, Independence, let me share.

Nature, I'll court in her sequestered haunts. When joy's bright
sun has shed his evening ray. Who can tell the triumphs of the
mind 'f On a rock whose haughty brow frowns o'er old Con-
way's foaming flood. O'er thee O king! thwr hundred arms
they wave. Reft of a crown, he yet may share the feast. Heard
ye the din of battle bray 1 Be thine despair, and sceptred care

;

to triumph and to die are mine. I saw a vision in my sleep that
gave my spirit strength to sweep adown the gulf of time. First,

Fear—his hand, its skill to try, amid the chords bewildered laid.
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his.

Hope, crtchalited, smiled and waved her golden hair. And
longer had she sung. The world recedes— it disappears. To
him who in the love of Nature holds communion with her visible

forms, she speaks a various language. I venerate the man
whoso heart is warm. To us who dwell on its surface, the e rth

is by far the most extensive orb that our eyes can anywhere be-

holu. Some books also may be read by deputy, and extracts of
them made by others. It is thou, Liberty, thrice sweet and
gracious goddess, whom all in public and in private, worshij).

What is your present situation there, my Lords 1 Ye stars

which are the poetry ol heaven. The fault, dear Brutus, is not
in our stars but in ourselves, that we are underlings. I tremble
at myself and in myself am lost. Rely on your own judgment,
and do whatever you think proper. Cassius, you yourself are
much condemned go have an itchmg palm.

VERB.

165. A verb is a word which asserts.

Note.—A verb commands, interrogates &c., but it is assertion

which is most intimately associated with our idea of the verb.

166. A verb may assert that something performs

an action, or it may assert without implying action ; as
< John struck the table," " God is^* " He seems to be

in good health."

167. From this we have two grand sub-classes of

verbs ; the one, asserting action, and called either tran-

sitive or intransitive ; the other, asserting something

that is not action, such as existence purely, or existence

in a certain state or condition, and called inactive,

168. A transitive verb is one expressing or assert-

ing action whi.h passes from the actor to an object.

In the sentence, " John struck the table," struck is a

verb transitive, for the reason already given.

169. An intransitive verb is one expressing or as-

serting action which does not pass from the actor, but

is confined to himself. In the sentence, " John walks"

walks is a verb intransitive, for the reason already

given.

170. Many verbs are used both transitively and intransitively,

the context only determining which they are ; as, to grieve. A
person himself grieves, or ho may grieve another ; that is, cause

another to grieve. TVe may say, " He grieved.hh friend, where
V(»r-
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the verb is transitive; or, " lie (/nWes for his frieinl, where the

verb is intransitive. Some verbs have two forms to express these

two senses >, as, rise and raise, fall and fell, lie and lai/y sit and
set.

171. An innctive verb is one which expresses or

asserts no action ; but expresses or asserts being^ state,

or condition ; as, " I am" " he sleeps" " he s//s."

172' The inflexions of the verb are, Voice, Mood,
Tense, I^iunher and Person,

VOICE.

173. Voice is an inflexion of the verb derived from

its denoting whether the subject is the actor or the

object of the action expressed by the verb.

1 74. If the subject is the actor, the verb is said to

be in the active voice. Thus in the sentence given

above, " John struck the table," the verb, struck, is said

to be in the active voice, because John, the subject, is

the actor,

175. If the subject is the object^ of the action ex-

pressed by the verb, that verb is said to be in the

passive voice. Thus, in the sentence " The table was
struck by John," which assertion, it will be observed

expresses, precisely, the same idea as the other ass^^r-

tion, the verb, was struck, is said to be in the passive

voice, because the subject, table, is the object of the

action,

176. From this it will be seen that, properly speaking, no
intransitive verb can be in the passive voice, since it has no
object.

177. The passive voice is formed by adding the past parti-,

ciple of a transitive verb to some part of the verb " to be."

Note.—When the verb is in the axjtive voice, its object is

passive; that is doing nothing itself but having something done
to it. When the verb is in the passive voice, it is really the
nominative {object in act. voice) which ia passive. This passive state

of the nominative is indicated by the passive vo'ice of the verb.

178. When it is found that an intransitive verb is used in

the passive voice, it will be seen that the part of the verb " to be'*

iias the force of has, or that the participle is properly an adjec-

tive unconnected with tlie verb. Thus in the sentence, *' He is

fallen," ya//e/i is, properly speaking, an adjective.
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179. The following scheme will show at a glanc43
the divisions of the verb as laid down above.

assertion

[condition
asserting action asserting being, state, or

transitive

active voice

intransitive

active voice

passive voice

MOOD.

180. Mood is an inflexion of the verb, showing the
mode or manner in which the action, being, state, or
condition asserted by the verb, is expressed.

181. There are said to be Jive moods ; Infinitive,
Indicative, Imperative, Potential and Subfunctive.

182. The Infinitive mood expresses the action, be-
ing, &c., in an indefinite or general way, without respect
to number or person, and is denoted by the sign to
along with the simple verb ; as, " He loves to study,"
Sometimes the sign to is understood ; as, " I saw hiiQ
do it."

183. The word to prefixed to the infinitive is n^erely its
sign substituted for the Anglo Saxon infinitive terrainatipns a??,
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can, ian. According to Home Took, the word to in this sense, is

derived iVom a Gothic noun, signifying; art, do. Verbs in Engiisii

»re not distinguished, as in other languages, by a peeuliar termi-

nation ; therefore this word to, that is do, became necessary to be

prefixed instead of the Anglo Saxon termination of the infini-

tive, in order to distinguish them from nouns, and to invest them
with the verbfil character. Thus, " To play is pleasant, and
boys love to play," is equivalent to •' Play is pleasant ami boys

love play ;" lo distinguishing between the noun and the verb.

Compare " He loves to study " and " lie loves study."

184. The Indicative mood asserts simply ; as,

" Halifax is the capital uf Nova Scotia." " He wrote

the letter."

185. The Indicative mood is used in asking questions.

Thus, " Did he write the letter 1"

1 86. The Imperative mood is nsed for commanding,
exhorting, entreating, or permitting ; as, " Go, preach

to the coward"; " Keep the commandments"; " Give

lis this day our daily bread"; " Go in peace."

187. The Potential mood implies power, liberty,

possibility, will, obligation ; as, "I can sin^" " He mai/

go" " It mai/ be so," " I woidd be left to myself," " He
must go'*

188. The Subjunctive mood expresses a doubt, or

leaves a question undecided ; as, " If he be guilty, [a

thing I doubt, or will not alfirm, or cannot admit] he
belies his whole life.

189. // is the usual sign of the subjunctive mood, but all

verbs preceded by that sign are not in that mood. The follow-

ing sentence, in which the verb is is in the indicative mood,
compared with the sentence last given, will show the difFerenee

between the suWunctive and indicative moods. If he is not
guilty, [a thing I do not question] you will be able to prove it

at the trial." The following expressions are not, therefore

strictly correct, the lueaning being affirmative—nothing doubt-
ful or undecided. " Although she be abundantly grateful to all

her protectors, I observe your name most often in her mouth.*'
**The paper, although it he written with spirit, would have
scarce cleared a shilling." But the following are correct : If
thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down," " If I be in difficulty

I will ask your aid."
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or

[a

he

%

;

TENSE.

190. Tense is an inflexion of the verb, denoting the
Htne of the action, being, state, or condition, asserted
by the verb.

191. Tense, as it expresses time, must, properly
speaking, have only three distinctions ; Present^ Past,
Future,

192. It is nsttal, however, to make six distinctions

;

Present, Past, Perfect, Pluperfe4t, (moi*e correctly

Prior-Perfect,) First Future^ and Second Future.

193. The Present Tense excesses, simply, tim^
present ; as, " I write," " I waikj*

194. The Past Tense expreffes time past ; as, " I
wrote," " I walked"

195. The Perfect Tense e:^resses, not only that
an action, being, &c , is past> Irt also expresses that

the action, &c., was completed ist before the assertion

was made respecting it ; as, " J{ave written the letter."

In making this assertion, I andupposed to make it the
moment after finishing the widng.
196 . The sign of the Perfectlpise is have, has, or hath.

197. This tense is also used* express a past action whose
consequences extend to the presc'; time; as, " I have negleoted

my duty, and am tnerefore unhajf•" It is also used in making
an assertion regarding authors lose works are in existence,
though they themselves may b(iong since dead ; as, " Cicero
has written orations." -

198. The Pluperfect frior-Perfect) Tense ex-
presses, not only that aribtion, being, state, &c., is

past, but that it was finJffed before another point gf
past time ; as, " I had pd^ the letter before the mail
was closed."

199. The sign of this # is had or hadsU

200. The First Fi^ Tense expresses that the
action, being, state, &c.#erted by the verb, will take
place in the future ; ei# mentioning the exact time
or not; as, " The sun f 'rise tomorrow," " I shall see

them again." J

201. The sign of tl#,»se is shall or will, shall or wilt.

302. The SeeonW^v^^^ or as it is sometimes
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called the Futwre Perfect, expresses llmt tfic action,

&c. will take place in the future, but before another

future action ; as, " I thall have posted the letter before

fche mail closes."

203. The sign of this tense i» shall nave or will havf, Malt

Aave or wilt have.

NUMKER AND FEUSON.

204. Verbs are laid to have the same rtmnher anrf

jtenon as tboir Rnljects. These inflexions properly

belong to the snbjccv which i« a noun or pronoun, and

not to the Tcrb, whii simply signilies action.

PARTICIPLES.

205. A Participles^ a part of tlie verb deriving it»

name from its parti<^i^ting in the properties of the

erb and the adject^e. The remarks made when

Bpeaking of participial Itijectives, ^See 119) may be

referred to bere.

206. There are t!irct<partfciples in each voice.

Active \ Pasitve

1. Present Striking Struck or Being struck

2. Past Struck \ Been struck

8. Perfect Having str^k Having been struck

307. The participle in theWctive voice, ending in ing, and
not connected vrith any part or|he verb to be, will be either a

noun or an adjective ; as, " Andtears no sound aave his own
dashina" (noun); *^ Surrenderi^ up thine mdividual being,

thou shalt go to mix with the eletents." Cadj.)
**

208. The past partici|>n, nt connected with have or he,

can be an adjective only. .'Pee emmples under 120).

REGULAR, IRREGULAR, AltlLIARY, DEFECTIVE,
AND IMPERSONSl VERBS.

209. Verbs are said to be Regular, when they form
tbeir past tense, and past parti(mle by tbe addition of

ed {d if the verb end e) to the wesent ; as,

Present Past |Pa<< Participle

Favor favored V favored

Save saved Vt saved

\i

o^ijiitMa»iiw<ii
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210. Vorbs nro said to be Irrerfular^ wbon thoy do
not form thoir past tense and past participle in this

way; as,

Present Past
Write wrote

Past Porticiple

written

211. Irregular vcrlis arc sometimes callcl strnmi verbs

;

rey;iilar verbs, weak. The reason for thid is plain : irregular

verijs form their i)ast tense fmni t/ipnine/irs, by some intcrnHl

change in the letters which compose the word; the regular ver'aa

rccpiiro fxid/rom without, an additional letter or letters.

212. Auxiliary verbs are those ''erbs which are

phiced before certain parts of principal verbs to express

those voices, moods, tenses, &c. which, in other lan-

guages, are expressed by terminations. They are be,

do, have, shall, loill, let, may, can, must. Of these the

lirst six are also used as principal verbs.

213. Oa(}ht is sometimes called an auxiliary, but as it docs
not occasion the suppressioii of the infinitive sign to, it is not
properly an auxiliary.

214. Defective verbs are those which have oiily a
few forms. All the auxiliaries, except be, do, have, are

defective. To these must be added, quoth for said^

yclept for called,

215. Impersonal verbs are those which take it as

their nominative ; the it referring to nothing in pai'-

ticular ; as, " It rains" " It snows."

216. Meseems and methinks are old impersonal verbs siill

in use.

217. The word it is sometimes employed as a grammatical
object to a transitive verb, when nothing definite is represented
by that pronoun ; as, "Come, and trip it as you go." *' He
carries it with a high hand " "He lords it. It L also made a
subject representing a noun or a pronoun in any number, per-

son, or gender ; as " It is I," " It is they," " It is she," " ft is

James."

218. The following is a list of the Irregular verbs.

Present Past Past part.

Abide abode abode
Am was been
Awake awoke, awaked awaked

#».
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Present

Flee
Fling
Fly
Forsake
Freeze
Get, be-, foY'
Gild, re-

Gird, 6e-, wn-
Give,ybr-
Go, under-, fore-*
Grave, en-

Grind
Grow, over-

Hang,t over-

Have
Hear, over-

Hew
Hide
Hit
Hold, he-, with; up-
Hurt
Keep
Kneel
Knit
Know, yore-

Lade, MM-, over-

Lay, in-, mis-
Lead, mis-

Leave
Lend
Let
Lie (to rest

^

I

Light
Lose
Make
Mean
Meet
Mow
Pay, re-, pre-

Pen(to inclose)

Put
Quit
Read
llend

ETYMOLOGY..

Past

fled

flung
flew

forsook
froze

got
gilt, gilded
girt, girded -

gave
went
graved
ground
grew
hung
had
heard
hewed
hid
hit

held
hurt
kept
knelt, kneeled
knit, knitted •

knew
laded
laid

led

left

lent

let

lay

lit, lighted

lost

made
meant
met
mowed
paid
pent
pit
quit, quitted
read
rent

39

Past Part.

fled

flung
flown
forsaken
frozen

got, gotten
gilt, gilded
girt, girded
given
gone
graven, graved
ground
grown
hung
had
heard
hewn, hewed
hid, hidden
hit

held, holden
hurt
kept
knelt, kneeled
knit, knitted
known
laden
laid

led

left

lent

let

lain

lit, lighted

lost

made
meant •

met
mown, mowed
paid

pent
put
quit, quitted
read
rent

Be. ^.ll^^'^t r^ »»o past tense, t Hang, to take away lif« by hanging, is
regular. % Lie, to tell an unUutli, is regular.

-"e^'b, «
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Present

Stay
Steal

Stick

Sting
Stride, he-

Strike

String
Strive

Strow or fitrew he-

Swear, ybr-
Sweat
Sweep
Swell
Swim
Swing
Take, mis-, be-, ^c,

^ Teach
Tear
Tell, fare.

Think
Thrive
Throw, ovev'

Thrust
Tread
Wax
Wear
Weave
Weep
Wet
Whet
Win
Wind, un-
Work
Wring
Write

Past

staid, stayed
stole

stuck
stung
strode I^ ,

struck - :

strung 3

strove

strowed, strewed
swore
s^veat, sweated
swept
swelled

swam, swum
swung
took
taught
tore

told

thought
tiirovo, thrived
threw
thrust

trod

waxed
wore
wove
wept
w^t, wetted
whet, whetted
won
wound
wrought, worked
wrung
wrote

Past Part,

staid, stayed
stolen

stuck
Stung
stridden

struck
strung
striven

strown, strowed &c.
sworn
sweat, sweated
swept
swollen, swelled
swum
swung
taken
taught
torn

told

thought
thriven

thrown
thrust

trodden
waxen, waxed
worn
woven
wept
wet, wetted
whet, whetted
won
wound
wrought, worked
wrung
written

CONJUGATION.

219. The Conjugation of a verb means either the
enumeration of the three principal parts of the verb,
the Present Tense^ the Past Tense^ and the Past Par-
ticiple ; or an enumeration of all the pans of the verb
through all moods and all tenses.

220. In the following tables are specimens of the
conjugation of a verb.
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o

f
u

w

221. The tenses in tho potential mood have not the sij^nifi-

cation their names denote. The followino; explanation will

•serve to show something of their real meaning.

Present necessity is denoted by the verb must.

I must
We must

Thou must
Ye must

He must
•Chey must

> write.

This verb having only one tease, namely, the present, joarf

necessity is expressed thus, > v ; '

I must have Thou must have He must have I writtenWe must have Ye must have They inus t hare v)

Present Liberty.

I may
We may

I might
We might

Thou mayeet
Ye may

PaM Lilmiji^

Thou mightest
Te mi^jrht

He may \ .

^ey may J

^^"'®-

He might

Or

I might have
We might ti^uve

t can *^; =

We can ^^^-*'

t could

We could

I could have
We could have

-^'hey might \
^'"

\

ite.

Thou imghtest have, &c.

Ye might «av<j, &c.

Preaent Ability^

Thou ctujst

Ye can

Past Ability.

Thou could&t

Ye could
Or

He can
They can:an J

write.

He cx>uld ) ;

They could j
^"^*

Thou couldst have, &c. \ ...

Ye could have, &c.
pvntten.

^222. Though mirfht, could, would, should, arc past tenses,

•they are frequently empltjyed to denote present time ; but jn such
examples care must be taken that -consistency of tense be pre-

served, and that the subsequent be expressed in the same tense

as the antecedent verb. Thuf, I say, "I may go if I choose,"
where the liberty and inclination are each expressed as present

;

or, ** I might go if I chose," whw'e, though present time be
ini])lied, the Uberty is expressed by the past tense, and the incli-

nation is denoted by the same tense.

Could, the past tense of the verb can, expressing past power or

^Ability, is, lika* w'ahf, frequently employed to denote present time-
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Of their denoting past time the following nrifly senre w ex-
amples, " Can you work that problem now 1" " No ; bnt once 1
tould." " May you speak your sentknents freely 1 No ; but
•nee I might.*'

Might and could, being frequently used in conjunction with
other verbs, to express present time, past liberty and ability ar«f

generally expressePby such phraseology as thiu, " I might hav«
written, " I eould hare written.**

Present Duty or Obligation.

1 onght
We ought

loughl
We ought

Thou 0Kghttt»t

Ye ought
He ough>t

Ihey ought
to wrKe.

.. Past Duty,

Thdu onghte&t

Ye ought
Re ought ) to have
They ought y written..

>jr

223. ShaU and will are not used promfficufimsly. In th»
first \)WSOw, shall is &iture, and will is emphatic; while in the

second and liiird persons, the reverse is the case. A regard t€»

the origin of the W9ru wiil afford an explanation to the rule, and
a help to tile memory. " I shall," mi Anglo Sax®n, atieant "3
owe. " Then shalt not" is etjuivalent to—" thou oughfcstnot.*''

Hence the future idea of shall. Since dnty implies /vtvrily, •* i
shall warn him" means, puojierly, " I owe (it) to warn him."

224. Will implies intention or design. It therefore ex-

presses greater emphasis m the Jirst person than in the otheir

persona, because we have greater control over oMr ozcn than over
their actions. On the other hand, " tb»n shalt," in the nntura-

©f the ease, becomes more emphatic and imperative thaa '^^ tho»
wflt.**

225. TliC following is the oft-qnoted rule of Pr. WalHs:.

In the^7W< person, skriply small foretells j,
j

In wiii, a threat or else a promise dwells ;;

S»ALL i« the second aiwl thvd does threat ;

Will simply ih&n fiyrdells the future feat.

226. Jehttson's explanation of the diSereneo fn meanii^
lietween these two verbs is so perspicuous, that I shall here

transcribe his words. 1 shall Iwne : " it will be so that I must
love," " I am resolved t!o love.** Shall 1 love ? " will it be per-

mitted me to love?" "wi!l it be that I must love?" Thov
shalt love. "I commant. thee to love;" "it is permitted thee-

to love ;'*^ *'it will le, that thou must love.*' Shalt thm love?
" will it be, that thou must lox'e ? " ** will it be permitted thee t^*

fc)ve '?
" He shall love : " it will be, that he must love ;

** " if is

(3933iinaadcd that he love." Shall hr Joty y " \^ it permitted hm
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to love?" The plural persons follow the signiflcAtion of the

singular.

/ lolU come : * I am willing to come/* " I am determined to-

come." Thou wilt cotne : " it must be, that thou must come,"
importing necesifty ; or^ " it shall be that thou shalt come,"
importing choice. ^F^7< th(m rmne 1 " bast tbou determincjl to

come ? " importing choice. He will come : " ho is resolved to

come; or "it must be, that he must come," imponing choice or
necessity.

227. In addition to these directions for the use oiftkall and
will, it is to be observed, that, when the second and third persons
are represented as the subjects of their own expressions, or their

own thoughts, shall foretells, as in the first person, thus. " he
Bays he nhall be a loser by this bargain ; " " do you suppose you
shall go ? " '^ He bopedf he should recover," and '* he hoped -

he would recover" are expresssions of different import. In the
former, the two pronouns necessarily refef to the same person ;

in the latter, they do not. ^

EXERCISE VIII.

Correri thefoUminncj examples hif- (fit^iuf/ and eTpfmnincj the ri(/ht

nse of SHALL and will:—I will receive a letter wlicn my
fero her comes. If tlvey make tlie changes, I do not think I wili

like them. Will we have a good time, if we go 'i Perhaps you
shall find that purse. I will be unhappy if you do not come.
I will be afraid if it is dark. Surely goothiess ar^d mercy shalJ

follow me, and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.

I resolve that ho will retnrw wkh me. X w)ll be obliged to you.
1 will be ptuiwhed. WlMit sonow will I have to endure? The
moon shall shed her light on the scene. Will I write ? lie is*

resolved that many will go. If we exami«e the subject, we will

perceive the error. I will suffer from poverty ; nobody shall

help n\si. When shall you go with me 1 Where will 1 leave
you?

PROGRESSIVE AND EMPHATIC FORMS. •

228. The forms " I am persimcling " " I was per-

suading," ai'e called, respectively, the progressive or
imperfect present and past tenses, because they denote
continuance, or incomplete tenses.

Note. Th-e participle in ing can be joi-ned lo " be" through
'

all moods and tenses with a different shade of meaning. But th^s *,

better way in all such cases is to call the participle an adjective^

229. Tlie forms " I do psrmit," " I did permit" are
ased instead of the simple present and past tenses " 1
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permit," " I permitted" in order to make tlio assertion

emphatic*

230. In an interrogative or a negative sentence, liowcver,
door did is not necessarily emphatic ; "Do you know''" and
" We do not know" may bo even leas emphatic than " Know
ye," and " VVc know not."

EXERCISE IX.
•'•

r:

Parse the nonns, adjectives, pronouns, and verbs in the fol-

lowing sentences according to the tabulated form given below.
In parsing the verb, in the column for the sub-class, place tranih

itive, intransitive or inactive, as the case may require ; and in

the same column, regular or iire</nlnr. In the coUimn headed
** Inflexion" ])lace the name of the voire, mood, tense, numher and
person, and in the order hen; given. For the various sub-classes

use the following abbreviations , trans., intrans., inact.; req.^

irreg. ; for the voices, act., pass.; for the moods, injin., indtc,

imper., pnten., snhjunrt.; for the tonacH, j)res., per/., jtfaperf., \st

fat., 2iidfut., and for the number and person those already given.

, , ,, .
'* The boy who studied his lesson." ,

Word

The
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:

join m eonpjmtnlntmn on inisforttme nnd disgrace. Shnll it bo

Srtid thnt you cinloavor to evade tho laws ^ Were I iw i.ti.-*e you
to a prent act, I should not recnr to the history of other nations.

In the arts that polish life you will he for many ycai*s inferior to
some other parts of Europe. They became places of ix'tuge. I

have had occasion to say something': on the matter. That soldier

had stool on the battle field. Stop, for thy tread is on an em-
pire's dust. Surrendering up thine individual being, shalt thou
po to mix forever with tlic eleinunts. The gay wiU Irtugh wheU'
thou art gone. Yet they shall leave their mirth and shall com»
and make their bed with thee. What could Ije less than to

afford him praise 7 Hadst thou tl>e same free will and power to

stand ? And that must end us. Who bade the sun clothe you
with rainbows ? If a fanlt it be in bard to deem himself inspired,

'ti« one which hath had many followers. I would have made
my monument in Rome. I expect to go. The snow began to

fail. The pupil brought me his exercise. We came to listen.

Bring him to me» May vou prosper. The weary traveller re*

tired to sleep. Copy this letter. They had themselves to blame
Are you sick ? If it rain. If it rains. We have waited for you.
Every one must recollect the ti*agical story of Eknmet. lou
must have passed him. My mo'ier hath gone from her care»

to rest. Had they seen the notict . Stop ! my step might break
his resi. The little maid must have her will. Be it enacted.

The reward ought to have come to you. 1 am convinced. Ho
himself was accustomed to it. They are coming. Try to bo
eaught. Yon lazy fellow hates to be working. Having beei>

soused by tiie noise^ I hastened to the door.

ADVERB.

231. An ctdverh is a word vvhidi qimlifies a verb, an
adjective, or another adverb ? as, " He reads we//," " I

am tritH^ sony,"^ " He acted very wisely.**

232. Now this qualification nwiy be one of

(1) Manner ; as, eloi/uenthj, frequently, s^veetly, welt,

- •

i how, thus, Sj^c. AdvQrbs of Manner are iisunllijt

formed by adding /?/ to the corresponding

adjective."^ Adverbs of this class are some-
times compared, because manner or quality, aa
in adjectives, admits of degrees.

(2) Degree; m, too, entirely, scarcely, nearly, hardli/^

almost, equally, even. :_^ '

(3) Number; as, once, twice.

('ij Oiider ',. as, secondly, Jinally, lastly., *

\
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i(5) Time ; as, voiv, soon, then, when,oftfn, ufid swch
phrases as, «/ om^e, at Uiiglh. ooon and oJUn
are compared.

(C) AjffivvMiion <«• Negation ; as, yfi, 710, yea. fwiy^

^7^ Place; bm, here, there, u'^here, hence, wheiice'

Some a<iverl>s of place ai*e formed by prefixing

^ a to a noun or adjective ; as, asJtore, nfloat^

afar*

233. It will be seen by examaning the meaninj? of some of
tlie adverbs given above, that they are compendious forms,

seqiiivalen*; to phrases expressing manner, time, ^-c. Thus, elo-

quenth) means in an eloquent manner : then, at that time.

234. An adverb occasionally seenis to iiodify a noun ; as
'* He was truhi man*' M<in, h^so,, has fin adjective meamng. Jt

?s equivalent to human.
235. Many adverbs have a conjunctive signification to-

gether with their natural signification. We obser^'e this in the
analysis of sentences, (See 384) where the adverbs introduoe
subordinate clauses; "My father gets up wAen the sun rises.'*

236. Sometimee adjectives are used as adverbs ; as, " And
thut the Grod-Hke angel «,nswered miid."^

PREPOSITION.

"237. A proposition is a word which expresses tlte

relation of a noun or pronoun to sojiie other word ; as^

«^' He went to Halifcix.

238. Prepositions are generally placed t>efoTC nouns, pro-

nouns, adjectives used as nouns, verbs used as nouns, noun
phrases, or noun sentences ; hence the name.

239. One great use of prepositions, in English, is to express
diose relations of the noun which in .otiiei' languages are chiefly

marked by terminations.

240. Nearly all the prepositions were first used to express
relations of place; as, ocer, under, behind, ^-e. But even when
otherwise used they still ha-ve a Jiijuratire allusion to place ; as
^' over night," " nxlar over thousands," " Joim is ht^tiiKl James ia

his studies," "He served tinckr Nelson."
241. Many of the prepositions take the place of adverbs ,

«,s, " All were fain to stay within; silent, or sp<^aking little.**

But in almost all cases a noun is uiKlcrstood.

242. A few participles such as savim/, touch intj, respecting^

^c, are sometimes used as prepositions. Minus, ]QSH,plus, more,
per, by, versus, towards or against, and via, by tlio way of, are

generally parsed as prepositions. J^ariSj wHboutj is iouad iji

Sliakspeare.

!
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243. A conjunction joius one word, phrase, or

clause to another ; as, " two and two are four ;" " To
be or not to be, that is the question." " The sun rose

and cast his rays around."

244- When conjunctions connect clauses, they con-

nect two or more assertions of equal importance, or

they connect sub-ordinate clauses with principal ones.

245. This has given rise to a distinction of conjunc-

tions into co-ordinative and sub-ordinative.

246. Co'Ordinative conjunctions unite co-ordinate

statements, or join in construction co-ordinate words ;

as,
'''- God made the world, and he preserves it." " John

and James are brothers."

247. Sub-ordinative conjunctions are those which
unite sub-ordinate clauses to principal ones. Some of

these are pure conjunctions ; many of them have an
adverbial signification also ; as, " The crop is heavy
because the land is good," " He returned whence he
came."

248. Many of the eouj unctions go in pairs, and may there-

fore be called correlative ; as, Although or thonph—j/ct ; Both—
and; Either—or; Neither—nor; So—as; Whethei^—or, ^c.

249. For, equivalent to because, is a conjunction. But,

equivalent to onli/, is an adverb ; equivalent to except, a preposi-

tion ; as, " All but him had fled."

250. The conjunction than sometimes performs the office of
a preposition. It should never be allowed to hare this office,

unless in the expression, than whom, which notliing but invete-

rate custom has sanctioned.

INTERJECTION.
,

i

251. An interjection is an abrupt expression of

thought or emotion ; as, C I Ah ! Alas ! S^c,

252. Any part of speech uttered by itself to express a sud-

den feeling may be called an interjection.

EXERCISE X.

Parse the adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions in the follow-

ing sentences :—III fared it then with Roderick Dhu. Did you
g£t the book ? Yes. Spcuk out. On she came with a cloud of

:

I- /a
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canvas. On went Gelert too. Look in now and then. The
ship was about to be wrecked. Can you po now ? No. Where
are yon going? lie wert immediately. He has long been ill.

The Review comes oi quarterly. I had not heard of that.

Although it rained so heavily yet he came. Not only the boys,

but the girls also, came. He is always very happy to see us.

The captain has. just been finding the latitude by the meridian
altitude of the sun. I said I will call again before eight o'clock.

The church was on the hill; and his house was in the valley,

just below Jie hill.

SYNTAX.

253. Syntax treats of the arrangement and relation

of words in sentences.

254. Words take their places in sentences either by
agreeing in certain respects with other words ; or by
controlling them ; or by depending on them.

255. Here we have two species of relation ; called

Concord or Agreement^ and Government,

258. A sentence is an assemblage, expressed or

understood, of words, in which there is an assertion

made about something. (See 165.)

257. The essence of a sentence consists in its assertinrf.

There can be no sentence where there is no assertion. (See 16.5.)

258. A phrase is an assemblage of words grammatically
constructed, but making no assertion; as, ^' Having finished the

letter, he posted it."

259. A clau&e is a sentence, torming part of a sentence ; as,
** You told me that he posted the letter," in which expression

there are two sentences or clauses, " you told me," and *' he
posted the letter," taken together forming one whole sentence.

260. In every sentence there is something of which
we speak, and something which we assert regarding it.

261. A sentence therefore consists of two principal

parts ; vrhat we speak about, called the Subject ; and
what we say of this Subject, called the Predicate,

262. Thus, in the sentence " Snow melts," Snow is

the subject^ and melts is the predicate. In the sentence
" John struck the table," John is the subject, and struck

the table the predicate. However, the predicate, struch
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the toMe, is considered to be divided into two parts

;

struck, the verb or simple predicate, and the table the

object or completion. Another division of a sentence

would, therefore, be ; the Subject, the Simple predicate

or Verb, and the Object,

263. Sentences are of /bwr kinds : Simple, Complex
Pure Compound, Mixed Compound.

284. A Simple sentence contains but one subject

and one finite verb ; as, " Snow melts."

265. A Complex sentence contains one principal

assertion, with one or more sub-ordinate assertions; as,

" The man, who is prudent, looks to the future;"

268. A Pure Compound sentence contains asser-

tions which are all of equal importance ; as, " He
came ; he saw ; he conquered."

287. A Mixed Compound sentence contains at

least tvro principal assertions, and at least one sub-

ordinate ; as, " The state of the world is such, and so

much depends on action, that everything seems to say

aloud to every man, ' Do something, do it, do it.'

"

Rule J.

288. A noun or pronoun in the nominative case is

generally the subject of a fiuit' verb ; as^ " Guilt is the

source of sorrow." " He walked to town."

Rule II.

289. A verb agrees with its subject in number and
person ; as, " Guilt is the source of sorrow." " He
walked to town." ^

270. Two or more singular nouns or pronouns joined by
the conjunction and, when forming the subject of a finite verb,

require the plural form of the verb, except when the definitive

adjective each or every comes before them ; as, " John, James,
and Joseph are brothers." *' He and she have come." " Every
man, woman and child ivas killed."

271. When, however, two nouns describe one and the same
subject, or a subject regarded as one, tlie verb should be singular;

as, " Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee." "The
son and heir of Mr. Smith was here."

* Ynn always takes the pliu'al form of the verb. -

i

f
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272. Two or more singular nouns or pronouns joined by
the conjunction or or wcr and forming the suhject of a finite verb,

require the singular form of thut verb; as, "John or James is to

do it." " He or she is to come."
273. The conjunctive phrase, as well as, has the same effect

as or or nor.

274. When a collective noun is the Subject, the verb will

be singular or plural according as unity or plurality of idea is

intended to be expressed ; as, " Our parti/ is the most numerous."
" Our parti/ are not agreed upon that point."

275. If pronouns of different persons, joined by and, form
the subject of a finite verb, the verb is said to be of the first per-

son in preference to the second, and of the second person in

preference to the third ; as, " I and thou are come ; ive will not

remain long." " Thou and he are the persons
;
you cannot

deny it."

276. If there be two subjects, the one affirmative, the other

negative, the verb agrees with the affirmative ; as, " You, not I
were there." " He, and not you, is chargeable with that fault."
" Our own heart, and not other men's opinions, forms our true

honor." " Not a loud voice, but strong proofs hrirti/ conviction."

277. When singular pronouns, or a noun riud a pronoun,
of different persons, are connected by or or nor, the verb agrees
in person with that noun or ])roTioun wliich is placed nearest to

it ; as, " I, or thou art to blame ;" " Thou, or I am in fault
;"

** I, or thou, or he is the author of it ;" " George or I am the

person." But it would be better to say, "Either I am to blame,
or thou art," &c.

278. When or or nor occurs between a singular noun or

pronoun, and a plural one, the verb agrees in number with the

plural noun or pronoun, wliich should, if possible, be placed next
to the verb; as, "Neither poverty nor riches were injurious to

him ;" " He or they tvere offended by it."

279. When a verb in the infinitive mood, a sentence, or
part of a sentence is the subject, the verb must be singular, as,
** To err is human," " That you have wronged me doth appear
in this," "His being at enmity with Cajsar wa^ the cause of
perpetual discord."

280. If the subject has a plural form, but is regarded as one
thing, the verb is singular; as, "The 'Pleasures of Memory'
was published in 1792, and became at once popular."

281. Sometimes when the subjects follow the verb, the verb
agrees with the first, and is understood of the rest ; as, " Therein
consists the force, and use, and nature of language."

" Ah then and there ivas hurrying to and fro,

And gathering tears, and tremblings of distress,

And checks all pale."
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282. The lehitive pronoun is sub • o> of the verb, if no other
subject come between it and the verb ; i!»; " He iv/io speaks little

is prudent/' The relative pronoun '.vhen it is the object of a
transitive verb always precedes it ; as, " The man whom I saw
yesterday has gone."

283. The most natural position of the subject is before the
verb, but in some cases it is placed after tlie verb.

(1) In imperative or interrogative sentences; as,
" Goy thou and do likewise ;" *• Have you any
reason for saying so V

(2) When the verb is preceded by the adverbs here^

f

there, then, thence, hence, thu», Sec ; as, " There
' '. went out to meet \i\m, Jerusalem and all

Judea.

(3) In poetry, or for the sake of emphasis; a?,

, _ "Now came still eAiening on;" "Great is

Diana of the Ephesians."

284. The subject of a verb answers to a question formed
by putting who or what before the verb ; as, " John struck the
table." " Who struck?" .7oA«, (subj.) The object answers to

a question formed by putting luhom or what after the verb ; as,

"John struck the table." "John struck what?" "The
table, (obj.)

285. The sul)Ject of a verb may be,

(1) A noun—JbAn reads.
'

';: (2) A pronoun—//e reads.

(3) An adjective—ilia«^ are called.

(4) An infinitive verb

—

To be is the question.

(5) A phrase

—

Seeking for wealth ruined him.

(6) A sentence

—

That you have wronged me doth
appear in this.

286. The object may consist of a similar variety. *

Rule III.

287. A noun or pronoun in the possessive case is

governed by the word denoting the thing possessed ; as,

•' John's hook is on tlie table." " His book is on the

table."

288. When a noun defined by an accessory phrase is to be
put in the possessive case, the sign of the possessive is often

reserved to the last word of the complex expression ; as, " Jam'iS

the Second's reign;" " Smith the bookseller's shop." ^

289. When nouns connected by a conjunction are to be put

* The object generally comes after the verb ; but sometiraes, especially
ill poetiy, it preceds the verb:—"And all the air a solemn stillness holds,"

i
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h

in the possessive case, tlie sign of the possessive should he added
to each, or only to the last, according as they are to be re-

spectively or conjointly attribntcd to the governing noun ; as,
•' Beaumont and Fletcher's plays ;'* " Love's and Friendship'j

Smile ;" " .John and James's teacher is a good linguist ;" "John's
teacher and James's are both good linguists."

290. To avoid harshness or inelegance, possession is

sometimes better expressed by o/ with an objective case ; Thus,
" The soldif'rs of Lconidas were as brave us himself" is more ele-

gant than " Leonidas's soldiers were, &c." So also when a combi-
nation of possessives Avould sound harshly or awkwardly, we
should rather employ a similar substitute for some of the

possessives ; thus, *' The property of Charles's father" sounds
more agreeably than " Charles's fatner's property."

291. A noun and pronoun applied to the same person or
thing should not both be used as subjects of the same verb, except

for the sake of emphasis. Thus, it is incorrect to say "For the

deck it was their field of fame ;" but correct to say "The Lord,
HtinGod."

292. When words intervene between nouns represented as

possessing something, or when separate possession is to be
expressed, the sign of the possessive is put to eac^

.

; as, " Scotland's

as well as England's power depends on her manufactures."

KULE IV.

293. Tw^o noims or a noun and a pronoun, coming
together signifying the same thing, agree in case, and
are said to be in apposition ; as, ^^PauL the Apostle,

wrote epistles," " I dare not be ungrateful to him my
earliest yWewc?."

294. A noun is sonctimes in apposition to a whole sent .nee
;

as, " He allowed me the use of his library, a kindness I shall

never forget."

295. The preposition often occurs between nouns that are

in their essential nature appositives ; as, " The peninsula o/"Nova
Scoti?," " The task o/ speaking for two hours."

296. Nouns and pronouns in apposition are always in the

game case, though not necessarily in the same number; as " We
have turned, every one to his own way." " The kings of Judah
and Israel sat, each upon his throne."

Rule V
297. Adjectives qualify nouns and pronouns, noun
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phrases and clansef« ; as, " The good man is happy /*

" That man is the tallest in the crowd.

298. Definitive adjectives which have the inflexion of

numher, must agree in number with the nouns to which they are

added ; as, this book, these books ; that book, those books.

299. When this and thdt are contrasted, this refers to the

latter or nenrer, that to the former or more distant object; as,

" In Europe are Britain and Russia; this is the larger, but that

the wealthier country."

300. Participial adjectives alrvays qualify the word which
would be the subject of tlie verb of which they form a part if the

phrase in which they occur is formed into a sentence ; as,
" Taking his son with him, he went to Europe," in which, he

would be the subject of took, (He took his son with him) conse-

quently taking qualifies he.

301. Each is applied to one of two or any larger number.

Every seems to convey the idea of a larger number, and is applied

to one of this larger number. Either means one of two only, but
sometimes has the force of each ; as, " on either side stood the

tree of life." Neither means not one of two.

302. One another should not bo applied to two objects, nor
each other to more than two ; as, " Verse and prose, on some
occasions, run into each othei' (not one another), like light and
shade. " Mankind have always been butchering one another,"

(not each othei').

303. When we are comparing two things, the comparative,

and not the superlative should be used. Thus it is incorrect to

say, " Of the two, he is the tallest." We should use taller in

such a case. The superlative is used, only when more than two
are compared with each other. The comparative should be used
only when itp object as one part is compared with another part

or with other parts. The superlative should be used only when
its object as a part is compared with the whole. Consequently,
other, else, or a similar word must sometimes be inserted to

prevent the leading term of the comparison, from being compared
with itself. Thus, " That tree overtops all the trees in the

forest," (overtops itself—add other before trees). "He thinks he
knows more than anybody," (more than himself—add else after

anybody.) " There is no situation so good anywhere." "Jacob
loved Joseph more than all his children." Again, the sentence,
" The fairest of her daughters. Eve," is incorrect, because as the

superlative is used to compare an object as a part, with the

whole. Eve in this case would be part of the class daughters.

304. When several adjectives qualifying ono. noun refer to

the same person or thing, the definitive adjective is used before

the first only; as, "An amiable and intelligent friend ia

>

\/
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invaluable." " The brave and accomplished oflicer has published

a fiiithful account of the campaign."

305. When the adjectives refer to diJTcjrnt persons or thinf^s,

the definitive adjective is used before each ot them ; as, " An
amiable and an int«^lligent friend are Avorthy of regard." The
ecclesiastical and the secular authority ivere exerted in favour of

the measure.

306. Double comparatives and superlatives should be
avoided ; as, " The office coula not have been given to a rr.ore

worthier man." "lie is the most amiablest of men." We find

correct writers, however, use /fssor, and, Shakespeare, "This
was the vwsf. iinkindesf. cut of all." "Poetic licence" is all that

can be said in favor of the latter.

307. When two nouns, both meaning the same person or

thing, follow a comparative, the adjective is omitted before the

second; as, "lie is a better statesman than soldier (meaning
that the mine individual is better in one capacity, that of a
statesman, than he is in another, that of a soldier). But if the

nouns mean different persons, or things, the adjective must be

used with both, as, " lie is a better statesman than a soldier,"

(speaking of two persons, the one he, being a better statesman,

than the other, a soldier is).

308. When several nouns are in apposition to another
noun, the adjective is used with the first only ; as, " Caesar, the

Consul and Dictator, was killed by Brutus." Here Consul and
Dictator are in apposition to Cajsar, both meaning the same
person. The adjective is used with the first only. But if the

nouns refer to different persons, the adjective must be repeated

;

as, " Cincinnatus, the Dictator, and the Master of the Horse
marched against the enemy." Here, Dictator and Master of the

Horse are two different persons, the adjective is, therefore, used
before both. If the had been omitted before Master, it would
have meant that Cincinnatus filled two offices, that of Dictator,

and that of Master of the Horse. ? ? r

Rule VI.

309. Pronouns agree with the nouns for which they

stand in gender, number and person ; as, " John suc-

ceeds in his studies because he is diligent ;" " Mary
succeeds in her studies because she is diligent ;" " John
and James succeed in their studies because they are

diligent ;" " The corn looks well ; it has grown in good
soil ;" " The man ivho was here ;" " The horse which
was bought ; The seed which was sown."

I
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310. That as a relative pronoun is used in iTie following

eases,

(1) To avoid the too frequent rejectJtion of who or which ; as^
" liiippy is the man who findeth wisdom, and the man

'^'
' that getteth understanding." " Who, that saw the ac-

' cident, could fail to sympathize with the sufferers V
(2) When there are two,things spoken of, one requiring who-y

the other u'A<c/i ,• as, " The old maM and his ass that wo
read of in the fable."

(3) After the adjective saiiif., or after an adjective in the

superlative degree ; as, " lie is the satne man that we saw
yesterday." " Solomon was the wisest man that ever

lived."

3'11. Occasionally a pronoun refers to a sentence; as,
" Surely God is in this place, and I knew it not." " Homer is

reraarkabljj concise, which renders him li /ely and agreeable."

312. When as has the force of a relative, the verb following

it agrees in Number, &c., with the noun to which a» seems to
refer ; as, " His statements were as follow." " His statement was
as follows." • , •.-

Rule VII. ^ -^-v,-.: ^.-.Vf

313. Transitive verbs govern nouns and pronouns,

noun phrases and clauses, in the objective case ; as,

" John wrote the letter ;" " He sent it by post ;" " I

will see thsit he does it "
. ,,

314. When a verb ia followed by two words in the objective

case, which are neither in apposition, nor connected by a
conjunction, one of them is governed by a preposition understood

;

as, " I paid (to) him the money." Many grammarians hold
that both objectives are governed by the verb. Thus, '* Ask him
his opinion." " The saints proclaim thee king."

315. Participles of transitive verbs follow the same rule.

Participial nouns, although governed in the objective case, still

retain the governing power of the verb from which they are
derived; as, "He injured himself in injuring them." Here
injuring is a participial noun governed by in and governing them.

Participial adjectives also, govern the objective case ; as, " Taking
his son with him, he went t<) Europe." Here, taking is an
adjective qualifying /te and governing son. . , ,. li , ;;

316. Verbs that are usually intransitive, are sometimes
employed transitively ; as, " They laughed him to scorn." ** He
/lyec? down all opposition."
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317. Many verbs tire tran>ritive in one sipnificatien, Kmt
Intransitive in another; as, " IJere J irsf," "Here I rrst my
hopes;" " She shu/s beauti4'nlly," " She ^im/s soprano." In the

sentences, "Hero I rest," and "She sings boautifnlly," un
object tnii^ be supplied to the verbs rest and shif/s, but as that

object is not necesmvUy implied, it is better to consider them
intransitive.

318. A kindred noun often supplies the object of sncli

verbs ; as, ** He lived a blameless life,

319. A verb not transitive by itself may, sometimes, when
united with a following preposition, be eqtiivalent to a transitive

verb ; and we shall find jKJculiar passive forms arising out of
this equivalence. The verb smilcy for example, is never transi-

tive ; we cannot smile any object ; but we may smile at or on an
object ; we can say " Fortune smiled en him ;" and the joint

eftbct of this verb and preposition is evidently that of a transitive

verb. Therefore, although we cannot say " He was smiled by
fortune," because to smile is a verb intransitive, yet we can say
** He was smiled on by fortune," because to smile on is equivalent

to a verb transitive.

320. When the participle in ing takes an article, or some
other modifying word, before it, it must be followed by a prepo-

sition ; as, " The storming of Badajoz cost many thousand
lives."

321. When the insertion of the word o/*produces harshness
or ambiguity, other forms of expression must be chosen ; as,

" The worst eflfect of it is, the fixing on your mind ofsi habit of
indecision." This sentence is harsh. Better thus, " The worst
effect of it is, that it fixes on the mind a habit, &c." Again,
the sertence. ** The reading of our author pleases me," mcy
mean either that our reading a certain author pleases us, or that

the author's own manner of reading pleases us (more correctly

the latter). The first sense will be better expressed by 'ejecting

both the and of] thus, " Reading our author pleases me. The
second sense will be better expressed by using the possessive

phrase; thus, "Our author's reading pleases us."

Rule VIIL

322. The verb to he has the same case after it as

that which next precedes it; as, "/ am he\^ "You
believed it to be him."

323. When the verb to he stands between the nominatives,

one singular and the other plural, it agrees with the one before

it, unless the other stands nearer, or seems more naturally the

subject of it ; as, " The food of the Mongols is chiefly milk,
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cliecse, aud ftesli."' "Lvinj? livs are an abomination to the

Lord."

324. Verl)8 oV calling, nppcintitif), cott^'derinfj, seeminy, np'

peariufi, making, becoming, follow the same nUe; as, "//e became
a j^reat man."

325. Tbo verb in the passive voice should always have for

its subject, the object of the transitive verb from which it is

derived ; as,

—

Activf. voice, " They offered him this command ;"

Passive, "This command was ottered him"—not "He was
offercil this command." The following sentences are, conse-
quently incorrect :

" lie was paid a large sum for his services ;"
•' He valued the favor when ho was granted it ;

' " He was shown
the picture gallery."

Rule IX. '

328. One verb <Toverns another that follows it or

depends upon it in the infinitive mood ; as, " John loves

to study.'*

327. The infinitive is sometimes governed by a noun,
adjective or preposition ; as, " Hi>; anxieiij to improve was very
laudable;" " He was anxious to improve;*' " He was about to go)*

328. When a word governing the infinitive implies refer-

ence to the future, we should not employ what is called thD

perfect infinitive. Thus, it is wrong to say " I expectrd to have

gone ;" " His intention to have been one of the party." We should
say " I expected to go." ** His intention to be.

329. The present infinitive denotes time contemporary
with that of the governing verb, or subsequent to it ; the perfect

infinitive, time antecedent to that of the governing verb; as, "I
intend to write," " He promised to pay" " He seemed to have

studied the classics."

330. An infinitive or participial phrase sometimes appears
so loosely connected with a sentencQ as to deserve the name
of an abstract ph^rese ;

" To confess the truth, I did not
see him ;" " Speaking gmeralUi, I am as well prepared as he is."

However, both these phrases may be considered adjective ones,

qualifying /.

331. To, the sign of the infiniiive mood, is not expressed

after the words bid^ dare, need, make, see, hear, feel, let, and some
others.

"
'

t?^
:,
'•r'^rii

Rule X. , •/

H

:

332. Adverbs qualify verbs, adjectives, or other

adverbs ; as, " She sings sweetly ;" " I am truly sorry ;'*

" He speaks very eloquently,^'

!
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333. Adverlw in some InHtHnoes relate to verbs underKtotxt,

anil n.. y l»e pursed l>y sii))plyini; the vorl), or else l»,v considering

the adverb as an interjection ; us, ** lie went, certainly, but not

soon enough ;" that is, "It is cmiainly known that." Perhaps
is parsed in a similar wa}'.

334. It is commonly recommended that adjcctivos should

not be used as adverbs, nor adverbs as adjectives. When it is

i!itended to express tho quality of the object as seen in any act,

or after the act, rather than the quality of the act itself, the

adjective should be used; as, " It looks beauliful," "It sounds

ffrand." So, " He spoke diatindli/."

335. In poetry, however, the use of an adjective for an
adverb is very common ; thus Milton speaks of *' The angels

winning o/imy; the high repute."

336. It is recommended that //om should not be used with
the adverbs hence, thence and whence ; as, " Whence comest thou ?"

(not from whence). However, we often see the expressions,

from hence, from thence, from lohence. Some grammarians would
parse the words, hence, thence, and whence, in such cases, as

nouns.

337. The word no should not be used with reference to a
verb, not is tho jiroper one ; as, " Tell me whether you will go or
no" (should be 7iot).

Rule XI.

338. Prepositions show the relation between words

;

as, " He sailed/row Halifax to Liverpool."

339. The natural place c" the preposition is between the

words it relates to each other, x'his, however, is not always its

position. For example, in the sentence " Jamaica was taken
from the Spaniards by the English ;" fro7n shows the relation

between taken and Spaniards ; by, taken and English.

Rule XII. ^.

340. Prepositions govern the objective case ; as,

" The plague raged in London, during the reign of the

Second Charles" " I sent to him, for it."

341. Certain words must be followed by particular prepo.
sititions ; as, " I confide in (not to, on, or through) your promise.'^

342. Generally, derivatives (see App. 3.) are followed by the
same prepositions as their roots; as, rely upon, reliance upon.

But there are some exceptions. We say, for example, dependent
on, but independent of; derogatefrom, but derogatory to.

E
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343. Th« following^ KHtcentaiiis examples of luch combi-
cations :

—

AbUonrerice of
Abound in

Abri(ljj;o of
Accedo to

Accord (intrant) with(?mns) t9

Accuse of, by
Acqutesco in

Adapt to

Adequate to

Admonish, Remind, Warn, of
Attinity to, between
Agreeable to

Alienate from
Ambitious of
Antipathy to, against

Attend (listen) to, (umt) upon
Averse from, to

Avert from
Bestow upon, on
Boast of
Blush at «

. -

Call upon, on
, vj; j^;

Clear of, from
Compatible with (verse), with
Confer (bestow) on, upon (con-

Confide in

Conformable, Contrenial, to

Consonant to, witH
Convince of

Correspond with, to

Deficient in

Depend upon, on
Derogate from
Derogatory to

Devolve oc, upon
Differ with, froqa

Different from. Similar to

Diminution of
Dfscouragement to

Dissent from. Assent to

Distinguished from
Enamoured of
Endeai'ed to

Endowed, Endued, with
Enjoin upon
Exception to

Exclusive of
Full under, from, upon
Fawn upon, on
Foreign, Opposite, tM

Frown at, on
Greedy after, of
Ignorant of

Inculcate on, upon
Independent of
Initiate into, in

Inseparable from
Intent upon, oa
Inured to

Militate against
Mistrust^ful of

( >verwhelmed with, by
Prejudice against

Prejudicial to

Proud, Glad, of
Pursuance of
Pursuant to

Recreant from
Reflect upon, on
Rejoice, Grieve, at

Relevant, Indifferent, to

Rely upon, on
Replete with
Repine at

Significant of
Smile at, upon, on
Sympathize with
TViste of, for

Thirst for, after

Triumph over
True to

Trust in, to

Versed in

Wait upon, on, fct, for

Want, Deficiency, of
Worthy, Guilty, of

d
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Rule XIII.

344. Conjunctions connect words, phrases, and
clauses ; as, '' John and James were there ;" " To he

or not to be, thaf is th© question j" " IHme Jlies and
death approaehes,^*

RULB XIV.

345. Conjunctions connect the same moods and
tenses of verbs and the same cases of nouns and pro-

nouns ; as, " He may go or stay" that is, " may stay ;"

" He had written and sealed the letter before noon,"

that is, " had sealed ;" " He and she are known to me ;"

^ Him and her I know."
346. Conjunctions do not always connect the same tenses ;

as, "it i» and wa» and shall be."^

Rule XV.

347. Interjections have no government ; but in

phrases they are followed by the objective case of the

pronoun of the first person^ and by the nominative case

of the pronoun of the second ; as, " Ah / me /" " Ah !

thou unfortunate man ;" " ye hypocrites."
348. An objective case after an interjection is governed bj

a preposition understood ; as, ** Ah me," is equivalent to " alas

for me ;" " Wo is me" to " wo is to me."
349 O! is used for wishing; exclaiming, or addressing.

Oh ! expresses pain, sorrow, or surprise.

Rule XVI.

350. Two negatives in the English language des-

troy each other, or are equivalent to an affirmative ;

aS) " Nor did they not perceive him," that is, " they did

perceive him ;" " I cannot drink no more."

Rule XVII.

351. The^Past Tense should not be used for the

Past Participle, nor should the Past Participle be used

for the Past Tense. Thus, the following are incorrect,
<* The river is froze /" *' The window is broke /" " I had
loent" It should be frozen, broken, gone.

1

I
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It is also incorrect to say " I done^ " I seen." It

should be did and saw.

Rule XVIII.

352. . In the use of words or phrases ^hich in point

of time relate to each other, the order and consistency

of time should be observed ; as, ^* The Lord hath given

and the Lord hath taken away." Hath given should bo
gave. " And he that was dead sat up and began to

speak." Was should be had been, " After I left, ho

went away," should be, " After I had left."

Tlie following remarks and rules have reference mort
particularly to composition,

353. The logical ordet" of the principal elements of

the Sentence is. first, the subject with its attributes;

next, the verb ; and, last, the completion and extension

of the verb, if any; as, "The sun shines." "To ac-

quaint us with ourselves may be one use of the pre-

cept ;" " That his care for his works closed at their

publication is hardly credible." To this general rule

there are many exceptions, as other principles come in

to modify the application of it. The rule should be
observed, however, unless in a clear case of exception;

and especially should not be departed from when
clearness forbids.

(a.) In interrogation, the verb, or a part of it, Dr

the interrogative word or phrase in the predicate, is

placed first ; as, "^re you reudy ?" " Can you perform
the work ?" " Will you he permitted to go ?" " What
a careless, easy manner has our friend." " How often

is the work of years thus lost for ever
"

{h.) A voib in the imperative mood is followed by
the subject ; as, " Be ye perfect."

(c.) Conditional clauses without conjunctionv«i take

the subject after the verb ; as, " Could they have bef^n

contented with moderate gains, they might not have
failed in this business." " Had they been wiser, they

would have escaped the loss."
• I
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(d.) For emphatic distinction, and in passionafe

expressiooy the predicate^ ar part of tite predicate, may
b6 placed first ; asy " Fallen, fallen, fallen, is Babjlon
«he great."^ ^* Great is D!ana of th^ Ephesians/'
** Upon IBS, therf, deroives the duty.**

Note.—To f "«ften the repirisivcwess of an inversibn of the

loj^ical order of tae asserth^e seatence, wfeen entpftasis or passioip'

does raot prompt it, the wor^ there and it are used^ tO" rhtrodnce*

«hc seniUCB^c. Tbej are mere e^cpletives wt»ii so used, Iraving'

no particular meamng, and only serre to indicate a departare-

from the rej^irlar order of construction. (See 2tT.}' " There is?

ar pleasing ib the patfelew \\>oo(fe'.'* " It is L**"

{e.} The order may be inverted to show a relfe^rence^

to the preceding sentence ; as,= " Thl* Was at first re-^

•olved, if we were wise^**^

(/*) Ihe logical order< once Baore, yieT<fe to the

demmids for cmisistency ; a& in the sentence, ** Silver

tfiid gc^d have I none,'* enaphaws having inverted the

order by placing the object of the action first ; the sub-

ject and the verb also in consistency eliange places,-

have /instead of I have,

(^.) Finally, in poetry therfe »r?j mntih wider de--

partures from the logical order than in prose. This
arises from the necessities of the metre,- jR>rm, &c.

KULE. XIX.

354 It is^enerally improper to oi»it the subject of
the verb, miless the verb is in the imperative mood, or
closely connected with another verb relating to the

same subject. Thus :

—

He was a man had no iufloence. There i» no man
knows better how to make money. Am sorry to hear
of your misfortune ; but hope you will recover.

355. "Words siiould not be pluralised when the
sense does not require it. Thus :-

—

Few persons are contented with their lots. Let us

drive on and get our suppers at the next house. He
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Went a long ways from home. They then took their

leaves. I will go anywheres you like.

Rule XXI.

356. Nouns and pronouns should be so used as not

to leave the case ambiguous. Pronouns should be so

used that it may not be doubtful for what they stand.

Thus :—

.

Tlie settler here the savage slew. (Which slew
the other ?) Pyrrhus the Romans shall I say subdue.

And thus the son the fervent sire addressed. You well

the children knew. Poetry has a measure as well as

music. If the lad should leave his father he would
die. Religion will afford us pleasure when others

leave us. John told James that his horse had run

away. They flew to arms, and attacked Northumber-
land's horse, whom they stew.

Rule XXII.

357. It is improper to mix different kinds of pro-

nouns in the same construction. Thus .

—

Know thyself, and do your duty. Ere you remark
another's fault, bid thine own conscience look within.

But what we saw last and which pleased us most was
the farce.

Rule XXIII.

358. Do not raaive transitive verbs intransitive, by
inserting n. needless preposition. Thus :

—

Pharoai and his host pursued after them. "We had
just entert ' into the house. I will consider of the

matter. Hio salary will not allow of such extrava-

gance.
Rule XXIV.

359. Avoid needless passive forms, and the passive

forms of intransitive verbs. Thus :

—

He is possessed of great talents. We are agreed on
this. What is become of him ? The tumult is en-

tirely ceased. The greater part of the forces were
retired ihto winter quarters.
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Adieu

After

Again

Alike

All:

¥ :

Rule XXV.

360. It is generally improper to use different forms
of the verb in the same construction. Thus :

—

Did you not borrow it, and promised to return it

soon ? To profess regard, and acting differently, dis-

covers a base mind. Spelling is easier than to parse.

To say he is relieved is saying he is dismissed.

361. There are many words whose classification is different

in different circumstances. The number of such words is ever

increasing. The followin.,^ are amongst the most important.

A : adjectioe ;
** A book," A great many," " A hundred

voices," fin the last two examples up-
plied to the aggregate).

preposition ; " He went a hunting."
An : adjective; " An apple."

conjunction ;
" Nay an thou dalliest, then I am thy

foe." (See Appendix, 20).

About : prepodtion ; " He is ambitious about reputation."
adverb ; " How it came about, I am unable to tell."

Above: preposition; "The Sun was just above the horizon."
adverb ; " Look above,'* (may be regarded as a

prep, with object understood).

adjective ;
" The above discourse," (reprobated, buft

found in good writers).

interjection ; " Adieu, adieu, my native land."
noun; " He bade adieu to his friends."

preposition ;
" I will come q/ler dinner."

adverb; "He came soon a,fter." (See remark
under the adverb above).

" His ajier fate no more was heard."
" Call again."
" Again, it may be i*emarked, &c."
" They are alike

"

*' They please alike."
" All places," " all this," a// ye," "wealth,

pleasure and honor must all be given
up."

" Our little all," " take him for all in all."

(noun phrase).
" Cheeks «// pale."

Any: adjective; "
-4/?_y person."

advrrb ; " Are you any better ?"

As : adverb ;
" He is as proud as poor," (dcg.) " And

as he plucked his cursed steel away,"
(time) "The field was <76- they left

it." (Conjunctive adverb—See ii35.)

"^s y/7," (iulv. phr.)

adjective

adverb

conjunction

adjective

adverb

adjective

noun

adverb
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As : conjunction ; " As the rain has censed I will take a
walk." " As if," (conj. phr.)

;)ronoiin re/.; " ("See 162, 312.)

Aye : advei-b ;
" All this 1 aye more."

noun ;
" The ayes have it."

Before : preposition ;
" Is that a dagger which I see before me V*

adverb ;
" I knew him before." (See remark iindei

adverl) abai'e.) "I was there before he
left." (Conjunctive adv.—See 235).

Below: preposition; " His answering was beloiv the average."
adveib; " He went below." (See remark under

adverb above.)

noun ;
" He came from below."

Beside or
,

Besides '.preposition;

Better

"That \s beside the mark." "And bfi-

sides this, fhere was another success."

"All the world besides." (See adverb
above).

Best : adjective ; " He took the best means."
" He best can tell."

"He did his best." "At best it is but
rhyme." CIn the last two sentences,

best may be considered as ^n adj. quali-

fying a noun understood.^
" A better man."
" I could have better spared."
" To get the better of." " For better or

ivorse."
" I will better the instruction."
" Both hands." " We both." " Both the

one and the other cause, &c."
" She is both amiable and intelligent."
" I both sent and wrote."

conjunction ;
" He came but did not remain long."

preposition ;
" He lost all but honor."

adverb ;
" Man is but as summer's grass." " He
can but refuse."

" That pass by me as the idle wind."
"He laid h by." (See remark under
adverb above.)

" Close the door.

"At the close of the day."
" The close season."
" Close on his heels." (The last tM'o

are, in reality, from pronunciation,

different words from the first two.)

Deep : adjective ; " In deep distress."

Both

But

By;

Close

adverb

:

adjective

;

adverb ;

noun

;

adjective
;

adverb ;

7ioun ;

verb ;

adjective ;

conjunction
;

preposition ;

adverb ;

•

verb ;

noun
;

adjective ;

adverb ;

35.)
noun ;

" Deep called on deep."
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adjective ;
** Any one e/se."

adverb ; " How else can I do it ?" " He has not
returned, else he would write to us."

(Conjunctive adv.—See 235.)

Enough : adverb; " I am well enoxffh.

adjective; "Now it is Home indeed and room
enough.'*

noun ; " He has enough."

Except : conjunction ; " Except he study liaxd, he will not suc-

ceed.''

verb; " If we except a few, the pupils were at-

tentive."

preposition ; " In nothing except* honesty was he rich."

Fair ;
noun ; " A fair was held on Monday."

adjective; " A /aj'r day."
adverb; " He bidsya«V to succeed."

Far: adjective; "He came from a far country." "A
far-o^lajuV

adverb; "it isfar better." " Thus ^r into the

land have we marched."
Farewell : interjection ; " Farewell ! my friends."

noun ; " A long farewdl to all my greatness."

adjective; " Afarewell address."

Fast : noun ; " Proclaim a,fast."

adjective ;" A fast horse." " Tic the knot /ist"
adverb ; " lie read too fast." " He was fast

asleep."

First : adjective ; " In the first place."

adverb ; " First, Fear her hand its skill to try."

For: preposition; " Boughtybr Cash."
conjujiction; "For I can raise no money by vile

means."
Full : adjective ; " He spoke from &fidl heart."

adverb ; " Full many a flower is born to blush

unseen." " And that they know full

well."

Half : adjective ; " We want no half measures."

noun ; " Halfoi the day was misspent."

adverb ; " He was taken up /*«//* dead."

Hard : adjective ;
" It is a hard saying."

adverb ; " It will go hard with me." " He worked
hard." " He lives hard by."

High: adjective; "A high mountain."
noun ; " God from on high looks down upon us."

adverb; " He aimed too high."

'"'We often find save in a position similar to thia. Properly, save and
except in such positions are verbs iu the imperative mood.
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Late

LiKB,

Little

Ld^G :

Low

:

More :

Much :

IIowETER : adverb ; " However small it mny be."
conjunction ; " However^ it may not be so bad as re-

ported."

adjective ; " How oft the sight of means to do ill

deeds, makes /// deeds done."
adverb /

" 111 blows the wind that profits nobody."
noim ; " Better bear the ills we have, &c."

adjective ; " The late Governor of F jva Scotia."
" Of late years

"

adverb ; " He worked late.** " We heard no news
of late." (Properly an adj. qualifying

a noun understood.)
verb ;

" I like such sentiments."
noun ; " We shall never look upon his like

again."
adverb ; " He dressed like his brother."

adjective; "A like result." "Like quantities with
like signs."

'

adjective ; " A little boy."
adverb ;

** It is little better than a daub."
adjective ;

" A long time ago."
adverb; "And longer hadshe sung."
verb ;

" I long to see the place again."

noun; " The short and the long of it." ' ;

adjective ; *' He was in loiv spirits.

adverb ; " He spoke so low that we could not hear
him."

adjective ;
" More work."

adverb; " More happy." " He sleeps no 7rtore."

noun; ** To ^et more," (properly an adjective.)

adjective; " He had wmcA diniculty."

'y'

adverb; "It is ?nuch better."

A noun; " To whom mvch is given, &c." (Pro-

perly an adjective.) *

Nat : axlverb ; "Nay, do not weep."
noun ; " He could not say nay to the proposal.*,

" The nays have it."

No : adjective ; " No soundsof labor vexed the quiet air."

adverb ; " I can feel no longer." '• Will you
come? No."

Now : noun w adverb ;
" Now is the acceptable time."

conjunction ;
" Noiv Barabbas was a robber."

OFf : adverb ; " He went o^this morning."
preposition ;

" They got o^the track."

adjective ; " The off side." " The off horse.'

(Colloquial.) >i ^

On; preposition ;** On a. rock." . *.

adverb ; " Mammon led them on.'*
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Once : adverb

;

noun ;

Only: adjective;

adverb ;

tt lie spoke but oMce." ':

" Do it just this once."
" The only course." " He only can do

the work."
" lie is cautious only, not fearful."

" What he said was only to commend
n

Over : prepoaltion

;

adverb

;

KiouT : adjective

;

•:•*''• YtS'-f:-'
noun;

* adverb;
t> " I only speak

Short :

Since

So:

That :

Then :

Up :

While •

WORSF :

Worth :

adjective

;

advei'b

;

noun

;

conjunction

;

preposition ;

adverb;

adverb;

conjunction;

adjective;

pronoun;

conjunction;

adverb;

conjunction;

adjective;

advei'b;

noun;
adverb;

conjunction;

verb;

noun;
adjective;

nouu;
noun;

adjective;

verb;

time I have seen him but

1 -^S^'X

Yet : conjunction;

Yonder :

adverb;

adJMtive;

adverb;

my prudence.
" Over the sea." • - .

" All is o?;er."

" He is the ririht man."
" God and my right.**

" Riyht well he knew it.

ri(iht on." " All is going right.'*

" .S^Ao/-/ days."
" He stopped sAo7Y."
" The short and the long of it."

" Since we are to part, let us part in

peace."

"Since that

once."
" A short time since."
" So work the honey-bees."
** His speech was very wearisome, so I
came away." ^¥

" ThcU sun."
" Solomon was the wisest man that ever

lived."
" That he was in error, appeared at once."
" Then came still evening on."
" I am then to conclude that you will go."
'* The then administration."
" He came up to the house."
" The ups and downs of life."

" He came ivhile I Avas tliere."

" While I am prepared to admit some of
the arguments, I cannot assent to all."

•* To while away a dull hour.'
" It is not worth while."
" There could be no worse employment."
" For better or worse." - v
*• Worth makes the man."
" The book is ivorth a dollar." (Prep.)
" Woe worth the chase, woe ivorth the

day." (Betide).
" Yet though destruction sweep thocs

fertile plains, rise fellow men, &c."
" He \ya8 yet alive."
" Yonder hallowed fane."
" He lives ;/o/?</cr." ,.
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EXERCISE XI.

The pupil will parso in full, according to the specimens piven
below, a sentence selected from any book.

a
f—

I

• l-H

•r-H

a
o

bX)
a

bX)

o

a>

O

CO
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EXEECISE XII.

The pupil will correct the errom hi the foJloic'iny itenres, (jiririif

in euch case the particular part of the rule of synta.. inployed in

correction.

Rules I. II. '

Cliildren requires instruction. The streets is very dirty. His
friends has forsaken him. The valiant never tastes of death hut
once. Not one in a hundred either read or speak with propriety.

I always learns my lessons before I goes to school. He can do
it as well as me. Thou ought to overcome evil with good. We
was glad to hear it. He reads better than me. Them are the

best ai)ples. Here be them that perceive it. Has the articles

been sent away 1 He is taller than me, but I am taller than
lier. Was you refused a hearing ? Was you there. John and
me went together. Him and James staid at home. Who were
present on the occasion '? Him and me. Who saw the eclipse'?

Us. The horse and carriage was sold. Frugality and industry

is the handmaid of fortune. We ought always to act as justice

and honor requires. Each hour and moment are to be im-
proved. Every bayonet ar ] every e vord gUsten in the sunlight.

Neither precept nor Uls'T^lplin;, are so forcible as example. John
or James are to do it. Neither the scholar nor the master were
present. Either disposition or power wore wanting. No treaty

and no signature are able to bind them. John as well as James
were present. The regiment was tall. The company were
large. The assemblage were numerous. The council was
not agreed on that point. The number of soldiers in arms wei'e

more than two thousand. The legislature have adjourned.
The fleet were seen sailing up the channel. The people is

sometimes punished for the guilt or ignorance of their rulers.

John or I is to go. James or the servants lias done it. Either

thou or he deservest to be j)unished. I or thou am the person
who must engage in that business She or I am lost. I or

William am in fault. He or they is in fault. Neither poverty
nor riches was injurious to him. The man oi* his counsellors is

to be censured. Whom did he think was absent"? Whom three

hours since were wrecked upon this sliore. Whom do you
suppose was the first we saw there '?

EULE III,

I will meet you at Mason's the ap6th«carv's. John's, James's,
and Henry's londuct incurred the master's disi)lcasure. Smith's
and Crowe's store is at the corner. My daughter's husband's
sister is married to my son's wife's brother. Do you use Webster
or Worcester's Dictionary? My banks they are furnished with
bees. Whatever j*j^ most attractive, it is sure to please best.

>,
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Prosperity, as truly asserted by Seneca, it very mucli obstructs

the knowlege of ourselves. The cares of this world they often

choke the seeds of virtue. ,« » v '^

,
^ Rule IV.

He spoke of Solomon, he who was the wisest of men. I nm
j^oing to see my friends in the country, they that we visited last

summer. I have seen my cousin, she who is a year older than
my brother John. Let us worship God, He who created and
sustains us.

Rule V. (and Sec. 55.)

I have been reading this two hours. The weather has been
very fine this two or three days. Those sort of remarks arc

uncalled for. Them boys are very idle. Give me them books.
Take away them things. What's them ? Them are my senti-

ments. I bought three ton of hay. How do you like these kind
of chains'? Learn the sixth antl seventh page. Much persons
were present. The ])leasure attends benevolence. A mercy is

God's attribute. The prosperity in a nation endangei*8 the good
mnrals. I vvill walk m the ways of the righteousness. The
rich and poor are alike mortal. The noble and peasant were
equally concerned. The old and young may alike profit by the
instruction. The desires may be classed as twofold : the animal
and rational. The eldest ot her two sons is going to school.

Which do you like best? tea or coflfee. Of two e\il.s choose the

least. This is the best ©l-an of the two. .John is the eldest, but
James is the tallest of the two l>oys. The latter of the three.

Rule VI.

Virtue forces her way through obscui-ity ; and sooner or later

it is sure to be rewarded. His form had not yet lost all her
original brightness. The phiintifF's Counsel, now had a hard
task imposed on it. They which seek wisdom will certainly find

her. I love the boy which is diligent. The man of which he
complains is honest. France, who was in alliance with England,
sent an army. Was it thou or the wind, who shut the door?
They are exactly like so many puppets who are moved by wires.

He has a soul who cannot be influenced by such motives. The
horse and rider which we saw fell in battle. Who is the man
who dares to make these chnrges ? Pitt was the pillar who up-
held the State? The court who gives currency to manners,
ought to be exemplary. He cannot see one in prosperity with-

out envying them. »John and James are faithful to his studies.

The committee were divided in its sentiments. One or the other

will t.'ike their time. My brothc and I, together with two
cousins, were at their respective tasks. Each man of the country

cAKic with iums in their hands. Evcrvbodv is bound to do dili-
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gently all the pood they can. By discussing each particular in

their order, ti shall better understand the subject. As for

wealth and the goods of this world, he has it all in contempt.
The regiment was much reduced in their numWs. When a
bird is caught, they of course try to escape. Let every pen,

every book, and every slate be put in their places. She fell to

laughinir, like one out of their right mind. John and James
were punished for his bad conduct. Thou and James and John
may divide the apples among them. You and your playmates
must learn their lessons.

Rule VII.

He invited my brother and I into his garden. Do you know
who you are speaking to ? He who committed the offence, you
should correct, not 1 who am innocent. To poor I, there is not
much hope remaining. I commend him for justifying his self.

Ht that is idle reprove sharply. Let thou and I imitate his

example. By the exercising our judgment it is improved. A
wise man will avoid showing of any excellence in trifles. A
wise man will avoid the showing any excellence in trifles. Great
benefit may be derived from reading of good books. He is not
disturbed by dasliing of the wiives. I shall conclude by the

recommending a practice for which every one has suftlcienfc

abilities. By observing of thlM rule you will avoid mistakes.

The making ourselves clearly understood, is the chief «n(l of
8|>eech.

Biri.B Vm.
It is mo, 1 thought that it was h'uu. Let him be who ho

mn^'. Ho so wwwh n'Mcmblcd mv luotiu'r that I look H to Imj he.

It could not have been him. Was it him or her? It wasu'fc

me but him. It was them that did it. If I were him, I would
not act so. Whoin ij|i| }ie toll you it was ?

tttJtE IX.

Ho appeared to me to have been a man of letters. I ex-

pected In have received an answer io my letter. You appear to

me to have been Justified. It was a pleasure to have receiv<^

his approbation. It would have afforded me still greater

pleasure to receive his ajiprobation at an earlier period, but to

receive it at all, is a gratification to me.

Rule X.

Thomas has acted very proper. Our wealth was near
finished. The people are miserable poor. The task was the

easier performed from the cheerfulness with which he engaged in

it. No person could behave nobler than he di<l on that occasion

,

We hU wish a soon and hiippy termination to the war. H«

!
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acted agreeable to the dictates of prudence. Such genius is ex-
ceeding rare. You beltavc very bad. Apples are more plenty
than peaches. From whence arose the misunderstanding ?

From thence proceeded all these misfortunes, lie is like to he
an exceeding useful member of society. Twelve o'clock is

the soonest ti?ne at which I cau go.

.:/... '.:.- w:_ ).. ..V:,. Rule XII. -.
-

' /:/:•.;; ;;,• :-!:..,.•• '

John thinks himself above thou aud I. With who do you
live ? Does that boy know who he speaks to. Associate not
with those who none can speak well of. Who was it from, and
what was it about ? He spoke of Solomon, he who was the
wisest of men. For poor 1, there is not much hope remaiuin (rO

Rule XIV.

What would he say if he were to come and saw me idle?

Did I not tell thee and besought thee to do better? Professing

regard and to act differently, discover a base mind. My brother

and him are tolerable grammarians. On that occasion he could
not have done more, nor offer less. Wluitever others do, let you
and I act wisely. You and me have enjoyed many a ])leasant

walk together. If he prefer a virtuous life and is sincere in his

profession, he will succeed. Neither you nor them can answer
properly. It is so clear as I need not explain it. Neither de-

spise or oppose what you do not understand. A metaphor is

nothing else but a short comparison.

Rule XVI.

don't see nobody. lie will never be no better. I cannot

: no farther. I cannot l.>y no means pCimit you to do it.

I

Walk no farther. - ^ ^. ..j

He »t/» he cannot give no more.

Rule XVII.

I done m. They done the best they could. The sun has

rose. I never seen it. I am wore out. He miglit have went.

They begun trr<m^. They come home long ago. I had drove

th<i cattle to j?a«ture. The ,bird has forsook its nest. lie

grovred very much. He has spoke but once. Five were took

prisoner*. The rirer had s;ank Ijelow the ordinary level. He
liad mistook the way

Rule XVIII.

Be that as it will, he cannot justify his conduct. His sickness

was so great that I often feared he would have died before our

arrival. He would have assisted one of his friends if he could

do it without injuring the other, but as that could not have been

doae, he avoided ail interference.
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ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES.

: 362. Tt has been shown (See 260, 261) that no
sentence is complete whicli does not include a subject

and a predicate,

363. The simplest sentence consists of two words,
the one a subject and the other a predicate ; as, doys
hark. The sul»ject of the sentence is dogs ; the predi-

cate, hark,

364. In sentences like the following

—

the dogs are harkuu/ ;

the iiioo)i is l>n'(//it ; the stars are shir>iii<i, the words (ire and is are
called copulas, hut this (hstinetion is not really necessary. Every
Hintence may be n^garded as containing simply a subject and
predicate; the subject being wliat we speak about; the predicate
wliat wo say ot it ; as in the sentence given ab<)ve.

365. The various kinds of subject have been explained
under Syntax. (See 285.)

- SUBJECT. :^i'.f...: v....:l I

366. Ill the sentence hoys run, let ns ask the ques-

tion, AVbat are we speaking about ? Ans,—Boys.
J^oys is therefore the subject.

367. In the sentence little hoys run, what are we
talking about ? Not about hoys generally, but about

little bo vs. This expression, we see, contains two ideas

;

the idea given by the word hoys, and the qualifying

idea, that of their being little. The word hoys is, then,

called the simple or grammatical subject; the word
little is called the enlargement ; both together forming

what is called, the whole, entire, enlarged, or logical

SUl"geCt. *• ' fv« - . ' r* .
";

368. The enlargement is," therefore, some qualifying

word or expression, added to the grammatical subject,

so as to give greater distinctness to its meaning, and
called an ac{;'wwc^

369. The enlargement of the subject may be

;

(1) An adjective—The little boy speaks the truth.

(2) A participial phrase—The boy, being a good boy,

speaks the truth.
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(3) A noun in jk)ss. case—The farmer's boy -peaks
the truth.

(4) Pvenosition and its object—the boy of e.icellen

/uiw/.s ST »eak- the truth.
„•. ^i

(5) A noun in apposition—Tlic hoy,th'SO)i of virtuous

parents, speaks the trutii.

Note.—The whole ur iny number of these mity unite to form
an enlarged subject ; as, " The, farmer's little boy, in the school,

being a goou lioy, the son of virtuous parents, ^peaks tiie truth.

PREDICATE.

370. The Predicate may consist of an intransitive

verb only ; as, the boy runs.

371. If the Predicate contains a transitive verb, it is

plain chat an object is wanted to complete the sense,

which object may be a noun, pronoun &c., (See 286)
simply, or with adjuncts ; the whole forming v/hat is

called t\\o. completion,
'

' -

372. The adjuncts of the object may be any of

those which we have seen attached to tlu^ subject.

However, it is not usual, in Analysis, to break up the

completion into object and enlargement.

373. Many verbs take what is callc an indirect object.

This is an object, Avhich, although not governed in the objective

case by the verb, is still required to complete the yensj; and
without which the sentence would appear wanting. Thus in

the sentence ** The judge declared the prisoner to he innocent \*

tilt prisoner is the direct object, and to be innocent, the indirect, as

it mi'/<Vec% completes the verb declared. Again in the sentence

"They made Edward king ;" Edward is the direct and king the

indirect object. This is a peculiarity of the verb make. And in

tii'e sentence " He gave a large dowri/ to his daughter," a large

doivrji is the direct, to his daughter, the indirect object. This is

called the dative complement.

374. " The Predicate, in addition to being com-

; leted by an object, may also be more accurately

d'^fined by enumerating any of the circumstances of,

ti»ne, place, manner, &c., which tend to render our idea

of tlie action more explicit and distinct. These we
term

—

Extensions of the y.cdicatcr

:* .5
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375. These extensions may be rny trords or

phrases, adverbial or prepositional that will express

circumstances of time, place, manner, cause and eflect

(subdivided into ground or reason, condHion, conces-

sion, purpose, material, and consequence.)

Thus :— ^^

Time : Subdivided into

point of time ; si£, " I savr hhm this maming." CWhen.)
duration " ; as, " He reigned /'en //ears/* (Howlonp:.)
repetition " ; as, " Ho visits us daily." (How often.)

Place : Subdivided into

rest in a place ; as, " He put his hat an his head.*' (Where.)
moiionto " ; as, " He went <o scAoW. (Whither.)
motionfrom " ; as, " He caraey/om ^ojyn. (Whence.)

". [Manner : Subdivided into

manner simply ; as, " He apeak?* eloquently.^* (How.) .

^ ,,

\fiegree ; as, " He speaks little." >
measure ; as, " The book cost a shilling." •

agenf. ; as, " He was defeated by the rebeh.'' i r^j ;

instrument ; as, " He stabbed him with a dagger."
accompanying circumstances ; as, "He came ivith a large

retinue"

Cause AND Effect: Subdivided into -y? ? / ; .

gi'o-xnd or reason ; as, " He died of grief." -^^

condition ; as, " With care, he may recover.'*

concession ; as, " We failed, in spite of our exertion."

material; as, " Houses are built «/* woot/."

purpose ; as, " The Sun was made to give light and heat."

consequence; (Rare in simple sentences.)

376. The substance of most of the following*

directions for analysing simple sentences is given by
Morell

:

(1) Pick out the verb and put it under the head
simple predicate, ^

(2) Remember, that as the participle and in-

finitive mood are the non-asserting parts

of the verb, neither of them can form a
*, . predicate. •

J (8) Find the grammatical subject by the rule

laid down before for this matter (See

;^
284) and place that subject under the

' " head simple suhj^ct.
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(4)

(5)

(7)

Find the enlargetoent or entargements of
the sitbjecty and place them in the pro-
per column^

Find the objects, direct and indirect, and
place them accordingly.

Find any expressions that qualify the verb
or sinifple predicate, and place them in

_ the extension. ,..

Remember that nothing goes in the exten^
siony which cannot he referred to the
erb or simple predicate. It often hap-
pens that a verb in the infinitive mood
IS the object. If an adverb occurs in a>

! sentence of thid kind, see whether it

' belong to th« principal verb or not; if

^^^ ft do6s, place it under the head extension^

ir biit not otherwise For example, in the

I
^ sentence, " He appeared to walk ahwly^^

t ;. fHowly goes with the comptetion, because

a; it modifies t*^/)^, not appeared, ,,. .„,,,,

,1 vvf •»'!;* ''f^!i. BXBBCrSB XIII. ;.1 ..:/' ;;y='^^y' '

Analyse the fdlowing sentences actjordtng ta the tabulated
form given below,

** Some o? the ^eatest philosophers, ia all ages, have followed
the pursuits of acti/e life/

Subject. 1
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sick man. The glutton lives to cat. The wise man eats to livo.

Though deep, yet clear. Thanks to God for mountains. Now
came the last and most wonderful sign. Cradled in the field, he
was to the last hour the darling of the army. It is natural for

every man to wish for distinction. We should labor to fulfil the

purposes of our being. The wild quadrupeds were driven from
their accustomed haunts I am blamed wthout reason^ ^We
shall have finished before your arrival. Three years she grew in

sun and shower. The child was playing with some beads.

Halifax is in No^a Scotia. Up the hill he heaves a hugh rouiid

stone. With much difficulty we brought our ships to land.

His jioetry I prefer for these two reasons. He came from home.
By sheer steel ana sheer courage, the soldiers were winnitig their

way. Twice fell his eye. I should be much for open war, O
peers. Man marks the earth with ruin. Yon have condemned
Lucius Pella for taking bribes here of the Sardians

COMPLEX AND COMPOUND SENTENCES.

377. Although every sentence contains one subject

and one predicate, yet a sentence may include secondary
or accessory sentences or clauses, and each .such clause

will necessarily contain its own subject and predicate.

378. A distinction must therefore be made between
simple sentences and those which are not simple.

. 379. Take for example the two following sentences,

(a) The man tells me that it will rain,

(b) The shy is dark and the weather threatens.

Each contains two complete sentences, but in (a) they

are much more dependent on one another than in (b).

In (a) the second clause is subordinate to the first,

being, in fact, necessary to the completion of the senti-

ment intended to be conveyed. Li (b) the second

clause is co-ordinate with the first, and is not needed
for the completion of its sense. We call (a) Complex,

(b) Pure Compound. These terms have been already

explained. (See 265, 266, 267.)

NOUN SENTENCE.

380. The second sentence in (a) is called a rioun

sentence, because it " occupies the place and follows the
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canstruction of a noun." It is, m fact, the object of

tells: The man tells what? (Question to find out the

object of the verb) "it will rain." The noun sentence

may be the subject of a verb ; thus, " That you have
wronged me doth appear in this." What doth appear ?

:

(Question to find out subject of the verb) " that you
have wronged me." The noun sentence may be in

apposition to a noun or pronoun ; thus, " My excuse is>

/ was delayed^ " It is certain that he will not come"
The noun sentence may form a predicate with the verb
"to be;" thus, "My hope is, that 1 shall succeed."^

The noun sentence may be the object of a preposition

;

thus, " He spoke of lohat Isaw" It will be observed
that all these positions which the noun sentence has
been, made to occupy, are natural positions for a noun.*

381. The noun sentence is very often introduced by the

, conjunction that.

EXERCISE XIV.

Give, according to the tabulated form on next page, the general

and particular analysis of the following complex sentences con-

taining sub-ordinate noun sentences. Note—That general analysis

means the breaking up of a Complex or Compound sentence

into the clauses of which it is 3ompose<J ; and par^/cu/ar analysis

means the breaking up of these clauses into their several parts.

* It may be easily seen that the noun clause will not make sense of
itself. Used alone, it tells at once it its only a fragment, thuo showing its

subordinate position. The principal clause makes sense of itself, thus
showing that it holds the chief position in the whole sentence. This fact

may be used with advantage in distinguishing what clauses are principal,

and what are sub-ordinate, as it holds for the adjective, and adverbial

clauses also.
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" He never told rae that he vs going away.'
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«ta and muses. That he never will is sure. Have you heard the
flaying, " Man was made to mourn.** It is not meet that we
should leave thee thus, alone. It is easy to show that there is a
positive gratification resulting from the study of the Sciences.
It may be you shall burst out into light and glory at the last.

^ The difficulty was that he did not understand the language.
The fact is, the position grows more dangerous every day.

ADJECTIVE SENTENCE, •

382. The adjective sentence is so called, because,
*^ in reference to the principal sentence it occupies th«

place and follows the construction of an adjective.**

As an adjective qualifies a noun or pronoun, tlie adjec-

tive sentence will always be found to do the same. lu
the sentence " Yon sun, that sets upon the sea, we fol-

low in his flight," we have two assertions ; "We follow

yon sun in his flight;" and ^ that sets upon the sea.**

,
This last sentence tells us something, some quality,

about the sun, a noun, and is consequently an adjective

sentence. Again, in the sentence " It blesseth him
that gives," we have two assertion*, " It blesseth him"
and " that gives." This last senten<» tells us some-
thing about him, a pronoun, and, is consequently an
adjective sentence. The assertions can be destroyed,

and they become, simply, adjectives. Thus, "Yon
setting-upon'the-sea sun, we follow &c. ** It blesseth a
giving him." Such expressions do not sound as idio-

matic, but they show the adjective nature of these sen-

tences.*
383. An adjective sentence is often introduced by a relative

pronoun.
EXEBCISE XV.

Analyze the following, containing adjective sub-ordinate

clauses, as in Exercise 14.

Mountains interposed make enemies of nations, who had else

like kindred drops, been mingled in one. I venerate the man
whose heart is warm. I have often wished to revisit the place

where I was bom. Who^ that saw the accident, could fail to

sympathise with the sufferers. They that sow in tears, shall reap

in joy. Who steals my purse steals trash. They that are whole

need not a physician. This spirit shall return to Him who gave

its heavenly spark. O thou! that, with surpassing glory

crowned, Iook*st from thy sole dominion. Our sweetest songs

• See note under page 95, reading adjective for noun
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are those that tell of saddest thought. Teach me half the elad-

nes8 that thy brain must know. The sequel of to-day unsolders

all the goodliest fellowship of famous Knights whereof this

world holds record. I perish by this people which I made.

Happy are they, my son, who shall learn from thy example not

to despair. With three steps I compass thy grave, O thou who
wast so great before. There are changes which may happen in

a single mstant ot time. Silent is the tongue to whose accents

We surrendered up the soul. These are ties which, though light

as air, yet are as strong as links of iron. That principle, which
tells him, that resistance to power usurped is not merely a duty

which he owes to himself and to his npighbor, but a duty which
he owes to God. i

,
ADVERBIAL SENTENCE. $

384. This sentence, " in reference to the principal

sentence, occupies the place, and follows the construc-

tion of an adverb." It expresses the time, place, man-
ner, reason, purpose &c. of the action expressed by the

verb or simple predicate of the principal sentence.

Thus, in the sentence " When Jesus was twelve years

of age, he went into the temple with his brethren," we
have two sentences, " Jesus went into the temple" and
^ when he was twelve years of age." This last is an
adverbial sub-ordinate sentence of time, becaus ; it tells

us the time at which the principal action of going took

place. Again, in the sentence, " The ostricli is unable

to fly, because it has not wings in proportion to its

body," the last clause " because it has not wings &c./'

is the ground or reacon of the truth of the first asser-

tion. It is called, therefore, an adverbial sub-ordinate

sentence, of ground or reason, to the principal sentence.*
385. Of adverbial subordinate clauses there are four principal

kinds—clauses of time^ of place, of manner, of cause and effect.

386. Adverbial subordinate clauses of time are subdivided
into three classes—clauses expressive of point oftime Canswering
to the question, when ?) ; as, I came when the sun o'er that beach
was declining : duration of time (answering to the question, how
long ?) ; as, I watched while he slept : repetition (answering to the
question, how ojien f ) ; as, I drove whenever the weather was fine.

387. Adverbial subordinate clauses of i^lace are subdivided
into three classes—clauses expressive of rest tn a place (answering
to the question, where ?) ; as, Near yonder copse, where once the

* See note under page 95, reading adverbial for noun.
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fjnrcien smiled, the modest mansion rose : motion ff» (answorinp: to

the question, ivhitherf); as, He goes whithei- he is led: motion

Jrom (answering to the question, ivhencef) He comes whence he
resides. (Rare).

388. Adverbial subordinate clauses of manner are sifh-

-divided into two classes—clauses expressive of manner simply
(answering to the question, hoivf) ; as.. He ended as he had he-

fjun : manner hi comparison ; as, A bird flies swifter than a horse

can run. A third class is sometimes ^ven—degree ; as, In
summer it sometimes thunders, so that the very windows rattle.

The subordinate clause here may be considered one of consequence,

389. Adverbial subordinate clauses of cause and effect arc
subdivided into Jive classes— clnuses of condition ; as, If ruins

were there they had ceased to blaze : concession ; '•.s, Thowjh we
seldom follow advice we are ready enough to ask it : (/round or
reason ; as, The boy cannot write because he has injured his

hand : purpose ; as, I came that I mir/ht accompany him home >

consequence ; as, I was so pleased with the place tlvat I resolved tit

visit it agahu
EXEBGISE XVI. 7 *

«

Analyze the following sentences, containing adverbial sub-

ordinate' clauses, according to the tabulated form given under
Exercise 14.

The field was as they left it. If ruins were there they had
ceased to blaze. If blood were shed, the ground no moro
betrays. Where Britain's power is felt, mankind may feel hot
mercy too. Would I describe a preacher—such as Paul, were
he on earth, would hear, approve, and own,—Paul should, him-
self, direct me. Though he was rich, yet, for our sake he becam.e

poor. We read, that we may learn. The night was so dark
that he missed his way. I saw from the beach when the morn-
ing was shining, a bark move over the waters. He did not come
because he missed the train. This was at first resolved, if we
T'ere wise, against so great a foe contending. I had rather be a
dog, and bay the moon, than such a Roman. Hear me for I

will speak. I am armed so strong in honesty that they pass by
me as the idle wind. Do what you will, dishonor shall be
humor. Now thou hast seen me, art thou satisfied. Stop them,
Ventidius, or I shall blush to death. Though I mentioned a
gift, I had nought to give. I read the scroll because it is the

king's. If he spared not them, tremble and be amazed at thy
escape, lest he spare not thee. Though he became poor, he con-

tinued honest. We should have gone, had it not rained heavily.

Though Milton is most distinguished for his sublimity, there is

much of the beautiful, the tender, the pleasing, in many parts of
his work. Blessed are the merciful for they shall obtam mercy.
Wherefore should not strength and might there fail where virtue

fails. It is now three years since I last saw him.
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EXERCISB 3[VII.

Analyze a sentence froitt any book according to specinlctlfir
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EXERCISE •XVIII.

Sentencbs for Analysis.

1. Still, in the vale, the village bells ring round.

2. List ! war-peals thunder on the battle-iield.

3. Slacken not sail yet at inlet or island.

4. How often have I paused at every charm ;

—

The sheltered cot, the cultivated farm.
The never failing brook, the busy mill.

The decent church that topped the neighboring hill.

5. He advanced towards the light, and, finding that it

proceeded from the cottage of a hermit, he called humbly at the
door and obtained admission.

6. We rise in the morning of youth, full of vigor^ and full of
expectation.

7. Pursuing these ideas, I sat down close by my table, and
leaning my head upon my hand, I began to figure to myself the
miseries of confinement.

8. The Sacred Services in which the Soul
Adores with awe the Power whence she sprung,

May well the culture of the tongue demand.

9. The messenger of God will whisper, peace.

10. Room for the leper ! room.

11. The voice was like the master-tone of a rich instrument
—most strangely sweet.

12. But Linden showed another sight,

When the drum beat at dead of night,

Commanding fires of death to light*

The darkness of her scenery.

13. He stood—fleet, army, treasure, gone

—

Alone and in despair

!

While wave and wind swept ruthless on,

For they were monarchs there.

14. The clouds are divided in heaven; over the green hill,

flies the inconstant sun ; red,through the stony vale comes down
the stream of the hill.

15. A breath of wind tears it from its stem, and it lights on
the stream of water which passes underneath.
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17- AwaJteJ 'tis the terror.of war.
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itumults grow.

It. I sec ^beforccae the Gladiator He;
{He leans uipon his hand ; his manly brow
Consents to deatlbfouteonquarsagony.

2Q. No <inan suifers % bad fortune, hut he who has beei^

•Seceiv^i'by good.

21. A pale lig^ like that of the rising moon, quiirered «cl

^he horiaon.

S2. He beard t^ eoonil, and eoald almost it^
Ttke sullen words lof (the setnfind,

As:his measured stepsion the stone '^low
Clanked, as tie paced It to and n<o.

its. For Fame is there to «t(f who bleeds;;

And Honor 'fl eye on daringdeeds.

'24. O thoiii that ^jcbo^tK>od*s guide did€t takeiond joy t9^
^. Tlierewas a man,

A lloman soldier, ft>r some daring deed
That trespassed ^Hi the laws, io4iHigeon lo«r

Chained down.

•:26. Xjrand, gloomy^and pecufiar,*h« «at upon the Hirone, a
«ceptred hermit, wrapped in the solitivde o£ liJsown originality.

27. Without dividiag, he^destnoyed pacty ; Miithoitt courupt-

3ng, he saade a venal age unaiiiiiu)us.

28 A character so exalted, «o «trQiiuous, so ^various, so

jftuthoritatiA'e, astonished a xx»r«pt age.

^. Crafty men camteam studies, ain^)k .TOon admii'e tlieiiv,

juul «»se jucn .use them.

.3d. To spend too mueh Umeiii studies, is slol^ ; to use tliew

too mudi K>T ornament, is aftectation ; to make jiuigmen^

4vlK>Uy i)y ^eir rules, ds the humor of a sdiolw.

^L And Ardennes waves above them her;^een leavei^

^ Dewy -witii nature's tear-dvops ; as they pae^
Grieving—<if auglit tnaniniate-e''<ef ^exes—

jOAr«r .the .uareturmu^ hsus^e.
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32. Suppose a man <ijeis all the world, what is it tliat ht
gets ?

33. If I were an American, as I am an Englishman, while a
foreign troop was landed in my country, I neyer would lay

down my arms ;—nerer, never, never.

34. I come now to speak npon what indeed I would have
gladly avoided, had I not been particularly pointed at for th&

part I have taken.

35. I trust that, at length, the time is eome, when parlia-

unent will no longer bear to be t«rfd that slave owners are th»

best lawgivers on slavery.

3ff. Of the Three Hundred, grant bat tferee ,,,

,

* To make a new Thermopylae.

87. Thrice is ho armed who bath his quarrel just..

3S.. Is this a dagger which 1 see before me.
The liandls toward my hand ?

39. All is gentle: nought
Stirs rudely ; but, congenial with the nigh*
Whatever walks, is gliding like a spirit.

40. ^ Alas, poor conntry^
Almost afiraid to know i^tself :—it cannot ^

Be callftd our moldier, but our grave.

41. I have but one lamp by which my feet are guwle^, an^
that is the lamp of experience.

42. Althougk' I ana neither his counsel, nor desire to have-

anything to do with his guilt or innocence ; yet in the defence of
my client, I am driven to state matter which may be considered

by many as unnecessary.

43. Is there amongst you any one friend to freedom ?

44. Be't their somfort
We're coming thither;.

45t Power dwelleth not m sound, and fame hath gariand's

Brighter than diadems.

46. I would invoke those who fill the sci^t^ of Justice, and ali

who minister at her altar, that they execute the wholesome and
aficesaary severity of the l&w.
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47. I have admitted, they must necessarily be always the
€ame, because they were founded in what v/as eternal truth.

48. I rr.'jst own, I have such an ind'«ferent opinion of the
'Vulgar, that I am «ver kxl to bu^pect thtt merit which raises

their shout.

49. Hcixj he paused for a while that ho might consider
whether* it wei-e longer safe to forsake the known and com-
snon track.

50.. I that denied thee gold, will give my heart-;

Strike ae thou did^t at Caesar ; for 1 know
Wlien thou didst hateliim worst, thou lovedst him better

Than ever thou lovedst Cassius.

ANALYSIS OR PARAPHRASE OF POETRY.

390. Poetry k not prose arranged after a certain

tneasurs, and sometimes terminating line by line in the

«ame sounds; bwt it possesses phrases aiwi idiosns, as

well as thoughts, wliich are peculiar to itself and do not

i)elong, properly speaking, to prose.

891. By paraphrasing poetry, we mean divesting it

of whatever should be peculiar to poetry, whether in

idiom or words, and expressing the same sentences at

greater length and in the plainer and less impassioned

language of prose.

392. Prose, likewise, may be more or less poetical,

fnore or iees figurative, more or less adorned, and by
paraphrasing it, we mean stripping it of its poetical or

figurative character, and so presenting it in a homelier,

plainer, fuller dress.

398. To paraphrase well, we must enter fully into

the writer's mind, clearly embrace liis sentiments, see

plainly and appreciate the beauty and force of every

metaphor, simile, and even epithet employed, and then,

when the mind has become fully penetmted with the

author's meaning, remould the whole in our own minds,

and rejecting all words, ideas, figures, and epithets that

are inappropriate to prose, restore the full sentiments

in a, new fornix
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394. Tlie foIIowiD^ passage is from Miltosu

©nr snprome foe in time may moch remit

His anger; and perhap»i thus far removed,
Not mind ns not offending, sati^tied

With what is punished;, whence these raging^ firo»

Will slacken, rf his breath stir not their flames.

Our purer essence then will orercome
This noxious vappr; or, inured, not feel,

Or changed at length and to the place eonfwmed
In temper and) i» nature, will receive

Familiar the fierce heat, and void of pain

;

This horror will grow mUdt,. this darkness light

;

Sesides what hope the never-endkig ffigbt

Of future diays n>ay bring, what cli«nce, what chaoge
Worth waiting ; smce (mr present )ot appears
For happy though but ill, for ill not worst,.

If we procttre not to enirselves more wor..

The paraphrase is as follows i

Our Sovereign foe may, in time, greatly raiifgate his anger
Mid, perhaps, ceasing t^ heed us a^ so> remote a dnstance, if we-
avoid giving him. offence, may become satisfied with the amount
of punishment ihfTicted, and then these fires wi-11 abate their

fierceness, when his breath ceases to excite their fianres. The'

furer essence of dur nature will then overpower the hurtful in*-

nuence of their vapor, or, through' being inured, grow insensible^

of it, or may beeome eventually so changed and. so adapted to*

the situation, in temper and constitution, ab to sustafn the fierce

heat with: fkmiliar indlfferenco, and, without aetuitl pain ; thi»

stem aspect of things will become mild ;. this darkness will growt
light ; andj moreover, the never-ending prospect of futurity may
bring ns some hope, some opportunity, some alteration that is^

worth waiting fbr ; ssnce, though our present state is positively-

ill, or the reverse ot happy, yet it is by no »eani6 ill in the degree-

called worst, so. long, as w« are ciureful not to bring upon ousselves
additional calamity.^

385. By pai^aphrasinff we mean something mor»
than merely rendering into prose. We are at liberty

to expatiate and tomake the original dear byeapanaionu.
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PROSODY.
\

t\

'^ 396. Prosody treats of metre or rhythm,

367. Metre or rhythm, in its widest sense, is " the

recurrence at certain regular intervals^ of syllable*

similarly affected.*"

398. The fryttabtes may be affected In their quantt-

ties, as in classic metres ; in their sounds, either imtialy

as in Anglo Saxon and sometimes in old English, or

finxd as in our conMoon rhyme ; or in their accents only^

as in all English blank verse.

399. Metre, as far as the Engfish tongue is con-

, /©erned, is that.kind of composition in whidi accented

syllables recur at certain regular intervals ; as, ^

(( The wtfy vras Iwig, the wind w«s cold'"'
1 2- » 4 fr 6> 7 »

40Q. Prose is that Rind of composition in which the
accented syllables recur at no- parrticuTar mterral ; as,

" To pass our tu«e i» the study of the scfences, h&, in ^112 8 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 15 is

ages, been r6;koned one of tl most drpnified BJid hd!ppy of
17 18 19 2r) 21 23 28: M 2&> as 27 28 3»8;> SI 82 8S 8*

ikuman occupations^"
8& 86 87 88 89 40

#01. Poetry is written in me^e^SknS may be rhyme
or blank verse,

402. The term^ rhyme, is applied to lines which
terminate in the same soimd.

403. To form a perfect rhyme,, three things are?

essential :

—

(1) That the vowel sound and^ the letters following W
be the same-.

(2) That the letters precedmi^ the vowel be diffcreni

^3>) That the rhyming: syllables be acwnted alike..
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404. Two lines rhyming togetlirr make a couplei

.-also called a disticlu Three lines rhyming together

make a triplet. j

^ 405. The term Blank Verse is applied to poetry

which does not rhyme, /

406. A verse is properly a line of poetry.
f

407. A hemistich is half or other portion of a verse,

408. A stanza is a group of rhyming lines.

409. A strophe in the ancient theatre was that part

of the song or dance around the altar which was per-

formed by turning from the right to the left. It was
followed by the antistrophe in the contrary direction.

Hence, in many lyric (See 478) poems we see the

former of two stanzas called the strophe and the latter

the antistrophe. For example, Collinses "Ode to

Mercy."

410. An accented syllable taken with the syllable

or syllables before it or after it which are not accented,

constitutes a measure or foot,

411. Feet are so called, because it is l>y their aid

^hat the voice, as it were, steps along through the verse

in a measured pace.

412. A measure or foot may vary in its size, that

Is, in the number of syllables it contains. It may com-
prise eit"her two or three syllables, but all lines in

poetry may be divided into some such feet. The num-
ber of accented syllables in aline determines the number
of feet

413. The feet of which English verse is chiefly

composed are of five kinds; two, dissyllabic; three,

tri-syllabic

414. Distyllabic feet,

(1) Iambus; unaccented, accented ; ^^ —
controL

(2) Trochee ; accented, unaccented ; —

as

as,

measure.
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415. A tliird kind of dissyllrtbic toot sonietimes

occurs ; the Spondee, two accented syllables. Hut it

is rarely found, and then^ only intermingled with th&
&tber kinds of feet.

416. Trisyllabicfeeh

-y (1) Dactyl ; accented, unaccented^ iHiaccented

— ^^ s-/ ; as, beautiful.

{T) Anapa&st; unaccented, unaccented, accented?

as.

s^ ^^ — ; as, refugee.

(3) Amphibrach ; unaccented,^ accented, ufiac-^

>*• V-*'

cented ? ^ — ^w/ ; as, preserver.

Note.—Dr. Latham has adopted a new system of marking
nccented and unaccented syllables in scanning. In adissyllabio

ibot, the accented syllable i& marked by the- lelter a;theun^
at;cented', by x.

X a ax
Thus, control— measure. In tri-syllobrc feet, s marks the*

ass a s ct s a s

unaccented syllable. Thus, beautiful—refugee—preserver.

417. AH English verse is reducible to these five

kinds, each taking its name from the foot which pre-

vails : Iambic, Trochaic, Dactylic, AnapccstiCy and
Amphibrackic—monometer (one foot), dimeter (twa
feet), trimeter (three feet), tetrameter (four feet),,

pentameter (five feet), hexameter (six feet), hepta-

meter (seven feet), octometer (ei^t feet), according to.

the number of feet in each line.

418. Scanning means the dividing of a line into

the feet of which it is composed. When done orally,,

it means reciting the verse in such a way as to mark
with prominence^ by the voice, the accented syllable,

and the end of each foot. Written Scanning is effect-

ed by drawing a vertical line after each foot, and plac-

ing over each syllable the mark used to express

accenteu or unaccented. This will be seen when we.
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/

come to examples o£ tlie dit&tcnt kloda of lines ai4
feet. /

419. The beat aid iu Seaming is the ear. We de-

cide at once and without rule what m the accented

fiyllabie And what the unaccented. /

ilXEItOIBi: XIX.

State what Icind t^ffottt is each of the fdlowinrf umrds.

Village, resound, crowding, music, glitter, cottage, wilder-

ness, oppreswMi, fmceessiul, repoi't, oitdurate, brotherhood,
natural, interaect, enemies, freedom, forbidden, universe, com-
pose, system, respecting, movement, comprehend, perfect, im-
perfect, oerfectly, perfection , Icnowledge, billow, solemnly^
•delight, vbristtan, merchan^iise, repose, advance, aUt , unkind^
begiu, tenderly, contending, deserted, mo<lest, eternal, affection^

tribunal^ ungel, relentless, register, iambua, trochee, dactyl,

iinapsest, amphibracli, careless. Ignorance, de^ciSibe, approve,
<lisoordant, enchantment, conjugate.

Place be/ore er a/fer, the folloimng mrrtbusfis 'another lambm
eonsieting ^f two memaylldbles, or of a dissyllahle.

Before, report, destroy, explore, unknown, away, receive,

xlelay^ reiiow.n, reprove, Jiselose, began, appear, respoct, main^
tain, between, deccea£e,fark>m, ^i1thin,eiy«eif,.domafid, extreme
tmpeaeh.

Proceed in a similar wmnner n'Hh. (he /olloivitig tre(^1iee$^

Brightest, glory, story, slee^Jing, summer, minstrel, fountainj

inllow, Rpirit, fairest, moriiiflg, goodly, i>anfiar, 4>bicdftau^

fiiuofiber.

IAMBIC METRE
420. Icunltle Mouometer^

Theliglrt
Has goRe

^ The nigflrt;

-Cones oa.

4^21. famiic Dimmer.

s^ — >—/ —^
With cease | less flow^
His beard 1 of snow 1

422. Sometimes an additional syllable oocurs in tlie

^ine. This additional syllable is 'Called hypermeter^

(the lina, hyperiHUiricoL
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423. lamlnc. Dimeter Ih/prrnutileal.

>*.y .-.- v-*' _ s^
In woods

I
a rang |

or

To you j a strnag | er. *

424. Iambic Trimeter.

The PoT I or^clolids I uplifTj

A mo
I
me'nt and

f
no more

jAnd through | the snow
| y drift

|

We sec
I
thera on | the shore

|

425. Iambic Trimeter, Hypermetrical,

N-^ 'W/ ^-m,/ — V-/

Alive j to ev
I
'it feel |

ing
The wounds | of sor

|
row heal | ing

428. This measure is generally called Anacreontic^

being the same as that used in the odes of the Greek
poet, Anacreon.

427. Jambic Tetrameter.

V^ \^ . ~ V-^ •w' —
Clime of | the un |

foro^ot
( ten brave

|

Whose land
|
from plain | to mount |- ain cave

|

Was free
| dom's home | or glo

|
ry's grave

|

428. This metre is generally called Romance
metre. The term Romance comes down to u^ from

the l?th century. It first meant the dialect prevalent

In some of the Southern districts of France, which

sprung directly from the Roman or Latin tongue.

The term was then applied to stories in a poetic form,

and written in the Romance dialect. This Iambic

Tetrameter or Romance metre is that found in Scott'g

and Byron's Tales, Butler's Iludibi-as, Gay's Fables,

429. Iambic Pentameter.

v^ — \^ — s-/ — s^ — \^ —
Of man's |

first dis
| obe |

dience and |
the fruit

|

Of that
I
forbid | den tree | whose mor j tal taste

j

Brought oeath | into
j
th& world | and all j

our woe
|

430. This metre is generally called Heroic metre,

from its constant use in the more dignified poetical

compositions, such as Milton's Paradise Lost, It
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ivas first used in English verse by tlie Earl of Surrey,

who wrote in the reign of Henry VIII, and has been

adopted by all the great English poets from Shake
speare down to Tennyson. Dryden and Pope have
used it chiefly in rhyming couplets.

431. Sometimes this metre is written in a Stanza

of nine lines, the ninth being a line of six feet or

Hexameter. This Stanza is called the Spenserian

from the poet Spenser; and the ninth line, an
Alexandrine^ because it was employed in the 12th

century by the Troubadours, in poems composed in

honor of the deeds of Alexander the Great. The
following from Spenser is an example of this kind of

Staaza

:

^i'**Hf..

A gentle knight was spurring on the plain,

Yclad in mighty arms and silver shield,

Wherein old dints of dee[> wouf>ds did remain.
The cruel marks of many a bloody field j

Yet arms till that time did he never wield :

His angry steed did chide his foaming bit,

And much disdaining to the curb to yield ;

Full jolly knight he seemed, and fair did sit.

As one ror knightly jousts and fierce encounters f?t.|

432. Thomson in his Oastte of Indolence, and
Byron in Ohilde Havold*s Pilgrimagey are chief amou^
the more modern writers of this Stanza.

f:

433. Elegiac metre is composed of Stanzas of four

heroic lines rhyming alternately ; as in Gray's Elegy,,

of which the following is the first Stanza

;

^';The Curfew tolls the knell of parting da}--

The lowing herd winds slovfly o'e? the lea
j;

The ploughman homeward plods his weary way j

And leaves ih^ world to darkness and to me.

434. Seven Heroic lines, the first five rhyming
alternately, and the two last in succession form the

Rhyme Moyal, of Chaucer, and writers of the

Elizabethan period. The following is from Chaucer

;
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truth

uncertainty/

wealth, blind

desire, benejit

counsel

Fly fro the presse, and dv/ell with Sothfastnesse,
Suffise unto thy good though it be small,

For iliorde hath hate, and climbing tikelnesse,

Prease hath envy, and wele is blent over all,

Savour no more than thee behove, shall.

Rede well thy selfe that other fc Ik can'st rede,

And truth thow shalt deliver, it is no drede.

435. Eight Heroic lines, the first six rhyming
alternately, and the last two in succession, compose the

Italian Ottava Rima, This metre is found in trans-

lations and in Byron's Don Juan, The following is

from Don Juan

:

Then rose from sea to sky the wild farewell

—

Then shrieked the tinaid and stood still the brave,—
Then some leap'd overboard with dreadful yell,

' As eager to anticipate their grave

;

. vi^#l.

And the sea yawn'd around her like a hell, ,
^

And down she sucked with her the whirling wave, '
^'

Like one v'lio grapples with his enemy,
And strives to strangle him. before he die.

436- Iambic Pentameter^ HypermetricaL

S-/ S-/ S-X S_^ s.^

Poet
I
and Saint

|
to thee | alone | arc giv I en

The two
I
most Sa j cred names

|
of earth j and heav j en^

437. Iambic Hexameter,

\.^

Celes
I
tial as j thou art j O do

|
not love j th^i wrong

|

Tasing | the heav | en's praise | with such
| anoarth | ly tongue.

438. This is the Alexandrine measure. It is seldom
used except to complete the Spenserian Stanza, or

occasionally vary heroic verse. Drayton's Poly Olhion

is written in this metre. The following is from that

poem:

Then from her burnished gate the goodly glittering East
Gilds every lofty top, which late the humorous night
Bespangled iiad with pearl to please the morning's Light

;

On which the mirthful quires, with their clear open tlw^oats

Unto the joyful morn so strain their warbling notes.

That hills and valleys ring, and even the echoing air

Seems all composed of sounds, about them everywhere.
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439. Iambic Heptameter.

He loosed | the rein | his slack |
hand fell I upon

J
the si | lent face

He cast |
one long |

deep mourn |
ful glance |

and fled
|
from that

}

sad place
|

440. This kind of verse is generally divided into

four lines ; the first and third of four feet each ; the

second and fourth of three ; as,

Oh call j my broth j er back | to me
|

I can {
not play j alone |

The "nm I mer comes | with flow'r |
and bee

|

Whe.e is | my broth | er gone.—

441. This is called Ballad Metre, also Common
Metre,

442. Iambic Odometer,

\.y

The hour | is come | the cher | ished hour | when from | the bu | sy
world

I
set free

|

I seek
I
at length | ray lone | ly bow'r. | and muse | in si> \ lent

tuought
I
on thee

)

443. Couplets of this kind are now generally

written as a Stanza of four lines of equal length,

forming what is called Long Metre. In Short Metre

the stanza is composed of four lines ; the first, second,

and fourth, consist of three Iambuses, and the third of

four; as,

\^ — v-^ —. v-^ — v-^

Give to
I
the winds | thy fears

|

Hope and | be un |
dismay'd

|

God hears
|
thy siglis | and counts | thy tears

)

God shall
|

lift, up | thy head
|

TROCHAIC METRE.

444. This metre is more lively than the Iambic.

In scanning Trochaic metre, when there is an SNdditional

syllable, the line may be called either hypermetrical^

counting only the complete feet ; or catalectic (wanting

a syllable) counting the additional syllable as a foot.

This will be seen below.
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Trochaic Monometer,

Turning
Burning

121

Htl-

446. Trochaic Monometer Hi/per. or Dimeter Catalectic.

Music
I
floats

In soft
I
notes

447. Trochaic Dimeter.

Rich the
| treasure

|

Sweet the
|

pleasure
|

4^8. Trochaic Dimeter Hyper, or Trimeter Cat.

Give the
j vengeance | due

To the
I

valiant | crew '

449. Trochaic Tiimeter.

S--' S^ ,. v.^
When a

|
round thee

| dying
|Autumn

| leaves are
| lying

j

450. Trochaic Trimeter Hyper, or Tetrameter Cat.
'w' v-' s_^

Aid the
|
dawning

| tongue and
|
pen

Aid It
I
hopes of | honest | men

451. Trochaic Tetrameter.

Spnng goes
|
by with

| wasted | warnings I

Moonlit
I
evenings

| sunlight | mornings
j

452. Trochaic Pentameter.

-:.*=

O ye
I
voices

|
round my

j own hearth
| singing I

As the
I
winds of

| May to
| mem'ry | sweet;

Might I J yet re- 1 turn a
| worn heart

| bringing I

Would those
I
vernal

J
tones the | wand'rer

|
greet

Once again ?

In this stanza the second and fourth lines are catalectic.

453. Trochaic Hexameter.

On a
I
mountain I stretched be

| neath a | hoary I wilJow I
^

Lay a
|
shepherd

| swain and
| viewed the | rolling

| billow
|
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I 454. Trochaic Ileptameter.

Hasten | Lord to
|
rescue | me and |

set me | safe from
|

trouble
|

Shame Thou |
those who ) seek my |

soul, re
j ward their

|

mischief | double j

455. Trvchaic Octometer Catalectic.

From their
| nests be neath the

| rafters
| sang the

|

swallows wild and
|
high

^ nd the | world be I neath me |
sleeping,

| seemed more
|

distant j than the | sky

456. Trochaic Octometer.

Once up
I
on a

I
midnight I dreary

| while I
|
pondered

|

weak and | weary

DACTYLIC METRE.

457. This metre is suited to lively or impassioned

sentiment. It is not of such frequent use as Iambic or

Trochaic. Below are a few examples of "Dactylic

Metre.

458. Dactylic Dimeter.

Forward the |
Light Brigade

|

Was there a | man dismayed ?
|

459. Dactylic Trimeter Hyper

Morn on the
|
waters and

|
purple and

| bright

Bursts on the
|
billows the |

flashing of
|
light

460. Dactylic Hexameter Catalectic.

s.^ s-^ v^/ >^^ N-^ V—

/

\m^ \,y \,^ \^y

This is the
|
forest pri

|
meval. But

|
where are the | hearts that

ben
j
eath it.

Leap'd like the |
roe when he

|
hears in the

| woodland the
|

voice of the |
huntsman.

461. The Dactylic Hexameter is the Heroic Metre
of the classic tongues. It does not suit the genius of
the English language. Longfellow's Evangeline, from
which the above extract is given, is, perhaps, the most
successful attempt at its use in English poetry.

m

46;

464
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ANAPieSTIC METRE.

462. This metre was originally introduced into

long odes for the sake of relieving the ear and exciting

the attention of the listener. Like Dactylic metre, it

is not of such frequent use as Iambic or Trochaic.

463. Anapaestic Dimeter, Hyper.

Ni-^ S-/ S-^ N^^ V.^

He is gone | on the mount I ain
He is lost

I
to the for ) est

Like a sum
|
mer-dried fount j ain

When our need j was the sor | est.

464. Anapoestic Trimder*

>.-• s-^ — v-/ s-/ — s-^ s-/ —
I am mon |

arch of all
j I survey

|

My right |
there is none | to dispute

|

From the cjn
|
tre all round | to the sea

[

I am lord | of the fowl
|
and the brute

(

465. AnapcEstic Tetrameter.

V-/ S*/ V^ V-X s-/ •>^ —

.

V—' s*/ ~^.-

To the feast | to the feast | 'tis the mon |
arch commands

|

AMPHIBRACHIC METRE.

466. This metre is rarely found.

467. Amphibrachic Tetrameter.

Magrep^or
j Magreg(jr | remember |

our foemen
|

The moon ris
|
es broad from

| the brow of |
Ben Lomond

|

468. It often occurs that a line of poetry consists

of feet which are not all of the same kind. It is usual

in such cases to name the line from the kind of foot

which predominates, or that we know'prevails through-

out the rest of the lines ; name it as if all the feet

were of the kind predominating, and prefix the word
" Mixed " to this name, afterwards mentioning the

Kxnd ot foot which is mixed with the predominant one.

\^ . N.^ %-• >w/ W
Thus—My right

|
there is none

|
to dispute

|

is Mixed Anapaestic Trimeter (first foot an Iambus)
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THE CiESURA.

469. The Ccesura or Ccesural Pause is a pause in

a line of poetry between one word and another, ditid»

ing the line into two parts. Sometimes, but very
rarely, there are two or three. such pauses. The Ca3-

sura often corresponds, though not always, to a pause

in the sense. Much of the harmony of our metres,

and ot Iambic Metre especially, depends on the skilful

disposition of the Caesural pause.

470. The most appropriate place for such pauses in

Iambic Metre is at the end of the second or third foot.

Milton, however, who uses the pause with great skill,

has introduced it in every part of the line. In this ha
contrasts with Pope, who uses the pause in a similar

position in almost every line. Milton's poetry is,

therefore, the more varied and rich; Pope's being

marked by too great a sameness in the cadence.

471. The pause may fall after the fourth, fifth,

sixth, or seventh syllable, and by this means the

versification has that variety and richness, which we
have said characterizes Milton's poetry.

472. When the pause falls earliest, that is, after

the fourth syllable, the briskest melody is thereby

formed—^for example (the pause being marked by two
parallel vertical lines).

'Tis not enough
1| no harshness gives offence,

The sound must seem || an echo to the sense

;

Soft is the strain || when zephyr gently blows

;

And the smooth verse || in smoother numbers fiows<

473. When the pause falls after the fifth syllable,

dividing the line into two equal parts, the melody is

sensibly altered, the verse loses the brisk air of the
former pause, becomes more smooth and flowing. Ex.

" Eternal sunshine || of the spotless mind

;

Each prayer accepted || and each wish resigned."

474. When the pause follows the sixth syllable, the
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tflelofly becomes ^rave, the movement of the verse is

more solema and measitrei). Kx. ^

" The wrath of Peleu*' sow l| the direfiit spring

Of all the Grecian woes, || O Goddess sing."

475. The grave cadence becomes still more sensible

when the pause follows the seventh syllable. Thi»
kind of verse seldom occurs ; and its effect is to diver-*

sity the melody.' Ex.

te Long icrved) adored idca», {f aH adieu."

[The following remarks on Poetry and Figures of Speccb,

are taken, chiefly, from the works of Bain and Blair, to which
itorks the pupil is rfefefted for a thorough treatment of these

oubjccts.)

POETRY,

476. Poetry 13 ^* stxi art which has the creation of

intellectual pleasure for its object ; which attains its

end by the use of language natural in an excited state

of the imagination and the feelings ; and generally,

though not necessarily, expressed in numbers."

477. Poetry is divided into three principal species

;

LyriCf Epic and Dramatic.

478. The Lyric poem is an expression or effusion

of some intense feeling, passion, emotion, or sentiment
y

such as devotion, love, military ardor, &c.

479. The word lyric shows that these poems were
originally sung or pronounced with instrumental ac-

companiment.

480. Lyric poems may be classed as follows, (1)

The Song, sacred or secular, (2) The Ode, (3) The
Elegy, (4) The Sonnet, (5) The Nondescript Lyric.

481. The Song is usually short, simple in measure,

broken up into stanzas each eomplete in meaning, yet

falling into a place in the general arrangement.

482. The Ode is the loftiest effusion of intense

feeling. Its chief mark is its elaborate versification.
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Wo have examples of this class of lyric poetry in

Milton's " Hymn on the Nativity," Gray's " Bard.''

CloUins's "Ode to the Passions" is an ode, in form
only ; it is not so much the display, as the description

of feeling.

483. The Elegy in its original form in Greece, xvas

an expression of plaintive, melancholy sentiment It

is now connected chiefly with the expression of regret

for the departed. Of the same nature is the Dirge^

We have an example of the Elegy in Milton's
*' Lycidas." Gray's iSlegy is a diffused expression of

feeling on mortality in ^general.

484. The Sonnet is sometimes descriptive, but is

most commonly a concentrated expression of a single

phase of feeling. It consists of fourteen lines.

485. The Nondescript Lyric comprehends a variety

of effusions wanting in any of the specific aims above
mentioned. Ex.—Burns' " Mountain Daisy."

EPIC POETRY.*

486. An Epic Poem is the recital of some one^

great, interesting action or subject, in poetical form,

and in language suited to the sublimity of the subject.

487. Epic composition is distinguished from history

by its poetic form and its liberty of fiction. The author

appears in his own person ; lays the scenes ; introduces

the actors ; and narrates the events. In this it differs

from Dramatic poetry where the author does not nar-

rate nor appear in his own person.

488. The leading form of this class of poetry is

styled TJie Great Epic or The High Epic. TJiis is the

Epic where supernatural agency is permitted, which
supernatural agency is called the machinery of the

piece.

489. The usual examples of the Great Epic are as

follow

:
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Name ofPoem

The Illiad

The Odyssey *

The ^neid

The Divirvo Comedy
The Lusiad

Jerusalem Delivered

Paradise Lost

Language
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exhibition of the follies, and vices, and whatever in the

human chjiracter exposes to censure or ridicule.

495. The Greek Dramatists, and the French,

following them, have laid down certain rules for the

guidance of dramatic authors. '

, 496. These are known by tlie name of " the three

unities." ,

497. A tragedy, tliey say, should be characterized

by, " unity of time," " unity of place," and ** unity of

action."

498. By " unity of time " was meant, that the

events recorded in the play should take no more time

for their natural occurence, than was taken up
with their representation. Later critics extended

the time to 24 hours.

499. By " unity of place " was meant that all the

events should take place in one house, street, &c.

500. English Dramatists aiming at giving higher

enjoyment have disregarded these two unities, and
change the scene from country to country, and put the

events of years into one play. Thus, Shakespeare, in

the play of " Macbeth," spreads his events over 14 or

16 years, and shifts the scene from Scotland to Eng-
land and back again. But the third unity, " unity of

action," is most important. This consists in the rela-

tion which all the incidents introduced, bear to some
design or effect, combining them naturally into one
whole. This unity of subject is most essential to

tragedy.

501. The rules of dramatic action that are prescrib-

ed for tragedy belong also to comedy. The imitation

of manners ought to be even more exact than in

tragedy, for the subjects of comedy are better known.

. FIGURES OF SPEECH.

502. A Figure of Speech is a deviation from the

plain and ordinary mode of speaking, with a vietv to

greater effect.

/"'
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503. This deviation is effected, either by using a
peculiar form of expi^ssion, or by using words to

signify tomething different from their original

meaning,

' 504. Thus, when, instead of saying ** that is very

strange," we use the expression "how strange," ive

use a figure, the figure consisting in the form of ex-

pression being different trom the natural! one.

505. Again, when we say, " Now is the winter of

our discontent made glorious summer," the words
winter and summer are diverted from their original

meaning, seasons of the year,^to express conditions of

the human feelings. In this expression, therefore, we
use a figure, the figure consisting in using certain

words to signify something different irom their original

meaning.

506. The two examples now given will explain the

distinction made by Ancient Rhetoricians between

figures and tropes. The first example, where the

words are used in their literal sense, but where there

is the peculiar form of expression, they would call a

figtJire, The second example, where a word is turned

from its proper signification to another signification,

they would call a trope,

507. The distinction is more in appearance than in

substance, and has no practical value. The term

figure is applied to both kinds. When we use the

word trope, however, it can be applied to the latter

kind o'^ly.

508. Figures first arose from the barrenness of

language. Names were wanted for mental concep-

tions. Names already given to objects of sense were
given to these mental conceptions, from some fancied

similarity between them. Hundreds of words in the

English language are of this kind, but from frequent

use their figurative meaning has been quite forgotten.

509. Again, figures arose from the influence which

5
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I

V

the iinagiimtlon Iiaa over nil laiigunn^e. Hio imngiiui-

ation iievor C()nteinj)lrtte8 tiny idea oi' object alone,

hut as accompanied bj other ifloaa or objects which

may be consirlered as its iiwessorics. Tliese accessor-

ies often operate more ibrciDly upon the mind than the

principal idea itself. They are, perhaps, in their

nature, agreeable, or more familiar to our conceptions

;

or remind us of a gi'eater variety of important circum-

stances. Hence, the naune of the accessory or corres-

pondent is substituted for the name of the principal

idea. The pupil will see this exemplified when wo
<;ome to give examples of the different figures. (Rco
Synecdoche and Metonymy, 532 and 533). Hence,
all the languages of savage nations are highly figura-

tive.

510. Figures, first used of necessity, soon came ta

be recognised as beauties in language, and the great

masters of composition in all tongues have need them
extensively.

511. Figures (1) enrich language and make it more
copious, (2) give a more clear and sticking view of an
object than if expressed in simple terms, (3) deepen
the impression made on the feelings, (4) give pleasure.

512. The tracing of resemblances is the chief in-

ventive faculty of the mind.

513. The figures depending on this faculty are (1)
Simile or Comparison, (2) Metaphor, (3) Personiji'

cation, (4) Allegory, (5) Synecdoche, (certain

forms)

514* A resemblance is not a figure, unless the

tilings compared be different in kind. Thus, a compari-

aom of Napoleon to Caesar is not a figure, because the

subjects compared are of the same kind. But if we
compare either to a great conflagration, or a tempest,

we then speak figuratively.

515. The principal figures, with explanations and
examples, are the following

:
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SIMILE Oil COMPARISON.

bl6. A Simile or Comparison consists in likening

v^no tiling to another formally or expressly ; as, *'As

the stars, so shall thy seed be."

517. The defjiLjnaHons slHle and compar^mn are sometimes
i'onsidcred as sKj^rhtTy different tn meaning. When a likeness is

Vollowed out into detail, it is called a comjarinon in the striotci:

%iicttning of the term.

METAPIJOU

518. A Metaph iplied in tliem a comparison
language used, but not expressed ; as " He bridles his

anger,"* , He was a 'ion in the comlmt.'*'

519. It will be seen tlintin both Simile rnid Mctaplior tlicrc

is a comparison ; tlic diffcreryio between tbcm being, Chat in the

8imile, the signs of comparison, trs, 5o, Uke, are givon ; in the

Metaphor, onritted. Thus, " He was iflce a Kon in the combat."
(Simile) " He was a fion in the coirbat." (Metaphor)

520. The Metaphor has this advawtage ov<jr tluj Samilo ; it,

is brief, and consequently -more ])ointed, and po-verful. Take
for example, the «entence given above. "Ho bridles his anger."
Expressed as a Simile, it would "be something like this, " Ho
liolds back his angci', as he would a horse by the bridle."

521. Metaphors aid tbe understanding ; as, " The wish is

father to the thought " ;
" He is reasoning m a circle'* ; "Athens

the eye of Greece ; mother of arts and ekimiencc." Deepen the

impression made on the feelings; as, "The town was stormed";
*' The news was a dagfjer to his heart."

522. Personifying Metaphors are chiefly su1)servient to the
uses of poetry; as, "O gentle sleep, nature's soft nurse";
" Yonder comes t!he powerfiil King of day, rejoicing in the
East."

^
523. Metaphor is largely employed in expressing the more

hidden operations of the mind. Thus, we speak of knowleclge,
as light; passion, as^r^; depression of spirits, SiS gloom. We
say, " the thought struck \um. We speak of " a ray of hope,"
"a shade of doubt," "a ^ight of fancy," "& Jlash of wit,"
" ebullitions of anger."

£24. The greatest fault in the use of Metaphor arises,

when, in the same expression metaphors from dUfeixint subjects
r.re combined ; as " to kindle a seed" " to take up amis agaiost
a sea of troubles."
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b2S. By [>ersonitication life and action are atrn-"

l^iited to inanimate objiectg; as, ^^ The mocmtaiog sing/>

together, the hills rejoice 'dud elap kands^"

52S. There are thise diilerent degrees of this figure. The?
Arst is, when same ©f the properties of li-viiig creatures are
ascribed to inanimats objeetts; tlie seeoiMl, when those iHanimat®'

©bjects are described as acting like such as have li<e ;, and the-^
*hird> when' they are exhibited, either m speaking to us, or as-

listening to what wc say Uytfitera.

527. The first aiid lowest degree of »hi6 figure,, raises ^he
aiyle so little, that the humblest discourse admits it wfthout any
Ibrce. Thus, ** a raging storttt,'^ " the cmgi^s^a," **'a cruel dis-

aster," the smlinff- y9&r."

528. The sceond degree of this figure rices a step highei>
and the personification becomes scn&ible ; as>

\, ' "Her rash hand", in evil hwir, k :

Forth reaching to the fruit, she pliicked—she ate !

Earth /«2{ the wound, and^ Nature from her seat,

Sighirtg- through all her works gave signs of woe^
That all was lost !V

529^. The third and highest degree of this figure is the-

^oldest of all figures. It is the style of passion only, and should!

never be attempted; except when, the inindj is consicfei^aMy keartcS
and agiitated ; as,, :..

4-71" " Must r then leave tkte, Paradise? thxis Ieav« **

'..;;_ ITiee, native soil ! . ,, ,.,..,,,»,.. .

y :>p ',.;. •J*,;...;--, f -- # ' # * .
.

,;',;'; >-• •

,:X..-
" O ftower.^

\ "'• .,.:--# i" • *• * «
j:^.:/ Who now sh-vU rear y.ou to the buij, or rank

Towr tribeo * *
, * *

<, \^
, # « # * * *. -''jfes^-^

.,,,:,•< TAfB lastly,. nuptial ftottrcr .?

530. The English languRge, by restrictfng the inflection of
gender t© objects wh'ch have sex, gives especial scope foir person-
ification. '^See 82, 894

._,... _.^ ,. .^^ ALLEGORY.

531. An Allegory is a contintved Metaphor. The
best example^ perhaps, of this figure, is foimd in the

80th psalm, where the people of Israel ar« repre&entecj

wader the figure of a vine.
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SYNECDOCHE.

532. This name is given to different kinds of figures,

some of which are figures of similarity ;

( 1

)

Putting the species for the genus ; as, bread, for

the necessaries of life, generally; cut-throat for

murderer or assassin ; sums for arithmetic.

(2) Putting the individual for the Sj ncies (called Anto-
,/V'4:l y . nomasia) ; as, " Every nan is not a Solomon.'*

» And in Gray's Elegy, " Some village Hawpde'n
, ' '^ &C-" (See 48, 50, 51.)

(3) Vutting the genus for the species; as, vessel for

» ship ; creature iox man,

(4) Indicating something that delicacy forbids being
specifically named(this form called Euphemism);
^% fallen asleep or (jone to rest, for dead.

(5) Putting the concrete for the abstract ; as, " Do not
speak—wisely keep the ybo/ within," {fool used
for folly.)

(6) Employing numbers for amounts that are not
estimable with numerical precision; as, "It was
broken into a thousand pieces."

ft

533.

ment.

Forms not depending on Similarity.

(7) Naming a thing by some part of it ; as, " a fleet of

fifty sail" " all hands to work," " the rule of
three."

(8) Naming a person by some part of his character

;

as, " Thus spoke the tempter" *' The avenger of
blood w^o on his track."

(9) Naming a part by the whole , as, " Cursed be the
datj on which he was born."

(10) Naming a thing by the material of which it is

made ; as, " He drew the glittering steel" " The
marble speaks," " The canvas glows."

(11) Naming an object by the passion which it inspires

;

as, " My love," " My joy," " My delight." God
is often styled "the teiror of the oppressor/'
" the refuge of the oppressed."

METONYMY. ^ ^^^-i n.i'rl '-^!r

Metonymy names a thing by some accompavi'
Its chief forms are,
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( 1

)

Naming? a thing by some sign or symbol, ol* sipnfi-

cant adjunct ; a«, " He petitioned the crotvn."

(2) Putting t'ae instrument for the ar/ent ; as, *'It was
settled by the arbitration of the swjrd" " A
thousand /torac." (See 68.)

C3) Putting the container for the thing contained ; as,
*' They smote the ctYy," " The kettle boils," " He
urriuk the fatal cupJ^

(4) Putting an effect for the cause; as, " Gray hairs

should be respected."

(5) Putting an author for his works ; as, " They have

^ Moses and the prophetsJ*

("6) Putting the cause for the effect ; '.s, " Streaming
griefhh aged cheek bedewed."

ANTITHESIS.

534. Wher ic^ ;
i are contrasted, and this con*

trast is shown by the form of the words used, the ex
pression is called an Antithesis ; as,

" Though deep^ yet dear ; though gentle, yet not dull

;

Strong, without rage; without overJlowing,/alL*^

HYPERBOLE.

535. Hyperbole consists in magnifying the qualities

of, or other circumstances connected with, objects, beyond
their natural bounds, so as to make them more impres-

sive or more intelligible ; as, " Swift as the wind,"
" White as snow," " Ri\ \ ,) of blood and hills of slain.'*

536. Climax consists in the arranging of the par-

ticulars of a sentence, or other portion of discourse, so

as to rise- in strength to the last. The common exam-
ple of this figure is from the Oration of Cicero against

Verres ;
" It is an outrage to bind a Roman citizen

;

to scourge him is an atrocious ciime ; to put him to

death is almost a parricide ; but to crucify him—what
shall I call it?" We have also an excellent example
in Burke's Impeachment of Warren Hastings, begin-

ning with the words, " I impeach him in the name
of, &c."
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INTERROGATION.

537. Interrogation aims at conveying an opinion

more strongly by giving it the form of a question ; as,

" Hath the Lord said it, and shall He not do it ?

"

The interrogation is very judiciously introduced into

the climax given above from Cicero ;
" but to crucify

him

—

what shall 1 call it T*

EXCLAMATION.

538. When from some sudden and intense emotion,

we give utterance to an abrupt, inverted, or elliptical

expression, we are said to make an Exclamation ; as,

" hravo^^ " dreadful^^ " how strange^* " what a 'pity^

APOSTROPHE.

539. When, in an address, we turn aside from the

ref^ular discourse to speak to some person or thing

suggested by what we are saying, we use an Apostro-

phe ; as, " O death where is thy sting, O grave where
is thy victory." This figure is allied to personifi-

cation,

VISION.

540. When, in relating what is past, or what is to

come, we use the present tense, and describe it as

passing before our eyes, we use Vision ; as,

" For a field of tLe dead rushes red on my sight,

And the clans of Culloden arc scattered in flight.

They rally, they bleed."

IRONY. %.^
If

541. In Irony we use- words to express the con-

trary of their natural meaning, there being something
in the tone or manner to show the real drift of the

speaker ; thus, to call an ignorant person a Solomon ; or

a noisy one, a lamb,

EPIGRAM.

542. In Epigram the mind^is roused by the conflict

or contradiction between the real meaning of the ex-
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pression, and the meaning intended to be conveyed ; as,

*' He was conspicuous by his absence," " When you
have nothing to say, say it."

PARALEPSIS OR OMISSION.

543. By this figure tiie speaker pretends to con-

ceal what he is really declaring and strongly enforcing

;

as, " Horatius was once a very promising young gentle-

man, but in process of time he became so addicted to

gaming, not to mention his drunkenness and debauchery,

that he soon exhausted his estate and ruined his con-

stitution."

PUNCTUATION.

544. Punctuation is the method of using certain

grammatical points, or stops, as helps to indicate the

structure and import of discourse. These points or

stops are the following

:

The Period
*The Colon

The Semicolon

The Comma

The Parenthesis ()

The Dash ^ —
The Note of Interrogation ?

The Note of Exclamation !

545. As these points mark divisions of the

thoughts in discourse, they also naturally indicate the

positions at which a reader should make pauses of

greater or less duration.

546. It is therefore, laid down, that the comma?
semicolon, and colon, denote respectively, that the

reader should pause a fourth, a half, three fourths as

long as he would at the end of a sentence, where the

full stop or period is placed.

547. But, frequently, a pause (called a Rhetorical

pause) may be made in reading where no written stop

is requisite ; and, occasionally, a pause may be
neglected in reading where a written stop occurs.
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548. Again, in the use ol' stops there is much
diversity of practice, which the taste of various writers

may exemplify. This diversity is so great that, it has

been seriously recommended by more than one writer

on this subject, to omit all marking by stops, and, as

in legal documents (which, generally speaking, are not

punctuated),leave to the intelligent reader the exhibit-

ing of the proper pauses from the sense of the

passage.

549. A system of rules, therefore, for punctuation,

will merely exhibit the general principles by which
punctuation is mainly regulated.

THE PERIOD.

550. The Period or full stop marks the conclusion

of a simple, complex, or compound sentence that is not

dependent on one following.

Examples.

Idleness is the parent of want.

The brief revival "-f elegant literature, which took place in the

twelfth century, was a premature spring.

I cannot, my dear friend, accomplish all that you desire ; but
I will do all that is in my power.

551. The period is generally used after abbrevia-

tions ; as, N. S., A. D., B. C, Mr., Dr.

THE COLON.

552. The Colon divides a sentence into members,
generally into no more than two members, which are

themselves not syntactically united, and of which the

latter generally serves to increase the force or mean-
ing of the former.

Examples.

Nothing has been created in vain : everything has its use.

Shakespeare had not the advantage of birth : he came to L a

rlon a needy adventurer, and lived for a time by very mean tm
ployments.
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553. The Colon foften followed by a duflh) is

sometimes used before a quotation or example.

Examples.

Yet he pleased the ear.

And with persuasive accents thus began :

" I should be much for open war, peers,

As not behind in hate, &c."

Among the words in the English language derived from tho

Celtic are the following :

—

basket, button^ ^c.

554. However, when the quotation is not formally

introduced, and when its dependence on the principal

clause is very close, it is introduced by a comma.

Example.

He very lately said to one of those whom he most loved,
" You know that I never feai-ed death.'*

THE SEMICOLON.

555. The Semicolon is used, as a general rule, to

separate co-ordinate clauses.

Examples.

Justice is not a halt and miserable object ; it is not the ineffec-

tive bauble of an Indian pagod ; it is not the portentous phantom
of despair.

Heading maketh a full man ; conference, a ready man"; and
writing, an exact man.

All Jerusalem saw the sign ; and the shout that, in the midst
of their despair, ascended troni the thousands and tens of thous-
ands, told that proud remembrances were there.

556. A Semicoloyi is ug^^d when several words that

are separated by the comma, stand in the same relation

to other words in the sentence.

Example.

A noun is the name of anything; ay, Jb/m, London, housef

tree, hope.

THE COMMA.
557. It is of general service, in the study of Punc-

tuation, to remember, that a phrase or short sentence,

if not disturbed by interposition of words, should not

be disturbed by the interposition of points.
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558. There should, therefore, generally sj^caking,

be no comma, nor a point of any kind, between a sub-

ject and its verb, an adjective and its noun, a preposi-

tion and its object, a conjunction and two words con
nected by it, a transitive verb and its object, the infini-

tive and its governing word, the auxiliary and its prin-

cipal verb, the adverb and the word it modifies.

559. When, however, the subject of a verb consists

of many words, it is sometimes expedient to indicate

the collectiveness or unity of the subject by placing a
comma between it and the verb.

Examples.

The veil that covers from our sight the events of futurity, is

a veil drawn by the hand of mercy.

The giddy laughter of the illiterate and the profane, quelled
not the ardour ot this advocate of truiii.

560. Every accessory or subordinate clause of a
sentence, should be separated from the principal

sentence by a comma.
Examples.

We are taught by the study of nature, that her Author has
the happiness of His creatures in view.

There is sweet music here, that softer falls than petals from
blown roses on the grass.

While the earth remaineth, seed time and harvest shall not

fail.

Thou shalt honor thy father and thy mother, that thy days

may be long.

Whether the Trojan war was an actual occurence, we have
no positive means of determining.

561. But a relative pronoun, adverb, or conjunction,

when introducing a clause which forms an inseparable

adjunct of the preceding term, should not have a

comma before it.

Examples.

Keverencc that being who is the author of all that is subliraci

and beautiful, and good in nature.

The time when I shall arrive is quite uncertain.

Live so that thou mayest never have reason to repent.
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562' Clauses, phrases, or words, introduced paren-

thetically, but not so abruptly or incidentally as to

require the parenthetic curves, are often, at the begin-

ning of a sentence, followed by a comma ; at the end,

preceded by a comma ; and in the middle, preceded

and followed by a comma.

Examples.

Piirsaing these ideas, I sat down close to my table.

The knife, being a good one, was hiighly valued.

S:.vnd forth, my Lord, for thou art i;he man.
Farewell, thou bravest of men.
Death, however, approaches.

O Cassius, you are yoked with a lamb.
Trust it not, Sir.

Yonder is a little drum, hanging on the wall.

And so they died by thousands, the unnamed demigods.
Look, for example, on the catastroplie of the deluge.

In the meantime, as soon as Clodius knew. '\

The story, perhaps, is not entitled to much credit.

563. In a series of three or more words of kindred

grammatical character, a comma should follow each

word except the last, unless that la^t be a noun, in

which case the last, also, will be followed by a
comma.

Examples.

His solution of the problem was neatly, correctly, and ex-

peditiously performed.

Europe, Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and
Oceanica, arc the six great divisions of the land.

And nearer, clearer, deadlier than before.

How poor, how rich, how abject, how august, how com
plicate, how wonderful is man.

Let Geography, History, or Grammar, be the subject of the
lesson.

564. Two words of kindred grammatical character

connected by one of the conjuctions, and, or, are not

separated by a comma ; unless where the former con-

juction is, for rhetorical effect, suppressed.

Examples.

Europe and Asia are Continents.

Beason, passion answer one great aim.

I.
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585. Wlien die natiirai oixler of n seniienee is in-

verted, a comma sliould be inserted between the ti'ans-

Ijosed parts, unless the inverted part is very short.

'Excmplet.

The better to deceive the enemy, «, portion of the fleet sailed

far abov43 the tow<n.

No delight, the minstrcrs bosom knew.

566. When words <5©nn«cted by a conjunction,

follow in successive paii's, a. comma shovld he insented

after each pair.

Exami)lc,

There is a natural diffcrcnoc between virtue and vice, wisdom
and folly, merit and demerit.

567. When a verb is understood in the clauses of

Si compound sentence, a comma must be inserted in its

place. (See 2nd Ex. .under 555.)
\

THB PAREKTHESIS.

568. The Parenthesis encloses a word, pTirase, or

«elause, abruptly introduced in a sentence, and not

-necessary to i^e grammar or sense.

Examples. '

The noble lord (Lord Norfti) shall tell yeuthat (he restraints

€n trade arc fiitile anrd iiselese.

The present ministry tboug'ht'it expedient to repeal five of the

^Inties, aad to ^ei^vc (ior reascus -beut 'knov/n to theiBselves) only
£he sixth standing.

569. Brackets ([ ]) are «omefimes used for the

-same purpose as the paL'entliesis, to indicate an exti'a-

cieous part-of a seuitence, but cliLefly,

—

1. When the extraneous jaart of tlie sentence con-

tains another parenthesie ; or

2. When it is inserted c^fe -eorr-ecfciou, a ^comment,

or an addition.
Examples.

I know the bankv,. a deal with, or the physician I ttsaally cal
an [there is no Jieed, cried Dr. Slop (waking) to call in any phy-
sician in the case] to be neither of them of much religion.

The last twelve boo?;s ]of the Odyese^'] are m se^t'erai jparl*

tedious andrla«guld.
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1

At present there is a tendency to get rid of the to®'

of the parenthe&is^ Some writers use commas; others^

dashes. Blair, in his lectures on Rhetoric, says, " But
in general the effect of parentheses is extremely bad ;;

being a perplexed method of disposing of some thought^

which a writer lias uo4 aa't eiiough to introduce ih its

proper placeJ*
'- ^ ^ THE DASH. ' -

570. The Dash, precedes an abrupt diversion from
the subject of discourse.

Examples,

If I were—but it is needless to dwell on y^hai is now imr
pGHsible.

His children—but hera my beant begim to bleed, and I was
forced to go on with aoothei' part of the picture.

THE NOTE OF INTERROGATION.-^ "^^'

571. This point is a period surmoimted by a cor-^

rupted form of the letter Q^ and denotes that the words,

preceding, it tbrm a diveet questiou.

Exa7nf)les,

Is there no place left for repentance? None for pardon lefr *

What villain kmched hit> body thai; dill staU uud not fos

justice 1

THE NOTE OF EXCLAMATION.

572. Tliis stop is used after a word or plirase ex^
pressive of some siadden emotion*

Examples^

Stop ! for thy tread is on an Empire's dust.

How stern he looks ! Amaaem'^.Bft ! it is IVIarius t.

Ha? Mariua, think'st th©u now upoa J4igurtlia ?<

He turns Ihe^s caught my eye ! I see no more!

573. Quotation Marks are generally used to

indicate that a word^ phrase,, ov larger portion of dis-

course is borrowed. The double points ^" "y are used
in primary or leading quotations; the single points

(' ') in secondai'y or included quotations. J/lxanK
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Quotli Toby, ** If you write up * Please ring the bell/

common politeness makes uxj stop and do iu"

574. The Apostrophe (') is use to show the omis-
sion of a letter or letters ; as, John's, ' Tis,

575. The Cartt (A ) is wsed to show some omission
sound

8

in a manuscript ; as, " Were ne'er prophetic so ftill

of woe." /\

576- The Diosresis ( . . ) is placed over the latter

of two vowels coming together, when it h intended

that they should be placed in separate syllables ; as

cooperate.

577. Th^ Hyphen (-) is wsed to separate syUables

;

2is, ad'ject'lve ; at the end of a line to show that part

of the word is carried to the next line ; as, co«-

cey ; or to mark an ellipsis ; as, the Q - n. A series of

iisterisks or of d<*ts, is eojiKitimes iised for this last

purpose.

578. The Paragraph {^), which is chiefly used in

the Bible, marks tlie commeiicement of a new object.

579. The Section (§) marks the smaller divisions

of a book or chapter; and when used with numbers,

helps to abridge references ; as, §^, e. c, Section Six<

580. Printers use the following marks, and in the

following order, as marks of reference to notes. {As-

terisk, dagger, dotthle dagger', section, parallels, Sfc)

Note 1, * Note 3, $ Note 5, ||
Note 7,

**

2, t " *, § " 0, If • " 8, tt
a

When there a^e many references, figures or the small

letters of the alphabet a^e more convenient.

581. The Index or Band (^^) points to something
that deserves to be carefully observed.

582. The Cedilla, (,) placed mnder-c, denotes that

the c is sounded like s ; under g, like / ,* under 5, like

z I and under sz, like gz.
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OniQVf OR DERIVATION OF WORDS,

f. Words are either PHrmtive or Derivative,

2. A Primitive word is one which cannot be tracer?

back to any simpler word as its origin ; out is itself

the simplest form, as strike,

3. A Derivatii^e word is one which is formed from
a primitive word ; as stroke^ striker, TFie primitive-

word in this case is calTed the root,

4b Derivatives are fwmed in two ways; (1) by va

change or modification in some letter or Tetters of the
root ; (2) by adding an affi:^. or apre^x to the root.

5.. For the sake of distinction, some writers oft

Grammar call tlwse words formed in the first wajv
Primary Derivatives ; those fbvmed In the second way,.

Secondary Derivatives.

6. The Primary Derivative itrohe is formed by the-

change of % in strike to o* The Secondary Derivative

striker is formed bj tli^ addition or the affix er,

PRIMARY DERIVATIVES.

7. Pt'imwry Derivatives are formed

—

(1), By-
changing or modifying the vowel of the root ; as, hindy

hond, (2*), By changing or modifying the last con-
sonant or consonants ; as stick, stitch, (3)^ By chang-
ing or modifying both ; as, weave, woof.

8. The following are a few examples of each kind*

Fall, fell Cling, clinch Hound, hunt
Rest, roost Dog, dod^e Wake, watch
Rise, raise Strive, strife Drag, dredge,
Din, dun Prove, proof Choose, choice

Choj^i chip Dig, 4itcft Hold, hilt



r

Bless, bliss

Feed, food

Click, clock

Heat, hot
Shine, sheen

APPENDIX.

S^cak, speech

Gird, girth

Lay, law-

Devise, device

Milk, milch

Seethe, sud
Lose, loss

"Weave, woof
Grass, graze
Love, lief.

SECONDARY DERIVATIVES.

9. Secondary Derivatives, as has been stated before,

are forraed by adding Affixes or Prefixes to the roots.

10. Affixes are i-etters or syllables put at the end
of words ; as the letter t in weigh-l, and the syllable

ly \n hing-ly. Prefixes are letters or syllables put at

the heginning of words, as the letter a in a-board^ and
the syllable mis in mis^take.

11. Affixes are either mere terminations, as cr, ness^

in leader^ weakness; or clistin<».t words which have
come to be used as terminations; as, lihe^ful, warlike^

fearful,
'

.

12. There are Affixes and Prefixes of Saxon, and
of other origin. Now, generally speaking, Saxon
affixes are added to Saxon words, as in handsome, some
is a Saxon affix, and hand is a Saxon word ; white

Latin and other foreign affixes are added to Latin and
other foreign words, as m final,fin (finis) is a Latia

word, <«? is a Latin affix, i^ut to these general rules

there are some exceptions, hi the first place, we
liave many foreign words which take Saxon affixes or

prefixes; as in tm-just,ju^t is a Latin word, but im is

a Saxon prefix. So, iii tl>e second place we have
man V Saxon words which take forei<jrn affixes; as in

truism, true is a Saxon word, but ism is a Latin and
Greek affix. But the former case is much more
oommon t^ian the latter ; that is we fiird it much more
common for foreign words to have Saxon, than for

.Saxon words to htwe foreign affixes and prefixes.

13. The following table, taken from Angns's Gram-
mar, gives the meaning of Anglo-Saxon prefixes with
the correspondi-ng x^retixes of Latin and Greek origins.
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Sixcon.

Ay on, in ; at)ed, afire.

A before verbs^ gives

a transitive forc^ ; aa,

wait, a-wait.

And, 'against,' rare in

E., common in A. S^.;

an-swer, ?!-th.w»»t.

About,, ' round,' not
now common.

Ait, behind, baek, qft-
erwards.

All, almighty, always.

Sack, backward, Uick-
slider.

Between, '-bstweA^-
whiles.'

By, near, &y-standev.

beyond, (rare).

aeide» fi^pfeby,.

6y-path.
Be, in A. S., ofte»
makes intrans. verba
trans.^ fall, ^c-fall

,

forms veybs frcna
nouns and adJectiv^K,.

, iccloud, Ac-dim; pri-

vative, icliead, inten-

sive ; ftcspriukle. •

yor,, 'away,' against,,

forbid.
'- Intensity, /orlorn;

/orgive.
Negative,/orget.

Tore, before (in time.)

/orcteM^ /orastall.

befone,. (in spate)

forwtkvd.
Fro, irora, /reward.
Hand, A«nrf-mill.

Ill, evil, tW-willed, ill-

starred.

in, em,, en, A. S.,.mor
on, enthrone, income,
enlist.

To make en-rich, en-
large.

Uke, Hleelihooi.
Mkl, miridle, wnilan*^,

witf-djiiig.

GYacJt,

'•In,.' witll nouEs^ i?t-

sular, inearceratv.
fwipannel,. to put on
the Hat as ajuiov.

Co)Hra-&cty eounter-
act (Fr.), sometimes
re; a«, re-sist.

C?<*«tta«ference, rnnli-

ent.

J'os/-pone, sometimes
ne-lmquisb.

077i»i«-potent.

if»<?:o-spect, wjftct, re-

pel.

Interiw^, internet.

JVop-inquity, juxta-
position.

E»r<r»-ordinary^ prater'

natural.

«SVcret^ ^t^est.

,
»

•

-•
. ^ i-,'*

'"
•'* ,* A ' "i ' -X

Oftfitacfe, of>pose,. pol'

(pro>-lute.

Pardon.

Omit, jwrfidious, dis-

please.

Fi-e^etf. cumtsce^nt..

i^w>laira, jwtjpose, pur-
sue (pur. Fr. form.)

Jverse, abstain, afjeet.

Mantt-facture.
A^ai-conteHt.

iittifuse, fwpe1,.t71u^.

ih'adiate, ?71umine irri-

gate.
S/«7t7itude.

Jtf*rftoority, Mlprf/lerra-

nean, niizen (through
the Italiau,).

i5pi-teph,.on a tomb.

jE'1^^d)emie,. among th»
people.

i4}i<e-Chri8tian.

Anti-paOiy.

Pfriphrasifi,. a/mphif
theatre.

Rurely, we/a-physics.

Pa»-oply, pontheismu.

Earely, a»«-tomy..

iWesentery.

Para-phrase,
/parallel.

lJy;>*r-criticalv

J^^jo-crite,.

|j«r-oiy..

!^.'
...i,„,^-

n'

':if,{tiitiAh

Catalogue,, coi^goryw

Prophesy.. i?
•:

Problem, prostyle i

.4po-logy, apo-gee.
CAeir-urgeou, swrgeoni.

Di3--astrous, coicopho^

ny. *n:._r-'

Entomolo^f.

JEwallage (change fca

another).
JFfowffiopathy.

Mipyopotsmiftu * ^
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Saxon.

3Iip, error, evil, mis-
deed.

N', not, n'ever, n*«i-

ther.

Of, oflf, source, off-
sprjng, oj7"-8hoot.

On, onslaught, onwavd.
One, on-ly, on-'icm.

Other, otherwise.

Out, external source,
-•ttt-goings.

Over, up above, " over-
Aand,^'
ovcr=upon, ;Ov<jr-

coat^

Superiority, oiper-

j-ulc,

excess, otvrload.

^elf, self-coutrol, self-

love.

Side, ^itfewaya, tid-
ings.

"To, together, towards.

tThrough, thtousjAout,
thoroughfKte.

Two, tujfcive, tivi\\g\it^

tu;i}(-children.

flTh, before adj. or
nouns, notjiuihappy.
Before verbs reverses

the action, iiwtie.

Sometimes intensive,
itnloose.

•U-iider, beneath, imder-

f
round,
nferior, imrffrlings,

MM </er-secretary.
^Tpj upward, t»j?i>oot,

•M/>-laiid.

Yond, yotider^ heyend.

Well, velcome.
Witli, opposition, with-

stand.
With, u'Jt/tal.

Within, rare as prefix.
Without, rare as prefix.

Latm.

Pro»cv\he, perjure, ^er-
verse, wm/treat,a6u8e.
•Sometimes, reduce,
detwage.

Ne, nee, Me-utral, augo-
tiate.

Extract, a6*-ent.

Invade.

'

'Unanimity, tmity.
jl/ternately, 'a/iena.

JEzit, e/'-fulgenoe.

Supravawndane, pnBter-
.natiuail.

Survey, si^f»«rstructttre.

SuperlRno, extra, ultra.

Super&uouB, extmvar
gant.

iSuicide, «uic1sin.

•Secession, seclustmu

Adhere, ac, af,ag,Ml,
am, Sac.

Pervade, yerfect.

il»nWdexterou8, rftibi-

ous, ^owbt, In'ped, hi'

nary,
/nnooent, */, im, ir,ig,

&c.
Revea,), rfevelop, dis-

arm.
In or ?«dure, -cah,

(sometimes), ,cogent.
(Siiiterranean, fMMer-
fuge.

Sui-deaeon, subacid.

Suspend, stutaio.

Transpcvt, trcuispAvenxt,

tt/<ramariue

,

BenfUL
Wesistanee, o&stacle,

cow/radiotion.
Co-erce, contend, cog,

col, cor.

Tutrodwce, iH^amural.
Eartravagant, sinecure,

«?>ipie.

Greek.

C!a/achresis (abuse).

Paraselene (a by or
fake moon,

l^-topia (the Kingdom
of Prince No-Plaoe.

ilpostle.

Jfon-ad.
jl/Zopathy, heterodaxif,

JSxode, «zegetical.

if^ercritkal.

Autocracy, autobio-
graphy.

J'arenthesis.

Proi-^lyte, proiody,

Duimeter, diagnotk

Amph^iOyxn, diph-
thong, di-'ploroM.

<twioe-folded.)
^theist^ 4znjbroi»ia.

Bare, «rj»oca1ypse

.(tiMveiling.)

MypoHiesis.

i/i/po-^ulphurous.

^Nabasia. '^

i'ttlogy.

AntiT^aihy, Anti-iAivivt'

fi^-stem, syn-od, syZlo-

bte, ay»«pathy.
iSso-tevic.

£a:o-teric, ^Imorpbou^

14. The following tables give the meaning of the

Anglo-Saxon affixes, with the corresponding affixes .of

l^atin and Greek originso
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Noun terminations and their meanine: :—

se).

' or

edou

doi^.

a..

Wo-

iy.

)sk

ph-
mft

a.

se

,
syllor

pbouia.

f the

es .of

Indicating.
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Patronymics arc formed in various ways; fts,

I
•

By a Genitive Case.
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IX.

eiU
BUB.
z-Uree.
inor,

[ugh,
h-ard,
owell.

'reck.

«c, petn««.

igorcan,ab'

ife, ophtie.

ic.

xcieiical.

Verb terminations:

—
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Lest is the past participle of Lesan, to dismiss.

iSince is the participle of Seon, to see.

That is the neuter of The.
Or is a contraction of the Saxon oder, other.

20. A few examples will still further explain the theory,

and the scheme just given. If &nd an were used indifferently by
old writers, " If that the King have in any way your good
deserts forgot, he bids you name your grief."=The King hath
your deserts forgot

;
give or ffi-ant that ; he bids you name your

grief." " Nay, an thou dallicst, th6n I am thy foe."=Give or

grant, that thou dalliest, then, ^c.

" No man cometh to mo unless my father draweth him."=
Dismiss the fact that my father draweth him, no man cometh to

me.

" Yet a little while am I with ynii."a=A little while being got

or obtained, I am with vou.

"You and I an c? John rode to London."=You rode; add,
I rode ; add, John rode.

[ TJie jyupil can supplement these examples by others^ showing the

meaning of the other conj.]

PREPOSITIONS.

21. With is the imperative of withan, to join ; A house with
a Gothic roof=A house, join a Gothic roof.

Through is the Gothic noun dauro, or the Teutonic noun
thurah, and means door, gate, passage ;

" The splendid Sun, with

liis beams genially warmeth thro* the air the fertile earth."=The
splendid Sun, jWn his beams, genially warmeth oassajye the air

(or the ai'" being the passage or medium) the fertile earth.

From 11 the Anglo-Saxon nouny?'Mm, beginning, origin, source,

fountain, author ; Figs came //-(wi Turkey=Figs came beginning

Turkey ; that is, Turkey the place of beginning to come.

For is the Gothic noun fairina, cause; Christ diedybr us=
Christ died canse us ; or we being the cause of his dying.

Of is the Anglo-Saxon of, a fragment of the noun afara,
meaning consequence, offspring, &c.; He was a man of ancient

family—A man, consequence or offspring ; ancient family, cause

or source.
,

By is the imperfect byth of the Anglo-Saxon beon to be ; She
would hold by him—Him being the cause of holding.
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